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The parsese of this memorandum is to set forth a brie^review
of

H,

Six Crtses, " the *>«£e*tly released 469-page book fey former Viec President
Richard If* Nixon. Ttet* deal* witk six notable crises in the career of Mr. Nixon
Iroaa iiit tiwe lie ttsitift in Washington a* ft ffesJaaan Congressman in 1947 through

mrnm^rn The "Six Crist*" cited byhis

Mr. Jflx^n tyres

(1)

with his exj

ActlYtties in

ease. There
which are faveraWe
Department
for a time.

In this chapter, Mr. Mixoa deals

the House Committee on Un-American
the Conamittee , s prohe of the Alger Hiss
es W^.Wm^m ***** shifter, s|l of

^B^Af^¥m^r>t iowover, that the

Its handling of the Hiss case and,

t Whlttaker Chambers,

(2) The fund raised toy IHxea's political supporters (pages 73-129).

This fund, totaling fit, ISf, became an issue in the 1952 campaign and
nearly resulted is the re»<i>val el Nixon as Repafelican Vice Presidential

candidate. Mr. Wkmm *x#lmbw thai the ftutd was **#ed to pay expense*
for travel, printing and mailing of speeches, and esttra clerical help

whieh were atfitetly political And could net properly foe reiftfttewsed by
the Government, fee explains that the fund was set up after his election

to the Senate in 1**0; ths* Ms fi*^«* chairman, Dana Smith, handled

the ejections and Jtsfewr»e«ients; that he did n«t obtain personal use

of the funds, nor dtd th# fwads influence Ids *eclsl^ns as a tenaior.

(S) The heart attack and «abse$<aent illnesses suffered by
presidentIM^'MMMr ^p8l IM*H% This deals with the

tense sitttation cl^ed, as well «s the iMltKi r««pen«iWlttle€

Beimont _Z3*^h eeiifren!^ Mr« Wtx<e», at me ttswe of president I$ssiihowor,s

3
B

Tolson

1 - MP. BvlMGAt
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Jones to iieLoach Memo
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(4) Mr. Nixon's trip to South America in the Spring of 1958 (pages

183-234). This chapter contains a vivid description of the violent demon-
strations and personal attacks upon tae then Vice President during his trip

to Latin America in 1958. Mr. Nixon is particularly outspoken in criticizing

the inaction and blindness toward the true menace of communism which he

observed on the part of Venezuelan authorities; and he goes into great

detail concerning the communist -le; i street mobs which jeopardized his

life in Caracas.

(5) Mr. Nixon's visit to Russia in July, 1959, and his encounter

with Nlkita Khrushchev (pages 238-291). In this chapter, Mr. Nixon

pays warmtribute to the late John Foster Dulles and recounts the details of his

(Nixon? s)
Hkitchen debate" with Khrushchev in the presence of newsmen. It

also contains Mr. Nixon1s account of the tremendous warm and friendly

reception he received from the people of Poland upon his visit to that

country after leaving Russia.

(8) The Presidential Campaign of i960 (pages 294-428). In this

chapter, Mr. Nixon deals with the four television debates in which he

and John F. Kennedy participated, as well as with various issues of the

campaign, including Matsu and Quemoy, Catholicism, Cuba, and the like.

REFERENCES TO THE BliREAb:

There are several references to the Bureau in Mr. lixon's book,

particularly in the early pages. All of them are favorable. They Include:

Page 5 --the book states that, in 1943, FBI Agents visited

Vvhittaker Chambers at his farm in Maryland; and Chambers repeated

to them the story he had previously told concerning communist infil-

tration of the Federal Government. ;<!r. Wixon observes, "Again, nothing

happened. In 1945,an3HP947, he told the same story to FBI Agents but,

to his knowledge, no action was taken. It should be emphasized that

during this period, J. Edgar hoover, to his eternal credit, was con-

aucting constant investigations of communist infiltration in the United

States generally and the Government in particular, despite the fact

that the official Administration policy was to
f get along with Stalin.

f

But, Hoover had the power only to conduct investigations. I e coala

not follow them up with prosecutions m other required action without

the approval of his superiors in the Justice Department and in the

White House. "(Bufile 100-25824 reflects that Vvhittaker Chambers was inter-
viewed on a number of occasions in the 1943 T

s, including an interview by the
Baltimore Office at his Westminster, j^rylaiyL farm on March 5, 1943, and
as early as May, 1942, as well as m ana if4

<> *>y the New York Office.)
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Along these same lines with reference to the hiss case,

Mr. Nixon states on page 58 that he was convinced Chambers* case was
so airtight that the Justice Department had no choice but to ask for an

indictment of Hiss. And furthermore, we had great confidence in Tom
Bonegan, a former FBI Agent who was the Justice Department attorney

assigned to present the case to the Grand Jury But Hiss and his legion

of supporters within the Administration still had an ace up their sleeves.

They did not reckon, however, with some oi the Justice Department
employees in lower echelons who were so inluriated by their superiors'

handling of the case that they apprised the Committee staff oi every action

that was being taken. M

On pages 59 and 60, Mr. Nixon refers to the hiss typewriter --a

portion of his book which erroneously states that the FBI succeeded in finding

the typewriter which was used in preparing espionage data that Hiss gave
to Chambers, (Mr. Nixon has admitted that this data concerning the type-

writer is erroneous and stated that it will be omitted from subsequent
editions of the book- The Domestic Intelligence Division has previously

prepared a memorandum setting forth the facts concerning the erroneous
material regarding Hiss f typewriter in Mr. Nixon* s book).

Again with reference to the iiiss case, Mr. Nixon states on
page 61,

f\ . . I would not want this opportunity to pass without paying

a deserved tribute to. . . the Agents of the FBI who added to the laurels

of the world1 s finest investigative agency by tracking down bits of evidence going tack

over a period of 10 to 15 years with almost unbelievable efficiency. As
Whittaker Chambers so accurately pointed out, without (Federal Prosecutor
Tom) Murphy and the selfless devotion of the FBI Agents, the successful

prosecution of Alger Hiss would never have been possible.
T

On page 65, Mr* Nixon again* tells his readers, "Once the FBI
was given the green light in its investigation of the Hiss case, it did a

magnificent job. The blame for failing to act oetore that time i ests not

on the FBI but squarely on those officials of the Executive branch who
had full access to FBI reports and who failfed or refused to oraer a full

investigation.

"

On page 92, with reference to the 1052 campaign in which he was
the successful candidate for Vice President, Mr. Nixon refers to help

which he received from MBob Hamilton, who had taken leave from his job

with the FBI in San Francisco to serve as my aide.
*
T (SA Robert Lee Hamilton

is in G3-13 at San Francisco, be is a long-time friend of Richard Nixon,

having resided in Whittier, California, and having—like Mr. Nixon—attended

Whittier College before entering the Bureau. JA Hamilton was not given a
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leave of absence In 195£K^thdugh Congressman Pat Millings contacted
L. B. Nichols in August, 1052, to

s

r«q,uest
v
HamUton be released to join

Nixon's staff for the duration of the campaign. Subsequently, SA Hamilton
submitted his Resignation effective September 12, 1952, to accede to

Mr. Nixon's request to accompany him as his personal security officer

during the campaign. In January, 1953, Hamilton applied for reinstate*
u

ment and was reinstated at the San Francisco Office.) 07-429775)

On page 352, Mr. Nixon relates that following a conference with
Fidel Castro In-^pril, 1959, he wrote a memorandum stating he was
convinced that Castro was "either incredibly naive about communism or
under communist discipline. " He states that his position was a minority

one within the Administration but it was ^shared by J, Edgar Hoover and
by two of our former Ambassadors to Cuba. . .

.

"

OTHER MATTERS OF INTEBgST: \
"Six Crises 1

' contains many statements and observations of interest.

It reflects, for example, Mr. Nixon's antipathy for Adlai Stevenson. On page 6,

Mr. Nixon notes that Stevenson recommended Hiss to John Foster Dulles for a top ^

position with the Carnegie Endowment following World War H.

On page 90, he quotes William P. Rogers (whom Nixon greatly

admires) as stating that it was, Stevenson's "usual pattern" to consider a-J>roblem
very carefully before making ia wrong decision"; and on page §6, he refers to ^

Stevenson as being "all veneer and no substance- -a man plagued with indecision

vho could speak beautifully but could not act decisively.

"

With respect to the special "fund" issue which was raised against

Ir. Nixon in 1052, he observes that the 'New York Post" attacked him in tabloid

rtyle» falsely inferring that a secret fund had been placed at Ms disposal by a
millionaires^ club. He describes the "New York Post" as the most partisan

amoeratic paper in the country.

On page 110, Mr. Nixon states that Thomas Dewey (whom he
hviously considers tp be an astute politician) telephoned him after the story

teeming the speei&l fund broke in 1952 to state that Mr. Eisenhower's top

isers had met and had asked Dewey to tell Mr. Nixon that it was their opinion

snould submit his resignation to Mr. Eisenhower (as Vice Presidential candidate),

awey told Mr. Nixon that he did not share this view, but that it was his responsi-

iity to pass the recommendation on to Mr. Nixon.
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On page 243, Mr. Nixon has the following to say concerning the

reasons why President Eisenhower authorized him to discuss with Khrushchev
in 1959 his (Eisenhower's) decision to invite Khrushchev to visit the USA:
"While Khrushchev's tour of the United States would lend a certain degree
of respectability to the Soviet leader and allow Mm to spread his propaganda
among the American people, the United States stood to gain a great deal more
by convincing Khrushchev of thi

s
size, the strength, and the spirit of the

United States through the first-hand information he would gather while crossing
the North American continent. . ..'\

On page 272, Nixon gives the following personal impression of

Khrushchev: "When anything of importance was being discussed, he is sober,

cold, unemotional, and analytical. He will be influenced in his conduct only

by the hard realities of the power balance, and to that extent we can exert some
control over his actions and our own destiny!

"

On page 273, Mr. Nixon gives the following definition of Khrushchev's
"diplomatic techniques": "First, he demands something to \*hich he is not

entitled, Second, he threatens war if he does not get what he demands.
Third, he charges that we will be endangering thefeace unless we negotiate

on his demands. And fourth, the price of peace is giving him half or more of

what he was not entitled to in the first place.

"

On pages 288 through 290, Mr. Nixon sets forth his personal views
concerning the dire threat of communism and the best means of combating this

threat. He concludes this discussion by quoting an Indian statesman-scholar
as saying, "Communism is doomed to failure because its principles are contrary
to the nature of man. " Mr. Nixon then observes, "Man needs God, and commu-
nism is atheistic. Man wants to be free, and communism enslaves him. Man
cherishes his individual dignity, and communism collectivizes him. " He also

<|uotts John Foster Dulles as obser^mg,: in 195'8/ "The communist rulers have
shown an immense capacity to extend their rule. But nowhere have they developed
a capacity to make their rule genuinely and freely acceptable to the ruled,

"

<i

On pages 312 and 313, Mr. Nixon gives reaction to the ticket of Lyndon
ohnson and John Kennedy as follows: ?R@ (Johnson) has always been a political *

ragmatist and las never had too much difficulty accommodating his principles

o his politics. But, Kennedy's selection of Johnson and the way he was then able

> ram this choice aown the throats of his liberal supporters told a lot more about

veanedy than it did about Johnson. Here, indeed, was a tough-minded, capable

Dlitlcal operator, and a formidable oppcrieftt.
rt
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On page 354, Mr. Nixon states that John Kennedy was briefed by
Allen Dulles at the time of the 196Q Presidential Campaign concerning the fact

that CIA had been supporting and training Cuban exiles for an eventual invasion

of Culm, Mr. Nixon states that despite this briefing, Kennedy advocated that

the USA "must attempt to strengthen the non-Batista democratic, antl-Castro

forces In exile, and in Cuba itself, who offer eventual hope of overthrowing

Castro" during a campaign speech and, thereby, "was jeopardizing the security

of a United States foreign policy operation. " (President Kennedy has publicly

denied that he was briefed concerning CIA's program with respect to the Cuban
invasion, and former CIA Doctor Dulles has confirmed this.)

On page 362, Mr. Nixon criticizes Robert Kennedy for telepholng the

judge in Georgia who was involved in the case which resulted in Martin Luther
King's receiving a 4-month sentence in October, 1960, on a charge arising from
his driving without a valid license.) Mr, Nixon states it was completely improper
for any lawyer to call the judge—nAnd Robert Kennedy should have known better than
to do so. " (At the time Of this sentence, King had just been arrested with a group

of others at an Atlanta restaurant sit-in; The others were released on bail, but

King was held and given the 4~month sentence based on the previous driver's

license charge. Mr* Nixon states he discussed the matter with Attorney General
Rogers, asking if King's constitutional rights had been infringed upon; that Rogers
strongly recommended that a statement be made by Jim Hagerty from the White
House to the effect that the Justice Department had been instructed to look into

the question; but that Rogers was unable to get approval from the White House for

such a statementJ

On pages 365 and 366, Mr. Nixon clearly implies that Robert Kennedy
was among the Democrats whose actions kept the religious issue alive throughout

the 1960 campaign.

On page 403, Mr. Nixon quotes his chauffeur (obviously a NegrOf as
stating after the 1960 election, "I can't tell you how sick I am about the way my
people voted in the election. You know I had been talking to all my friends. They
were all for you. But when Mr. Robert Kennedy called the judge to get Dr. (Martin

Luther) King out of jaii-^well, they just all turned to him. ,f

On page 406, Mr. Nixon gives his opinion of the "career people" in

71A, HSIA (U*S. Information Agency) and the State Department. He states that

'our careerists in these agencies are for the most part devoted, loyal, and efficient

tublic servants. But many times they lack imagination, or are fearful of using it.

ill too often they are more concerned with keeping a good job than with doing one*

tr. Nixon states he recommended to President Kennedy that CIA's assignment was
m broad; that CIA should continue to have primary responsibility for gathering and
^abutting intelligence, "in which it was doing a good job"; but that, if Mr. Nixon
;d been elected, he had planned to set up a new ami independent organization for

rrying out covert para-military operations.

- 6 -
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On page 412* in mentioning the vote fraud charges which arose
following the 1960 elections, Mr* Nixon cites several specific examples--such
as a county in Texas where 6, 138 votes were counted despite the fact that there

were only 4, 80S on the official poll tax list,
n and a ward in Chicago where

77 individuals voted although there were only 22 voters on the official list*

Mr. Nixon states that when he looked into the legal aspects of the situation,

he found it would take at least a year and a half to get a recount in Cook County,

Illinois, and that there was no procedure whatever for a losing candidate to get

a recount in Texas.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

7
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subject: "SCHOOL FOR SPIES" BY J„ BERNARD HUTTON, aka
Josef Heisler
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'

This memorandum^'±s^Wf
,£VS^m^SK

*f6'port information previously h7D

obtained from I Iregarding the captioned book and author to the
effect that the author is a fabricator and the book is a mixture of
known facts and pure imagination.

The attached review of the captioned book appeared in "The
Washington Post and Times Heraldn for 4/15/S2.

Our files show that by letter dated 12/1/61 Sanche de Gramont,
author, requested the Bureau to furnish a copy of the press release
issued by the Bureau identifying Gordon Lonsdale, Soviet agent convicted
in Britain as Conon Molody. In his letter De Gramont mentioned a book
entitled "School For Spies" published in England which included infor-
mation about Lonsdale. We requested the Legal Attache, London, to obtain
the comments of his source about this book.

By letter 1/17/G2 the Legal Attache, London, advised Hutto&i§,
true name \s^^sef^i^isj^ and he was born in Chrast, Czechoslovakia,

i|july 7, 19fl. He at oneT time was a member of the Czech Communist Party
but has lived in England for many years. He claims to have the ability
to receive information from behind the Iron Curtain.

€5

Enclos

JPL:slj 4 IQr

n5T"RECORDED! >

hlD
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Memorandum Branigan to Sullivan
Re: "SCHOOL FOR SPIES" BY J. BERNARD HUTTON, aka

Josef Heisler

ACTION :

A copy of this book will be obtained and read and if it
appears to contain anything of value a review of it will be
prepared.

- 2 -
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"It
By DONALty MINTZ

Behind the Cloak ofSoviet Espionage
SCHOOL FOR SPIES, The
ABC oi How Russia's Secret

Service Operates by J. Ber-
nard Hutton. 222 pp., illus.,

end-paper map, (Coward-

;

McCann, Inc.; $3.95.).

J. Bernard Hutton—which
is not his real name—is a
Moscow -trained, former
Czech Communist who now -

writes on Soviet affairs for a
number of British and Amer-
ican newspapers. The pub-
lisher describes him .as "an
ex-Communist from Moscow's
spy school." Mr. Hutton's
preface is somewhat ambigu-
ous, but there is the distinct

possibility that this descrip-

tion rests on the erroneous

idea that the Lenin School in

Moscow (which Mr. Hutton
Attended) and the Lenin
'technical Institute in Ver-

r

]!;hovnoye near Kazan (which
j'Ir. Hutton probably did not
Attend) are the same.
They are not. The latter

4

is a spy school—and what a*

spy school '.—whereas the for-

mer is an institution for the
training of potential party
leaders. -

"School for Spies" is a
detailed exposition of the
organization of the KGB
(Soviet Secret Service) and
the manner in which it trains

spies for work abroad. This
discussion is followed by sum-
maries of a number of typical

spy operations including both
those in which some or all of
the participants were caught
and those in which they were
not. .

.MR. HUTTON'S informa-
tion about the second kind o'f

operation is obtained from ail

information bulletin put oujt

bjlthe MVD (Soviet Ministry
of the Interior). The bul-

letin is not intended for pub-
lic consumption either in the

Soviet Union, or the West.
But documents of this sort

cannot be protected, even in

a closed, totalitarian society,

and Mr. Hutton, like other
Sovietologists, manages to

keep himself well informed.
The training he describes

borders oii the fantastic. But
it makes perfect sense , and
its existence is indisputable.

After a normal, but hard
couiou in-photography," radio

operation and cloak-and-
dagger methods in general,

the potential spy is sent to

an institution which seeks to

duplicate conditions in the

country in which he will live.

He speaks nothing but the

language of that country. He
lives in its environment, in

towns populated largely by
Communists who are former
ditizens of the nation in

" iluestionTir he is going to'

&reat Britain, he must beK
' come expert not only in thfe

intricate mysteries of pounds
1

,

shillings and ounces (as A. A.

Milne put it) but in the even
deeper secrets of cricket. In.

short, he must be able to pose

as a native." This training

takes 10 years; it is obviously
worth every minute of it.

But his spies are on the

whole remarkably unselec-

tive. In effect, they seek to

make contact with some
draftsman in some faotory

that has some military con-

tracts. Though Mr. Hutton
does not say so, it appears

that, the various atom spy

cases have given .us a dis-

torted picture of the aims of

Soviet intelligence.

IN THOSE CASES, agents

were seeking specific infor-

mation that could reasonably

bii expected to advance Soviei

technology. But more often

tbey seek information of ^
more • general sort, in fact-

anything that increases

Soviet knowledge of what the

West is doing.

Given the enormous size of

the Soviet intelligence net-

work, skillful use of the
material it produces must be
very, difficult, and a discus-

sion of the evaluation proc-

esses would be most interest-

ing. But Mr. Hutton does not
go into this. It may well be
impossible for him to do so,

but the omission remains re-

grettable.

Mr. Hutton's ideas about
countermeasures are vague
and moderate. He does not
appear to suggest much more
than a modest increase in our
own counterintelligence work
and- a

: -s*Tva*al pubiur^wore-r
ness that we are faced with a

i
real danger. He seems to

believe"that an openraemo-
cratic society has an inherent
disadvantage in this sort of

business.
' It is unfortunate that he
has not been more specific.

This is a subject on which
he writes with considerable
authority, and he ought not
retire from the debate at a
point where readers can draw
—and justify—conclusions of,

virtually any kind. "School
for Spies" pan -he used to
support suggestions ranging
from adherence to the status

quo or even reduction of our
defensive measures to a dras-

tic extension of secrecy and
controls.

The book, then, is interest-

ing and important, but the

Ireader must bear in m\nd
that it covers only a portion

ibf the subject of Soviet intel-

ligence.
J
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Reviewed by Pat Frank

Mr. Frank's 1956 novel, "Forbidden
Area," told now a Soviet spy, edu-
cated as an American, landed and
worked in the United States.

SCHOOL FOR SPIES. By
J. Bernard Button. Coward-

1 McCann. 222 pp. $3.95.
1

THIS BOOK may raise

goose bumps in the FBI but
it will shake the Soviet Em-

Canadians, Englishmen, and
others, out of Russians..
American intelligence has
known since 1945 that such'
schools existed, but never be-
fore has such a detailed
description been published. .

Russia's most important spy
university, Hutton reveals,. is

called by the jawbreaker
name Gaczyna. It lies 100

,

cables will be swapped across

the Atlantic, asking, "How
did Hutton find out?" and a

more ominous, "Who talked?"

For this is a really definitive
screened for vear b f he

study of the Soviet espionage ?f
C^^

and encompasses an area of
425 closely guarded square
miles. In this area are Amer-
ican, British and Canadian
"colleges," or sectors.

An aspiring agent is

system and how it works.

& Hutton's background pro-

j vides few clues. He was a

j writer for a Czech Commu-
nist paper until he was sent

to Moscow in 1934. He was-

trained at the Lenin School.

In 1938 he resigned from the

Party and returned to Prague

.but was forced to leave

Czechoslovakia because of

his, at that time, unfashion-

, able anti-Nazi articles. Now
fin London, "a citizen of no

country," he writes for Lon-

. don and New York papers.

J IT IS APPARENT that he

l
;has maintained some of his

IMoscow contacts -.by clandes-

tine means, for,he takes you
. inside the Russian spy schools

and tells in detail how they

is tapped for Gaczyna, He
must expect 10 years of train-

ing in an exact replica of' an
American or British or Ca-

nadian town before tests

prove him capable of becom-
ing an operative. He must
think, speak and act like an
American or an Englishman,
but his heart and: soul must
remain Russian.

,

His cover, , when he lands,

say, in the United States, will*'

be perfect. He will carry a

legitimate . birth certificate

(although that person will be.

long dead).' He will have all

the documents, from -driving

licenses , and Social
1

Security

card to passport, to prove his

identity. And of - course he.

.will have money and freedom
of -movement. And .he' . will

[operate, creating. Americans, havccommunications
.
He is

Jlm

a carefully honed and very
dangerous weapon. 1

.

Abel in the United States

and Lonsdale in England at-

test to the success of' the

school. They were exposed
and captured, true, but espi-

onage is like an iceberg, with

only one-tenth showing above

the surface. 'v'-^'v-

AFTER FINISHING
"School For Spies," one is in-

clined to. wonder what the

United States is doing, until

you. remember, the U-2. For
years we maintained a con-

tinual aerial reconnaisance of

Russia, and the Russians

either didn't know about it or

couldn't find a way to. check

it/ .. •• •

'

As a guess, I would say

that one U-2 flight was worth

a hundred highly trained

graduates of that town with

the unpronounceable name.
After all, any filling, station

provides you, free, with a de-

tailed map of vital areas of

the United States, while fin

Russia there are not many
filling stations, and none of

them passes out -maps. ,,

Also, I would hope that

the CIA has its own schools,

where Americans learn to be

Russians. . In the long.Tun, it

;may not matter very much.

All you. really , need is an ac-

curate reading 'on the think-

ing of one man in the Krem-
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James Douglas Peck was born in New York City

on December 19.1914 . He is|

'hey hav^
|

In 1958 he was employed as a free lance

newspaper writer and was formerly employed as a news editor

by Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) . He attended Harvard
University in 1932 and 1933. Peck audi I are members
of the white race. He is presently employed as the Editor of
r Corelator" official magazine of CORE.

In 1942 Peck was investigated as a Conscientious

Objector; was prosecuted and sentenced to three years in a

Federal penitentiary. Following his release he became active

in numerous pacifist and anti-segregation organizations such as

the Peacemakers,War Resistors League, Workers Defense League,

Keep America Out of War Congress,, Fellowship of Reconciliation,

Committee for Nonviolent Action Against Nuclear Weapons and

the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

He has been arrested numerous times on various

charges primarily by reason of his picketing activitie s in connection

with peace and anti-segregation programs. Peck and

bo
b7C

are subjects of Bureau investigation captioned "Peacemakers;* .

St Al. ; Selective Service Act of 1948; Sedition. " The Peacemakers
organization was organized in April 1948 for the purpose of

opposing the Selective Service Act of 1948 and refusing to pay

income taxes because these taxes were used for war. No active

investigation is being conducted of this group by the Bureau at the

present time. Peck was one of the original Freedom Riders who were

attacked' by a mob in Birmingham, Alabama, on May 14, 1981, and as
'

a result of a beating reouired fifty stiches toybe taken in his face and

scalp.
. f±2'Mkl££Z:

1 - Central Research

62-46855 •

RBL:lmc:pea
:
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Memorandum to Mr. Rosen
RE: "FREEDOM RIDE"
Bufile 62-46855 -

Peck was also one of the participants in a freedom ride in 1947.

This r\re
;
however, was termed the "Journey of Reconciliation"

which was co- sponsored by the Fellowship of Reconciliation and

CORE.

THE BOOK

"Freedom Ri^e" is a 160 page book published

by Simon and Schuster Inc. , Rockefeller Center, 630 Fifth Avenue,

New York, copyrighted in 1962, The book in short is a history

of the Congress of Racial Equality and its efforts to bring

about integration of the white and Negro races.

Peck described how in 1947 he was one of a group

of participants in a "Journey of Reconciliation," co-sponsored

by the Fellowship of Reconciliation and CORE. - This ride took

place about a year after the first Supreme Court decision

outlawing segregation in interstate travel.

The second chapter of the book deals with efforts

of CORE to bring about desegregation of Palisades Amusement
Park in. New Jersey in 1947 and 1948, v/hich according to the

author was a successful campaign which ended discrimination in

the Park. It was, however, the scene of much violence during

the period and Peck claims he was assaulted by mobs on the

scene.

The remaining chapters of the book deal with the

efforts of Negroes in Montgomery, Alabama, and elsewhere to

bring about desegregation. A short history of the Montgomery
Boycott sponsored by Reverend Martin Luther King leader of

the Montgomery Improvement Association is set forth.

After the successful bus boycott in Montgomery,
Alabama the tactic of nonviolent protesting of the racial

situation became evident through sit-ins and other demonstrations

on the part of Negroes. throughout the country. The views of

several students who were jailed as a result of their part-

icipation in sit-ins and demonstrations are set forth in detail

in the book. % ^

~2



Memorandum to Mr. Rosen
RE: "FREEDOM REDE"
Bufile 62-46855

The concluding chapters of the book deal with the

much publicized Freedom Ride in 1961 which culminated in a

Greyhound Bus being burned in Anniston, Alabama, and mobs
assaulting Freedom Riders at Anniston, Birmingham and

Montgomery, Alabama. According to the author, Freedom
Riders participating in the May, 1961, ride and those that

followed were well schooled in the use of nonviolent tactics.

The rides themselves were planned well in advance and

participants were coached as to exactly what action to take

when attacked or arrested,

MENTION OF THE FBI

The Bureau is mentioned in only one instance

in the book. On page 104 the author sets out that a white

prisoner took the initiative of writing the FBI concerning treat-

ment afforded Negro prisoners in South Carolina. No derogatory
comments were set out concerning the Bureau.

CRITICISM OF THE ADMINISTRATIONS OF FORMER PRESIDENT
EISENHOWER AND PRESIDENT KENNEDY

The book in the concluding chapter criticizes

the past administration of former President Eisenhower and

the present administration of President Kennedy, The charge
is made on page 156 that the prevailing official United States

attitude both under the Republicans.an! Democrats has been
that public protesting against segregation rather than segregation
itself constitutes the greatest obstacle for the United States in

winning favorable world opinion.

Criticism is leveled at Attorney General
Robert Kennedy who pleaded with Freedom Riders for a
TT cooling off r aimed at averting embarrassment for the

President at the then forthcoming Summit Conference in Vienna.
Peck claims that the Attorney General failed to realize that the

chief embarrassment for President Kennedy and for the United

States is the segregation which prompted the Freedom Rides.



Memorandum to Mr, Rosen
RE: "FREEDOM RIDE 11

Bufile 62-46855

Peck alleges that the Attorney General did not have the foresight

to see that the most effective way to avert this embarrassment
would be a forthright statement in Vienna by the President

supporting the Freedom Rides in particular and Civil Rights

in general.

The comment is made that as for the Attorney

General's suggested "cooling off" period, it strikes Negroes
as completely ludicrous. Peck sets forth that a number of

Negro speakers on platforms with him have expressed it as

"Our people have been cooling off for over one hundred years.

How about a cooling off period for the segregationist mobs?"

CONCLUSION

The book is well written and presents a good

picture of the aims of CORE and similar organizations who
desire to bring about desegregation in this country • while the

author can be termed a staunch anti-segregationist, the book
in itself is mild and does not attempt to distort or twist out

of proportion events which have happened. The author evinces

a sincere attitude toward his beliefs on the question of Negro
equality in this country. As is evidenced by the numerous arrests

and several beatings which the author has taken as a result of

his participation in peace and anti-segregation movements,
it can be inferred that he has deep moral convictions and is

willing to put them into practice.

It is also evident throughout the book that the

author holds no love for the Communist Party. On page 154

he recounts an attempt to interview former President Harry S.

Truman. He quotes himself as saying to Mr. Truman that

"Ending racial segregation in the United States is the job of all

conscientious citizens, North, South, East and West." He also

mentioned to Mr. Truman that he felt with the utmost conviction

that "Racial segregation—more than any other single factor-

-

besmirches the United States in the .world1
s eyes and aids the

Communist propaganda machine."



Memorandum to Mr. Rosen
RE: "FREEDOM REDE"
Bufile 62-46855

ACTION

That this memorandum and book be sent to the

Records Branch for inclusion in Bureau files. The book is

being retained in Room 2268 pending approval of this

memorandum.
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Memorandum
to :Mr. S\0M date: May 1, 1962

from :R. w. Smith

O
subject: R0OK REVIEW:

/%ternMonAl,^mmmi£!m
' ANDJ^ORLDLREVOLUTIpN,t

.

BY DR. GATHER NOLLAU
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

The Author
b7D

Captipaed book, reviewed bv the Central Research Section, was written bv

Dr. GunthegftNollau.

Referral/ Consult

Nollau was borry^^^L^and trained.as a lawyer, but was forbidden to practice

under Hitler because^TTiis opposition to the Nazi regime. After serving with the

German Army in Greece, he was medically discharged in 1941 and opened a law office

in Cracow, where he defended many Poles before the German courts. After the war
he practiced law iuDresden until conditions in East Germany compelled him to flee

rto West Berlin.^ Wollau, who has an excellent standing as an authority on communism,

Jhas been a personal friend of the Legal Attache in Bonn for many years and is

friendly toward the Bureau. Our files do not contain any unfavorable information on ^
Nollau. _3

The Book '

, There is no mention of the Director or the FBI in Nollau1 s book.

Vhas written ' an excellent, well-documented, indictment of^communism , s

ithe League of Communists, for whom Ma|£x and SifgWs $rote the Commv

There is no mention of the Director or the FBI in Nollau1 s book. The author

starting with

Communist Mani-
festo of 1848, through the three Communist Internationals and the Cominform and

recent developments* He drew on the m^oilrs.^lQ^er communists and research /

"

in a half dozen or more languages ito.produce
!

a health of interesting and valuable detail

on the international j&alinist commuiu§t!machine. / -n
*

///£ Ffc^^ 3L^-
pi • >" ®M S^Zm^%2 1 0
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: BOOK REVIEW: 1'INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM AND WORLD REVOLUTION"
BY DR. GUNTHER NOLLAU, CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

The Theme

One clear theme emerges from Nollau* s book and that is: the continued,power
of nationalism over the minds of those who think of themselves as internationalists.

In the words of Nollau:

"A review of the history of the Comintern and of the

factors which led to its dissolution must lead one to

the conclusion that the Third International, exactly

like the First and Second Internationals, foundered

on the rock of nationalism. Both of the first two

Internationals fell apart as the result of conflicts

between the European national states. The Comintern
was offered up by Stalin as a sacrifice to Soviet

power politics. Its existence clashed with the national

interests of the Soviet Union. . . .the principles of

internatidnal prdletarianism have shown themselve

s

to be a flexible instrument of Soviet foreign policy. ff

Nollau also states that proletarian internationalism and the unity of world

communism under Soviet leadership are threatened today by the very factor on which

three Internationals have run aground: nationalism.

RECOMMENDATION:
fc

*

For information.

- 2 -
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MAK\E£SAY Q*t THE IMPACTOF MAftXBM"
BY JOSEP^IACKi:

,

^BOOK REVIEW* \ A ......

The captioned book is allegedly available at $fce University
Beeketerc, ffniveraity at Pittebargh, Pittebargft, PcnnaylYania. Taebook
wae poaliahed ia 1956 ay ike Uaiversity «f Pittsearga Press and is priced
at $1 a copy.

i

*

Ttn saoul* discreetly obtain one copy of captioned book, aad
forward tt to tile Bureaa narked to the atteatioa of the Ceatral Reeearch
Section.

NOTE: Book has been requested by Assistant Director W0 C* Sullivan^
for the use of the Bureau,, The book will be placed in the Bureau Library,,
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By ORVILLE PRESCOTT

ESPIONAGE/ it is generally conceded, is

a dirty business. Many of the people
involved in it are more interested in

private gain than in patriotic service. The
risks are always frightful and the rewards
meager. Few spies, we may safely, assume,
lead the glamorous life of Ian Fleming's re-
doubtable James Bond.

But the imaginary Mr. Bond's fondness for
women and liquor is strictly according to
the hard facts of espionage. This enlighten-
ing bit of information I have just learned in
"A Spy in Rome"* by Peter Tompkins, an
exceptionally graphic and educational ac-
count of one amateur spy's bloodcurdling
adventures in the first six months of 1944.

In January of 1944 when he landed from a
rubber dinghy behind the German lines on
the Italian coast Peter. Tompkins was a
young man of only 24. An American, he had
been educated abroad and had spent so much
time in Italy that he could speak Italian

fluently in various local accents. Enlisted by
the Office of Strategic Services, he had Maj.

Gen. William J. Donovan's personal blessing

and carte blanche to take charge of -every-
thing in Rome the Germans and Fascists
did not have nailed down. He was "to co-

ordinate Intelligence and partisan activities

with the Allied landings" at Anzio. Rome
was scheduled to be captured within two
weeks.

Harried by Hazards

In "A Spy in Rome" Mr. Tompkins has
tten a blow-by-blow, almost hour-by-hour
rrative, which provides a wonderfully clear

:ccount of the fear, tension, nervous strain

and ''nightmare of always being hunted" and
a detailed but somewhat confusing descrip-

tion of the operations of an' espionage net-

work. Mr. Tompkins, may have been young,
but he was supremely confident and cou-

rageous. Frightened most of the time, he
was yet so cocky, jaunty and brash that he
seems to have enjoyed himself.

More by .good luck than good management
he stumbled into control of an elaborate

espionage organization with agents every-

where, even in Gen. Albert Kesselring's head-
quarters. This network was largely the crea-

tion of the Italian Socialist party. Soon Mr.
Tompkins was radioing quantities of infor-

mation to his superiors.

But his good fortune did not last long. His
superiors did not make good use of his re-

ports. They had enrolled other, rival, incom-
petent and treacherous O. S. S. agents who
caused horrible difficulties. Mr. Tompkins is

savagely bitter , about the assorted blunders
at O. S. S. headquarters, which, he believes,

prevented ^him from running a, really super-

efficient spy organization. \
It was not long before the German S. S.

was hunting for an American O, S, S. agent,

f And not long after that members of Mr.
Tompkins' group were being captured, tor-

tured and executed. Some were caught be-

i cause of their own carelessness; some were
betrayed. Several of Mr. Tompkins' closest

|

associates were cruelly tortured before they

*A SPY IN ROME, By Peter
pages. Simofc <& Schuster. *

were killed. Several heroically ' refused

talk. Some did talk.

In reading "A Spy in Rome" it is impossi-

ble to understand with complete clarity just

what was happening where; just who every-

one was, and just what depended on the con-

stant coming and going of messengers. But
this hardly matters. Mr. Tompkins is fine in

his descriptions of his personal adventures

and emotions. ' He lived in a variety of apart-

ments—a woman's tailoring shop, a house of
assignation and an aristocratic palazzo sub-

divided into flats. He impersonated at vari-

ous times an auxiliary policeman, a black-

market food dealer, a captain in the Com-
mand of the Open City of Rome and a cor-

poral in the Fascist Republican Army. Al-

ways on the run, always expecting that the
next meeting would be a trap and the next
knock or ringing bell the beginning of an

*

S. S. raid, Mr; Tompkins lived at a perpetual t

peak of nervous tension. t

Eased by Diversions

Only a brave and basically optimistic man
could have endured it. Some kind of relaxa-
tion was essential. Mr. Tompkins and his

companions found relaxation in brandy, gin,

wine and odd mixtures of all three; and in

the company of cheerful and accommodating
young women. The girls were also useful to

add convincing details to their cover stories.

Italians who spent their time in frequent all-

night parties were obviously too frivolous to

be seriously suspected as spies.

"A Spy in Rome" is full of chilling crises -

9
and of bizarre situations. It was a grim
business Mr. Tompkins was engaged in and
he has not tried to romanticize it. He is par-

ticularly effective in, his evocation of the
atmosphere in which he lived: Rome^Under
its double tyranny (German and Fascist)

.

with danger and betrayal as omnipresent as
the familiar landmarks and the signs of
spring; the frustrations and disappointments

|
and occasional triumphs of his mission; and I

the fear. •

brave man and a tough one, this Peter1
l^jai^ae^l«i^/toQ; -
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Mr. Sullivan May 17, 1962

R. W. Smith

"THE RED CABPET"
BY EZRA TAFT BENSON
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

K

A copy of the captioned book./ autographed by Benson, former Secretary of

Agriculture in theEisenhower Administration, was forwarded to the Director and
acknowledged hy Bureau letter to Benson dated April 20, 19621. An additional

copy was forwarded by the Salt Lake City Office by letter dated May 8, 1962, at the

request of the Central Research Section for review.

The over-all theme of the book Is that the American people in their search
for economic security have gradually permitted the federal government to take

away their individual freedoms. As a result, there has developed a type of creeping

socialism, characterized by a concentration of power in the federal government,
the welfare state, and unsound financial policies which encourage an ever increasing

public debt and inflation. In Benson's view this situation is in effect "laying the

Bed Carpet, which permits creeping socialism to be America9s 'royal road9 to

communism/1
(p. 83) .

T While Benson stresses the threat erf internal communism (pp. 53-04), he also
points out that "I do not fear the small, hard corps of subversives in America so much
as X do those who do not see the danger to freedom that is inherent in more and more
centralization of power in government. " (p. 15ft) He calls for a reversal of the trend
toward greater government contr ol of industry, labor and agriculture and a
strengthening of the moral and spiritual principles on which our Nation was founded,

(pp. 283-298)

Benson, who is on the Special Correspondents9 list, makes numerous
favorable references to the Director and quotes extensively from "Masters of

Deceit, " as well as from articles and speeches by the Director. The book will be
maintained hi the Bureau library.

RECOMMENDATION:

None, for information. j<^j^^-
WT BMCOEBEU

I l~Mr. Belmont 1-Mr. Condon 17« my 21 1962

-Blr. Sullivan JUMr. Gray1
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UjQTED STATES GOVEtv^MMH"

Memorandum
TO Mr. Sullivan date: May 14, 1962;

from : R. W. Smith

a
subject: BOOK REVIEW^

'Communist America, /.must rr be? m

BY BILLY JAMES HARGIS
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

Synopsis

Book praises Director and FBL Author Hargis, a

"hill-billy type evangelist" and professional anticommunist,

operates the extremist organization, Christian Crusade,

which reportedly collected nearly one million dollars last

year. Hargis claims widespread communist infiltration

practically everywhere in American life and makes a financial

pitch for Christian Crusade. With the exception of his emphasis
on religion, Hargis offers no positive program to combat
communism- The impact of his book is that we are all but

defeated by the communists and had better pray.

References to the Director and the FBI

3

Several references to the Director and the FBI appear in this book- Most
of them are short quotations from the Directors public statements on communism
and his public comments on the late Senator Joseph McCarthy. These quotations,

with the exception of minor variations in punctuation, and the ommission in two

instances of short sentences which do not change the meaning, are set forth accurately

The smear attacks against the Director and the FBI by'The Nation" and "The
New York Post" are decried; the Director is praised as being "honored and revered;"

and the FBI is cited as "vital to the security of the United States. " An obvious error

is apparent in that the Bureau is mentioned as having "7, 000 agents. " (pp. 17, 20,

1- 62-46855

1-Mr. Belmont
1-Mr. Mohr
1-Mr. DeLoach
1-Mr. Sullivan

154, 19)

' '1-Mr/ JBaumgardner

l-Mr. ?R. W. Smith
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: BOOK REVIEW, "COMMUNIST AMERICA, . .MUST IT BE?"

Professional Anticommunist

Billy James Hargis, who was dropped in 1957 from the list of accredited

jministers of his own church, The Disciples of Christ, operates the Christian

chos National Ministry, Incorporated, of Tulsa, Oklahoma., Hargis, often

described as a "hill-billy type evangelist, " is a militant, controversial communist
crusader who broadcasts regularly and lectures in the United States and foreign

countrieSo He is widely known for his anticommunist, tax-exempt organization,

Christian Crusade, which reportedly became the'best heeled"of the current crop of

extremist groups by collecting nearly one million dollars last year* (97-3475-46;

The Saturday Evening Post, 4/28/62, pp. 21-22.)

In late 1957, Hargis was the subject of a Registration Act investigation

after he returned from a visit to the Dominican Republic and met with the

ambassador to that country. The Department, in April, 1958, advised that there

was insufficient evidence to establish that he was an agent of the Dominican Republic,

In February, 1960, Hargis was the subject of widespread publicity as the

self-professed author of material used in the controversial Air Force Training

Manual which alleged that there was extensive communist infiltration in the National

Council of Churches. It will be recalled that in March, 1962, Hargis held a closely

guarded Christian Crusade meeting in Washington, to which he invited representa-

tives of numerous ultra-conservative organizations. Among the speakers was
Congressman John H. Rousselot of California, a self-admitted member of the

John Birch Society. (97-3475-46; 100-424820-24)

The Bureau has received a number of inquiries regarding Hargis and there

are indications that some of his statements may not be supported by fact. One
radio station manager, who canceled Hargis1 broadcasts because of their vitriolic

'nature, advised us that he had received a vicious letter from Hargis which, in

effect, stated that anyone who does not agree 100% with Hargis is automatically a

communist. (97-3475-46)

Basically Negative Approach

Hargis, in this book, fights communism as an old-time evangelist fights

sin—by seeing it everywhere and by threatening to bring down damnation upon all

those who do the Devil's bidding, Hargis refers to revelations of communist

infiltration in the United States during the 1940s and early 1950s and, on that basis,

[
asserts that today extensive communist infiltration and influence exist .everywhere

| (p. 135) —in our Government (pp. 12, 20, 59, 110), the labor movement (pp 0 77, 80),
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I

among business men (pp. 90, 92), the Protestant churches (p. 149) , the

schools (pp. 61, 70), and mass media of communication (pp. 23, 30). He

attacks, among others, Congress (pp. 114-115), the Supreme Court (pp. 110-114),

foreign aid (pp. 134-136), the National Council of Churches (p. 149), and the

United Nations (pp. 119, 122, 130-132), and declares himself for "America's loyal,

patriotic, Christian people" (p. 134). Some overtones of anti-Semitism are

apparent. With regard to the integration problem, Hargis insists that it is an

artificial crisis, "instigated by the communists within America. " (p. 101). The

theme of the book is that America has been betrayed and is in imminent danger of a

communist take-over (pp. 16-17, 19) 0 Accordingly, Hargis makes a pitch for

i financial support of his Christian Crusade (p. 181).

It is clear that Hargis is anticommunist, but it is also clear that his

anticommunism is being accomplished with a broad brush to cover a wide variety

. of views which his ultra-conservative following opposes—thus assuring continued

;
financial support for his professional anticommunist activities. With the exception

of his reliance on religion, Hargis offers no positive program for combating

I communism. Hargis1 answer to the menace of communism is: "Only Christ can

destroy the Communist menace from the face of the earth, but He will not destroy

it for a people who turn away their eyes from Him. " (p. 176).

I

On the face of it and read in portions, this book carries an anticommunist

jf message. But read in its entirety it conveys a message of gloom, despair, and

I defeatism. Hargis would have America retreat behind its shore lines and abandon
I| its battle lines against communism throughout the world. Instead of inspiring even

I greater resistence to, and positive action against, communism, Hargis, perhaps

|
unwittingly, conveys the message that we are all but defeated and had better pray.

RECOMMENDATION:
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Memorandum
TO

FROM

Mr. DeLoach date: 5-16-62

*

subject: "YOUNGBLOOD HAWKE"
BY HERMAN WOUK

BACKGROUND:

of the WashingtonInformation received by your office from
"Evening Star" indicates that "Youngblood Hawke" is a new book written by Herman
Wouk, the prominentNovelist who won a Pulitzer Prize in 1951 for his, book," "The

Caine Mutiny. " The book is published by Doubleday and Company, 'Lid. , pf New York
City, with whom Wouk has been associated for some years. According to l ~l on "V
page 343 the plot concerns an individual who was a communist and came to Washington, \]
D. C. , to see the FBI. At this point, the book is reportedly critical of the FBI. Efforts

to obtain copies of the book met with negative results inasmuch as Kami's Department ^
Store advises that the book has not been released and will not be received until about fa

June 1, 1962, Efforts will be made through the New York Office to obtain a pre-

release copy; however, this will have to be done most tactfully in view of Wouk Ts

extreme prominence as an author. The book is currently being serialized in "McCalFs^

magazine and parts have appeared in the March, April and May issues of the magazine.

The serialization is not complete inasmuch as the book is quite lengthy (792 pages).

PUBLISHED BOOK REVIEW OF "YOUNGBLOOD HAWKE":
3

Em i

The May, 1962, issue of the "Book-of-the-Month Club News" contains a

review of the book, indicating that it is the June selection of the Club. (This is un-

doubtedly the reason that the book will not be received by stores in this area until the j
first of June. ) Briefly, according to the review, the book is a work of fiction and it is g
advertised as "an absorbing story of the rise and fall of a best-selling author. ..." §
Youngblood Hawke of Kentucky goes to New York and has a meteoric rise to fame as > o
a novelist. The central theme of the book is said to be the crushing impact of a moneys
minded world on a talent too undisciplined to resist that impact. Youngblood Hawke be*
comes involved 'with a rich woman who is married and has children but nevertheless

becomes his paramour. There is also another woman who is sensible and decent and ;

the .girl .he should have married who edits Youngblood's manuscripts. - The rewgw points

out that there are several sub-plots, without going into detail and without ind$&ti$g

There was no indication in the review of any i^efe£ence io trfe ^Bl orveven
to communism, nor was there any,such reference fQ®i!dAto2fflLS^ai^ of the book con-

tained in the April and May issues of "McCaU]£" magazine/which we have been, able so
t

far to review. w^tfM^^^^^vT 1 / ^
1 - Mr, DeLoach
ELCctmfAm

a conclusion of the book.

176 «Y 28 ,962 y'-'-^^W
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INFORMATION RE WOUK:

Biographical Data:

According to the current edition of "Who's Who in America, " Herman
Wouk was born 5-17-15 in New York City and received his Ao B0 degree from Columbia

University in 19340 He also holds an honorary LL0 D, degree from Clark University

and an L0 Ho D0 degree from Yeshiva0 He was a radio script writer in the 1930s, and

from 1936 to 1941 wrote scripts for radio comedian Fred Allen* He was a dollar-a-

year expert to the U, S, Treasury in 1941, During the period 1942 to 1946, he served

as a Deck Officer in the U« S 0 Naval Reserve and spent three years aboard a destroyer-

mine sweeper in the South Pacific,, He was awarded several campaign stars and a

Unit Citation for his service in the Navy. His religion is Jewish and is a member of

the Authors Guild, He is the author of a number of books and is particularly well known

for his Pulitzer Prize winner, "The Caine Mutiny, " His book, "Marjorie Morningstar, "

which he wrote in 1955, received considerable public acceptance.

Bureau Files:

j

' In 1941, we conducted a Special Inquiry investigation for the Office of

I Production Management concerning Wouk which produced no derogatory information,

',The investigation disclosed he was of good character and reputation and a loyal

I American,, On 4-4-49, the "Daily Worker, " the now defunct east coast communist news-

paper, described Woukf s drama, "The Traitor, " as a Mbig lie" with reference to Wouk? s

description of U, S, communists as Atom Bomb spies. It was obvious from the tenor

of the "Daily Worker" article that a patriotic theme as in "The Traitor" was unaccept-

able to the "Daily Worker, " I
]

be
1 1 b7C

Wouk wrote the Director on 7-1-52 enclosing some material he had received

through the mail from Gerald B, Winrod titled "Conspiracy—The Philip Dru Case" as

well as other Winrod propaganda. Wouk felt Winrod was a "paranoid maniac 0 " It is

noted that Winrod publishes "The Defender, " is anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic and was one

of 30 defendants indicted for sedition in January, 1944 0 In the same letter, Wouk com-
mended the Director on his answer to an article in a magazine entitled "Commentary,

"

which article had been unfairly critical of the FBI, By
wrote a note of thanks to Wouk for his observations.

fitter dated 1-9-52, the Director

Wouk was the recipient of funds in May, 1959, from/Warsaw, Poland, bank.

The funds amounted to $600 which ware described as royalties for his book, "The Caine

Mutiny."

OBSERVATIONS:

It is felt that a copy of Woukf s latest work should be obtained and reviewed
for any criticism or unfavorable references to the FBI, at which time further appropriate

- 2 - v
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I action can be considered. As mentioned earlier in the memo, efforts are being

/ made by the Crime Research Section to obtain an advance copy of the book and it

( will be reviewed as soon as obtained.

RECOMMENDATION:

Fdr information.
^r Sit
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855) date: 5/22/62
(ATTENTION: CENTRAL RESEARCH SECTION

)

from ""SAtf, PITTSBURGH (62-0-122102)

subject:/«N ESSAY ON THE IMPACT OP MARXISM"
' W JOSEF MACEK
£^B00K REVIEWS

Re Bureau letter to Pittsburgh, 5/7/62, captioned as above,

l Enclosed for the Bureau is one copy of captioned publication, per
P-y- Bureau request. —' *"

—

7 For the information of the Bureau,, the University Bookstore of
the University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa., is. a commercially
operated enterprise of the University of Pittsburgh, and instant
publication was purchased without identification of the purchaser.

Bureau (End 1)(RM) ^^^i^^,/^^ «k
1. - Pittsbur
RAR:CAH
(3) ft
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Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVE]

TO

FROM

subject:

MR. MOHR

J. F. MA

/

\\"INTRODUCTIQ&&Q. LAW ENFORCEMENT" BY
A. C. GERMANN, FRANK b.J^AY, AWrOBERT
GALLATI

^ BOOK REVIEWS

This book is 258 pages long and jis published by CharlesJCJThomas of

Springfield. Illinois. It is divided into six [major sections and covers the

philosophical ^Background to law enforcement, history of law enforcement,

constitutional limitations of law enforcement, agencies of law enforcement,

processes of justice, and evaluation of law| enforcement today. Germann is

head of the Department of Police Science, jLong Beach State College, California;

Day is Professor of Police Administration^^Michigan State University, Michigan;

CO

and Gallati is Assistant Chief Inspector^ New"York New
York. 4 as

^ Ttfe *Wook is mediocre. It is pedantic and opinionated in tone and

pedestrian in "its style of writing. It blows hot and cold; better in some spots

than in others, Ibut in no place particularly good. The authors have bitten off

more thati they can chew. For example, the book starts off on the ambitious

subject JWhat is'man? " and immediately fails to achieve its ambition. In trying
-**

to coverseverything they have covered nothing in a way that is satisfying to

the reader. The result is a hodge-podge. Its main value is that of a reference

book of limited scope.

There is nothing new in the book and no purpose would be served in

detailing its contents. The FBI is mentioned in passing from time to time but with^;

no great.significance in such references. The following points, however, should

be noted :

:

,J-
On page 209 in discussing current trends in law enforcement, the authors

have this to say about a national crime commission in both the body of the text

and in a -footnote: nrv* M ^ ussfl

f^"C8nceivably, a NationaliCrime Commission, as proposed in

I 196lT,co#ldpinpoint syndicate operations and aid in the war on

„, I
organized crimW. (Footnote: "Such a National Crime Commission /

1 - Crime Records DivllW
vr MAY 29 1961
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would gather information on top criminal leaders, keep

close surveillance on their activities, disseminate

information to state and local law enforcement agencies,

( and report regularly to the United States Attorney General.

I

The objections to such a national unit are that it would in-

fringe upon state and local prerogatives, possibly develop

into a national police agency, or perhaps release information

to corrupt police officials. These objections do not seem,
to the authors, to be insurmountable if the authority and
power of such a unit are made clear in the originating

legislation, and if the policies and procedures of such a

'unit are planned and organized and directed with care. ")

On pages 204 and 205 in discussing legality in law enforcement, the

authors link together the Director and William H. Parker in the following quote:

I "As an example of clear-cut police philosophy, we present

I a few of the statements; of Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director,

/ Federal Bureau of Investigation, and Mr. William H. Parker,

I
Chief of Police^ Los Angeles, They are taken, out of context,

I from their speeches and writings, but they are, nonetheless,

very much to the point. " (Then follow various quotations). .

.

I "These comments by Mr. Hoover and Mr. Parker should be

given great weight, for they are not the idle remarks of

amateur dabblers, but the eloquent words of two well-known

crime fighters who are seasoned and mature police leaders,

and practical law enforcement people. "

On page 93 a chapter on "Constitutional Law Enforcement" begins,

ending on .page 99. It is devoted to a complete reprint of the address "Constitutional

Law Enforcement" delivered by former Assistant Director Quinn Tamm at the

International Association of Chiefs of Police annual conference at New York in 1959.

X The authors stated:

"Currently, Mr. Quinn Tamm is Director of the Field Service and
Traffic Division, International Association of Chiefs of Police; in

; 1959, while acting as Assistant Director, Federal Bureau of

|
Investigation, Mr. Tamm addressed the annual conference of the

- 2 -
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"

' International Association of Chiefs of Police on the subject

of 'Constitutional Law Enforcement. T The authors of this

text feel that the words of Mr. Tamm deserve careful

consideration, and wide dissemination^ and therefore shall
I present his complete address;

'The reader should bear in mind that these words were nqt

the carefully guarded presentation of a law enforcement
officer to members of the general public, but, iitfead, the

man-to-man presentation of a law enforcement officer to

law enforcement officers. The reader should also bear in

mind that these words were not the Twet behind the ears T

exhortations of a police junior lecturing his police seniors,

but, instead, the words of a senior law enfbrcement
administrator of great experience thoughtfully presented to

fellow law enforcement administrators of great experience.

And the reader should also bear in mind that these words
were not the hastily prepared remarks of a nonchalant,

'off-the-cuff
1 raconteur, but, instead, the well-considered,

conscientiously-prepared, deeply-sincere comments of a
dedicated professional. Herewith are those words. tf (Then

follows the full text of the address.

)

Reference is na de to this same address on page 30 where the authors

quote the following excerpt therefrom

:

'What does it profit a police officer to discover and apprehend
a person responsible for a crime if he does so in a manner
so repugnant to the rule of law that the evidence is inadmissible

in court and consequently worthless in bringing him to justice? M

Reference is also made to this same address on page 176, where the

authors stated:

"Without a solid grasp and wise application of law, evidence,

and procedure, the law enforcement practitioner might well

become the 'misguided engine of destruction' so eloquently

described by Mr. Tamm."

On pages 191 and 192 in discussing "Human Relations, " the authors

state:

- 3 -
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"J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, . has often spoken very much to the point

on the evils of Communism, and certain of his words are

most applicable here, and worthy of serious consideration:
"

(Then follows a quote from the Director's writing on "The
Communist Party, USA" taken from Social Order , 11:300-301,

September, 19.61.)

Bureau files reflect that has been a frequent writer to the

Bureau for years past and that his correspondence has been cordial. In

November, 1961, however, he was removed from the Special Correspondents'

List because it was felt that he was endeavoring to involve the FBI in promoting

the American Civil Liberties Union (94-49595). Jn July, 1958^ he was advised

that the Director would be unable to accept his invitation and that of his co-

authors to write a Forword to caption ed book. The latter correspondence

is the only reference in Bureau files to is a graduate

in good standing of the 56th Session of the FBI National Academy (1-7486).

RECOMMENDATION:

None .... for information.
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Memorandum
TO

FROM

Mr. DeLoach date: 5-25-62

subject:

M. A.<Jone

"YOUNGBLOOD HAWKE"
BYHERMA^WOUK

BACKGROUND: °3ook favitvd

X ^ Sullivan

/ 'Trotter .

Tele. Room
Holmes

Gantjy

My memorandum to you- of 5-16-62 pointed out that[

of the Washington "Evening,S.far^had advised TtYoungblood Hawke"
is a new book written bv Herman Wouk, the prominent novelist and Pulitzer

iPrize winner.
| Istated that^at one point in the book Wouk is critical

of the FBI, A copy of the book,which is currently being serialized in "McCalls"

magazine, has been obtained. '
>r *

,r

Jo 6

hlC

REVIEW OF "YOUNGBLOOD HAWKE

frYoungblood Hawke" is a 783 page fictionalized story of a

novelist from the Kentucky hills who skyrocketed to fame and fortune on his

first book. Hawke is depicted as having written several other books, one of

which won him the Pulitzer Prize. The entire novel takes place between the

years 1946 and 1953. It reflects the financial difficulties and effect of sudden
wealth on- Hawke. Hawke is deeply involved in an .illicit relationship with the

wife of a stockbroker who has several children; however, he is in love with and

should have married a sensible decent girl who edited ' his manuscripts, Jeanne
Greene. Hawke become s/oi the most prominent novelistsof the period and the book
drags on through several subplots, one of which involves Hawke in financial

difficulties to the extent that it almost bankrupts him. Jeanne Greenemarries
another individual to spite Hawke and later her husband dies. The book ends when
Hawke dies in his 30 f s at the time he is about to marry Greene. Near the end <

of the book his finances were solved.

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Belmont
1 - Mr. Sullivan

ELC:jol,

0

?0

H
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RE: "Youngblood Hawke"

REFERENCE TO THE FBI:

As mentioned previously y
"Youngblood Hawke" has a number of

subplots, several of which seem unnecessary except to lengthen the book and

thereby cause the reader's interest to lag. The part referring to the FBI involves

a character named Karl Fry, described as a nearly forgotten failure, a satiric

poet of the twenties who had rapidly burned out, now a mystery story writer and

a communist. Fry, who became acquainted with Hawke when they lived in the same
building in Greenwich Village, becomes a mystery editor at the firm publishing

Hawke's books and marries Jeanne Greene. About midway through the book (1948-50),

Fry is contacted by Sam Erskine of the FBI who says that Fry T

s name came up in

the "Hiss case." Fry states that Erskine requested his voluntas y cooperation

regarding any connection he may have had with the Communist Party. Fry claimed

he had quit the Communist Party, however he was still a Marxist. He was later

portrayed as an individual who, while loving his country, felt that Marxism would

j
eventually take over and, in some respects, he felt this would be good.

!Fry prepares a memorandum of his activities and comes to

^Washington to talk to representatives of the FBI. In relating to his boss the

j
interview with the two FBI Agents, he describes one Agent as an ex-football player

(;

gone to fat and the other as a small man who made Fry feel that he had sinned and

J the FBI representative knew of his sins. Fry describes the interview as smacking

if of "European, with a present smell of blood and burning flesh. " Fry states that

Isome of this was his morbid imagination. He felt that the interviewer talked to

him like a "ham American movie actor impersonating a Nazi. " Because of this

individual's attitude, Fry left the FBI without furnishing any information.

Fry obtains a lawyer, a professor from Columbia University, who

||
handles Hawke's financial affairs and in discussing the matter with his lawyer, Fry

II
states, "It's true I reacted violently to the smell of Goebbels in Washington. " The
lawyer recommends that Fry 1 do nothing at the time and that he not resign from his

position at the publishing firm. Later he is subpoenaed to testify before a Senate

Committee. His efforts to limit the questioning so that he would not have to

mention individuals he might have been associated with in connection with his

communist activities met with no avail. He freely testified about his own activities.

I.

When the Committee offered to let him talk to the FBI regarding the nam€ of other

^individuals to avoid contempt of Congress, he refused and finally the threat of citing

him for contempt brought him around to a completely cooperative witness who

j
fnamed names. After returning to his hotel room from testifying, he died of a heart

I Wtack.
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OBSERVATIONS:

!Fry, being a Marxist but claiming not to be a communist, has been

characterized, in his attitude toward the FBI and the Senate Committee by the

author, as one would expect. Other characters in the story do not necessarily

agree with Fry's attitude regarding Marxism; however, they feel that he is a good

editor. All in all, the only reason the author could have for including this subplot,

as it was totally unnecessary, v&s. to tie the story to the era of Congressional

hearings regarding communists and the fact that there were communists associated

with the publishing houses. It adds nothing to the main theme of the story and the

references to the FBI are indeed uncalled for. You may recall that my previous

memorandum pointed out that in 1941 we conducted a special inquiry investigation

concerning! I
which developed no derogatory information. He wrote the

| Director in 1952 commending the Director on his answer to an article in a

jj
magazine which article had been unfairly critical of the FBI. The Director wrote

I a note of thanks to 1 for his observations.

ACTION TAKEN: b?c

Since we knew at the "Star" was reviewing[

book, efforts were tactfully made through him to counteract the critical part of

the book. This undoubtedly resulted in the comment by 0 T Leary, in his review

of the book several days ago, that the attack against the FBI was unwarranted

RECOMMENDATION:

While there are derogatory comments about the FBI which are

definitely uncaljed for, it must be recognized that this is a fictional novel by

one of the Nation's most prominent writers, and the book is already printed and

being distributed* A serialization is also appearing in McCall's magazine. It

is felt that we should take no further action in this matter than has already been

done with O f Leary inasmuch as if our objections should get into the public realm,

it would only tend to increase the sales of this book because of controversy.
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By DONALD MINTZ

Yugoslav Marxist'si Moscow Diary
"' CONVERSATIONS .-WITH'"
STALIN, by Milpyan 'Djilas.

'' Translated from" the' Serbo-
' Croat by Michael B, Petro-

<vich, 211pp.' (Harcourt, Brace
'& World, $3.95.)

' Milovan Djilas, a Yugoslav
Marxist whose latest sojourri

in Tito's jails began recently, At this point, Mr. Djilas

tcntioivio all' this. .
coun-

try was in ruins, hungry, ex-

hausted. But his armies, and
marshals, heavy with fat and
medals and drunk with vodka

and victory, , had already

trampled hall of Europe un-

^**u-J*e same time Stalin
has a great accomplishment
to his credit. "He trans-
formed backward Russia into

an industrial power and an
empire that is ever more re-

solutely and implacably as-

ness on tWseparate occa-^notWable to draw the con- ^SkSSttKS.-
= ™ afteTSTcSwTe-

sions. "Conversations ' J

-witrr elusion," he writes, "that it

. Stalin''
1

is primaily- a 'record was precisely „. the (local)

of Djilas* personal reactions Communists who were the

to those meetings. The neces- "butt and the .means by which
sary political background is 'Soviet hegemony was to en-
indicated, but the book is not

; sconce itself in the countries
a work of political history or j of Eastern Europe. Yet I sus-
theory. 'It is ' a personal ad- j. pected as much." ,r~—
dendum to "The New Class" * This trip calls forth a num-

;

' and "Land without Justice." i ber of fine remarks about \

Mr. Djilas first 'saw Stalin t Stalin as a man. "With him,

in 1944 when he went to the ; pretense was so spontaneous

Soviet Union to ' arrange for-i that it seemed he himself

aid to the Yugoslav Parti- } became convinced of the

sans. Triis was duly ''forth-- truth and sincerity of what,

coming. Though at the time ', he" was saying. He very easily

Mr. Djilas was utterly 'dedi- adapted himself ."to. the dis-

rated to the cause of Soviet leussion of any new topic', and
communism—the chapter re- I even to every,, new person-

round. He knew that he was .< stalinization, the same con-
one '

of ' the crudest, rnost ;. clusiori can be reached as
despotic personalities in hu- before: Those who wish to

counting this -episode is lality."

called "Raptures" — he was
nevertheless somewhat • dis-

turbed -to be 'interrogated by
"one of those northern blonds
with limpid eyes whose bux-
omness enhanced her beauty
and strength." .-r^n-W ~

man history. But this did not

worry- him one bit; for he

was convinced that he was

t executing the judgment - of

f history." ,
- ' V- ;

IN
:
A BRIEF : conclusion, r

.'

Mr. Djilas shows' that he isj

ho "revisionist;" from Tito's \

point of view, Jail, is where -

he belongs. "I was . . inter- s
-

ested, and am . . . interested,

in how such a dark,, cunning, -

and cruel individual
.
(as ;

Stalin) could ever have led

one of the greatest and /most •

powerful states, not just for [

a day or a year,, but for 30
'

years! Until precisely this is ;

explained by Stalin's present -

"i live and to survive' in a;

i world different from the one
| Stalin created and which is

ij essence
4
and full force still

"! exists ,must fight.**^-^~ .

,

- The third mission to Mos-
cow took place in 1948 in a
final attempt to stave off the

break- .between^
,

Yugoslavia f critics—I mean his successors

and 1 the Soviet Union: For by r —they will only confirm
:

then it had become plain that
j
that in good part they are 5

the "Socialist camp" was a « only continuing- his work and^
- Nor did the Soviet leaders f distinctly aggressive empire ( that they contain in their'..

* truly understand the political ;. dominated by the Soviet Un-] own make-up those same ele-

situation in Yugoslavia,
j
ion, not a co-operating group

j
ments—the same ideas, pat-

Though /'the struggle against
[
of like-minded states defend-

j
terns, and methods that pro-

;

the. (German) invader" was
\ ing nothing more than their; pelled hii^.™"~.'"v-Tlie. ruling

,
still going on, "the war and - own legitimate interests."-- Party followed him doggedly
the civil war had ..already,, The portrait of the Stalin::' and obediently—and he truly',

"shown the Communist Party of 1948 is anything but flat- i led it from victory to victory
to be the only real political .tering. "An ungainly dwarf: until, carried away by power,
fnrr.P- in *hnvt t>» wmin- "of: "a -man passed-, through rhe'began to" sin; against "it as

:
gilded, and marbled imperial

| well." . .
- •

. .

halls and a path opened be-
~

force." In short, the revolu-
tion had

' been accomplished
without the Red Army.,^^
"THE SECOND journey to

tfore him, radiant, admiring
:

Moscow took place in the fol- \
glances followed him, while ..;

lowing year when a treaty of I
the ears of courtiers strained ?

alliance was signed between *.|.to* catch his every word. And ;

the Soviet Union and Yugo- •rhe;--sure rioT"riimseJf ^and his-:

slavia. • * works.-obviously^paid«np^at-«

"The Evening Star"
May 21, 1962, A12
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^UNITED STATES GOVERN^NT

Memorandum

i? Tolson

TO Mr. W. C. Sullivan^ date: June 7, 1962

• from : R. W. Smitii ^y/Z^'

Tele. Room 1_

Holmes -

pandy ^j—

subject: "EX-COMMUNIST WITNESSES:
FOUR STUDIES IN.FACT FINDING"
BY HERBERT L. PACKER

G
Synopsis

Captioned book (enclosed) reviewed at Director's request. Background

of author set forth in memorandum 6/5/62, same caption. Book is effort to assess

merits- of legislative investigations, court trials, and administrative hearings

directed at dealing with communist activities in the United States. For this purpose,

it examines testimony of Whittaker .Chambers, Elizabeth Bentley, Louis Budenz, and

John Lautner.

Author finds Chambers a credible witness but says trial of Alger Hiss f>\

p was too narrow in focus to permit public determination of his communist activities

while in Government. Author rehashes old issues involving Bentley, whose credibility

he questions for the purpose of advocating greater access to FBI files. He uses ~
, Budenz to take a crack at Congressional committees, charging that a major weakness

I
/in them is the tendency to use .witnesses to support a fixed point of view. John Laut$|fc;

is seen as a reliable witness, but author uses him to question whether such people ^
can be objective.

..With this foundation, author recommends establishment of Government ^
|commission with broad powers (including access to FBI files)- However, in final \Q
burst of absurdity^ author states commission has little chance of being established

| and the need for one is probably outdated now anyway since the ''problem of Commur|
penetration in this country is now a stale one.

"

Enclosure

'CDB/aab^'^
(12)

1 - Mr. Belmont,.. ..>x\

1 - Mr. Mphr'; .

; "

I - Mr. .DeLoach . .

l£ Mr. M.'A. Jones r

1 - Mr;

X"-:- Mr. Baumgardner
1 - Mr. Smith

•1 -

not"

WlUH 15 1962

ES JUN 12 =962'

1 - CD. Brennan
1 - Section tickler.

.bo

b7C



Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: "EX-COMMUNIST WITNESSES:
FOUR STUDIES IN FACT FINDING
BY HERBERT L. PACKER

Numerous references to FBI and the Director in book, with only derogatory

note being implied overzealous safeguarding of FBI files.

RECOMMENDATION:

For the information of the Director.



DETAILS

Reference

Washington Capital News Service Release dated' 6/3/62 contained

reference to captioned book and author Herbert L. Packer, Stanford University

law professor. The Director noted: "What do our files show on Packer? Have

the book reviewed. " By memorandum 6/5/62, same caption, background

information on Packer was set forth. Results of review of enclosed book are

set forth herein.

Purpose of Book

The book is an effort to determine the so-called efficacy of existing

official fact-finding processes—legislative investigations, court trials, and

administrative proceedings—through which various communist activities in the

United States have been exposed. For this purpose, the author has explored in

detail testimony of Whittaker Chambers, Elizabeth Bentley, Louis Budenz, and

John Lautner in the cases primarily involving Alger Hiss, William Remington,

Owen Lattimore, and the top functionaries of the Communist Party, USA.

The author states that the mass of testimony analyzed conclusively

establishes the reality of a communist conspiracy in the United States functioning

under the central direction of the Party apparatus in the Soviet Union. He claims,

however, that the record is inconclusive on two significant points: (1) the

assertion that certain persons participated in acts of espionage, and (2) the

assertion that persons who were not formerly identified with the Communist Party

functioned nonetheless under its direction and knowingly cooperated in working

toward its goals. These two points are dealt with at length in the four case

histories he examines.

Chambers Testimony

The author's analysis of the Chambers-Hiss case is generally objective.

He finds Chambers a convincing witness and Hiss properly convicted of perjury.

The major point he makes is that the trial of Hiss for perjury involved a narrow
aspect of his activities and that many more facts would have to be brought out to

permit a public determination of whether Hiss was engaging in communist activities

while employed in Government. This leads to the conclusion the author draws
that choosing a proper vehicle for further exposure of the case would be extremely
difficult since, he claims, both grand jury and Congressional committee -

investigations have serious drawbacks.



# #
The treatment of the Chambers-Hiss case is basically accurate, with

one exception* Many of the questions which the author sees raised by the case

stem from his assertion that Hiss T conviction resulted from Chambers' testimony

supported by typewriter documents. The author failed to mention that Chambers'

testimony also was supported by documents in Hiss 1 handwriting which Chambers
produced, a point mentioned by the court in 1952 in denying a motion by the

defense for a new trial for Hiss.

In dealing with the Chambers-Hiss case, the !author makes frequent

reference to the FBI but nothing of a derogatory nature.

Bentley Testimony

In examining the testimony of Elizabeth Bentley, the author goes to

great lengths to question her credibility on various points. All of the efforts

in this vein appear to be directed at one major point—that material in FBI files

could resolve a number of the questions he sees raised by Bentley' s testimony

on various occasions.

There is nothing new in the questions which the author sees raised by

Bentley 1 s testimony. It is obvious that much of his material is based on similar

articles which have appeared on the issue in magazines such as the Nation with

the similar objective of trying to bring pressure to bear to force greater access
to FBI files.

There are, of course, numerous references to the FBI, and the

Director is mentioned on pages 69, 71,- 73, 109, 112, 113, and 119. The author

is not satisfied that the Bureau went on record to point out that all the information

furnished by Bentley which was susceptible to verification had been proven correct,

and, on page 113, makes the observation that it would be interesting to know the

data on which the conclusion was based. On page 119 he takes issue with our

efforts to avoid abuses and misuse of information in our files by suggesting that

there may be compelling reasons on certain occasions when steps should be

taken "under strict safeguards" to inspect material in FBI files.

The facts are, of course, that we have always made as much information

available as possible and as would be consistent with our responsibility to fulfill

our investigative duties. This is as true today as it was in regard to Bentley.

In rehashing the issue, the author' s concern ostensibly is with Bentley but it is

obvious that his major objective is to align himself with those who are continually

seeking greater access to our files.

- 4 -



Budenz Testimony

The author uses Louis Budenz to take a crack at Congressional

committees. In dealing with Budenz 1 testimony before the Tydings Committee

in 1950 and The McCarran Committee in 1951, the author criticizes the Tydings

Committee by charging that the questioning of witnesses showed lack of preparation,

the hearings took too long and lacked continuity, and the Committee refused to

allow counsel for the minority to participate in the questioning of witnesses.

The McCarran Committee is charged with having attempted to build up the stature

of Budenz as a witness and with having been guilty of a complete breakdown of

orderly procedures of interrogation because of an alleged feeling of mutual

hostility between Lattimore and the Committee.

To the author, the hearings illustrate how easy it is for determined

advocates of a fixed point of view to find in what he terms ambiguous testimony

support for the position they wish to espouse. The author charges that this is

a major weakness of a Congressional investigation.

There is nothing of a derogatory nature in the author 1 s mention of

the FBI in his analysis of Budenz' testimony.

Lautner Testimony

Of the four Government witnesses examined, the author was least

critical of John Lautner* He finds only minor inaccuracies in a review of

thousands of pages of testimony by Lautner and concludes that a fair appraisal

is that Lautner was a reliable witness. The major point he makes with Lautner

is that he seems ready to fit his testimony to the exigencies of the moment. He
also claims to note on Lautner' s part a progressive hardening in his attitude

toward his former comrades which is marked by a growing reluctance to say

anything that could conceivably be construed as helping them. In short, he

questions Lautner' s ability to be completely objective.

References to the FBI in the authors analysis of Lautner were not

derogatory.

Conclusion of Book

Using the so-called flaws that he has developed in an examination of

the four witnesses, the author claims that legislative investigations, court trials,

and administrative hearings fail to achieve their purpose because of these

- 5 -
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serious shortcomings. He then proceeds to recommend the establishment of a

Government commission which would have the authority to subpoena witnesses and

documents; take testimony under oath; compel testimony by granting immunity;
and obtain material from the files of the FBI and other investigative agencies

which it deems pertinent.

The author admits that such a plan has little chance of adoption. In

addition, in one final burst of complete absurdity considering the work that went
into the preparation of this study, he concludes that such a group is probably

not needed anyway since the /'problem of Communist penetration in this country

is now a stale one, " (p. 247) He backtracks on this final absurdity by saying

that perhaps such a commission could be used in dealing with problems other

than communism that beset us on the national scene*

- 6 -
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1-Mr. Sullivan
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SAC, Philadelphia

Srector, FBI (105-79436)

62-48855

LJni b6
b7C

I

I

i

According to information in "PaMishers1 Weekly*" a fcook ^atitlsd

"lasid© a tavlet BmM&sy™ has bees written by oiis Meteandr Ka7,»a<jh^ov. 1%t
book, to be publisher by Lippincott, is priced at $4. 95 a copy • however, tiires;

publishing 4Mtt#Mv* been listed, namely: June, 1962, August, lift, and
;

Since thers is doubt as to the e.sact date of pablitaticti ycra should be .

alert for the publication of Hals book and aApeoitlouBly and discreetly obtaia ®m
copy when it is available. The book should be forwarded to the ©uretwi% roap&S
alip insisted to the attention of the Central Seyeaxch Bzztim,

^
»

NOTE: ' - •

-
'

• >. ' -

A

book:

"Publishers' Weekly" gives the following information about the

INSIDE A SOVIET EMBASSY: Experiences of a Russian
. , Diplomat in Burma by Aleksandr Kaznacheev is a

revelation of the operations of Soviet diplomatic life by
a former Russian diplomat and spy. The author graduated
from the Soviet Diplomatic School in 1937 and defected from
tie Embassy in Rangoon after two years there. Edited,
T^th an introduction, by Simon Woiia.

Kami's and Bureau Library cheeked with negative results.

SA R.W. Smith, Central Research Section, has requested the boot f

review. The book will be placed in the Bureau Library.
~~

AMB:cb
(9)

tcutest
-£fffRECORDED

128 JUN 14 1962

JUN 201962



Title of Book~4m-COMMUNIST WITHESSES

Authoi

0.

HERBERT LjEACKER

Book Reviews (62-46855)

Central Research Section

This book has come to the attention of the Central Research Section. Without review, a spot

check indicates the book. relates, or may relate to the responsibilities of the following Section and/or

Divisions. (See "Nature of Book" at bottom of page.)

(PLEASE INITIAL in the appropriate box, and return promptly to the Central Research
Section, Room 639, Riddell Building.)

ROUTING
OBTAIN BOOK
FOR REVIEW

BOOK REVIEW NOT
REQUIRED BY THIS
SECTION OR DIVISION

Domestic Intelligence Division, R. B.

| |
CentraJ^Research

PI Espionage
| |

Internal Security/J 0D 0 Donohue, 815 RB Q
r~| Liaison

Nationalities Intelligence

| |

Subversive Control

| |

Identification Division, I. B.

| |
Training & Inspection Division, J. B.

:

| |

Administrative Division, J. B.

I |
Files & Communications Division, J. B.

p~| General Investigative Division, J. B.

I |
Laboratory Division, J. B,

:

| |
Crime Records Division, J. B.

.

| [
Special Investigative Division, J. B.

be
hlC

Nature of Boo

1 6 196

REC

a

|\|/ t
not Recorded

J
" » JUNX&1962'

SEE ATTACHED,
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|j STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

EX-COMMUNIST
WITNESSES
FOUR STUDIES IN

FACT FINDING

HERBERT L. PACKER. A challenging examination of

the testimony of Whittaker Chambers, Elizabeth

Bentiey, Louis Budenz, and John Lautner that tries

Jx) determine the effectiveness of present fact-find-

ing processes. Points out astonishing gaps and dis-

crepancies in the witnesses* stories.

May. About $4.95

MNUARY 22, 1962



OPTIONM fOftM NO. 10

date: 6/23/62

'thMITEET STATES GOV]

MemorandEnt

to : Wo 0, Sullivan^jjL^-

from : W, R, Wannall^ Q

subject: "CUBA BETRAYED" ~
—^—H——

A BOOK BY FULGENCIO BATISTA

tolson .

Belmont

Mohr

allahan

Conrad

DeLoacht^l
Evans

Malone

Rosen

Trotter _
Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

Bureau is in receipt of book entitled "Cuba Betrayed"
written by Fulgencio Batista, former President of Cuba, and published
by Vantage Press, New York.

First part of book, which uoas originally intended as
pamphlet, begins with Batista*s bloodless assumption of power in.

Cuba 3/IO/52 and ends with his downfall and flight into exile on

1/1/5% While recounting the almost endless series of plots and
intrigues which beset Cuba from 19f>2 to 19$9 aimed at effecting his
downfall, Batista drives home point that his government continually
attempted to reach political understanding with opposition elements
and that it ran Cuba according to constitution of 1940* Batista
points with pride to high level of solvency and economic development
he claimed Cuba enjoyed under his guidance despite the turmoil, and
to the scrupulousness with which his foiled opponents were treated.
He cites as example the case of Fidel Castro who, although sentenced
to a long prison term for his part in the 7/26/53 attack on the
[Moncada army barracks, ivas granted amnesty in 1955*

Batista admits with apparent honesty that the defeat of
his forces by Castro 9s guerrillas ms largely due to the betrayal
of Batista 9s officers who sold out to Castro and to the fact that
his forces had lost their will to fight*

At this point Batista sandwiches in his comments on the
April, 1961, invasion of Cuba and assures his readers that he had
no part in the ill-fated undertaking* He also corwnents briefly on
the "White Paper" concerning Cuba issued by our State Department in
April, 1961, voicing his disapproval of certain statements contained
therein* For example paper indicates that Batista in 1943 appointed
communist to his cabinet* In reply Batista notes this was during
World War II when even the United States was closely allied with

- Mr,
- Mr,
- Mr,
- Mr,
- Mr,

Belmont
Mohr
DeLoach
Sullivan
Wannall

0*
?

JUN 20 1962

- Central Re&earch
- Nasca

62-70441 AA NOT RECOBrJ
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Memo to Mr* Sullivan
Re: 'CUBA BETRAYED"

A BOOK BY FULGENCIO BATISTA
62-70441

\the communists* Batista notes that there was not one but two

j
communists appointed to office; however, he quickly notes that

\ these individuals had neither administrative nor executive powerso

j Batista denied that he ever favored Soviet communism or was anything

|
but a friend of the United States*

The second part of the book deals with Battsta*s role in
Cuban affairs from 9/4/33 to 3/10/$2* This period was also beset
by innumerable plots which kept Cuba in almost continual state of
political unrest* Here again Batista makes point of noting that
his installation as Chief of Staff in 1933 was accomplished with-
out bloodshed, that his election as Cuban President in 1940 was
brought about legally and that political opponents who tried to
unseat him were dealt with without bloodshed*

Batista devotes last part of book to showing falsity of
various statements made by Castro, noting that there are few people
occupying responsible positions in the world so addicted to lying
as Fidel Castro, whom he identifies throughout his book as a
communist* For example Batista states that Castro promised to
hold elections within a year which he has failed to do; that
Castro promised journalists that they would enjoy complete
freedom which he never granted; and that Castro promised the
elimination of corruption from Cuban public life which he has
failed to accomplish*

j
No mention is made of FBI in book*

OBSERVATIONS:

Batista states that book not meant to be literary master-
s
piece, but a narration of facts based on memory and notes* It

|
appears to be just that* Book is not in chronological order which
makes it difficult for reader to follow* Further, the continuous
recital of innumerable plots and intrigues and the endless parade

j
of persons involved make the book difficult reading except for one

j who is more than casually familiar with Cuban politics*

ACTION:

For information* The book is being separately sent to
Bureau Library for inclusion therein*

v



A , OPTIONAL FO«M HO. 10 ;

UNITED' STATES GOVERgjpiT

Memorandum
to : Mr. DeLoach

^fkom : M. aT?6^K-^

date: 6-12-62

subject: "THE AMERICAN ESTABLISHMENT AND
OTHER REPORTS, OPINIONS, AND
SPECULATIONS' BY RICHARD H. ROVERE

0 BOOK REVIEWS

, , To] s on ,

^ Belmont

/ &eLoach
,
^-^j/'

> Evans^^^a^

BACKGROUND:

By memorandum 4-26-62, ,TThe American Establishment" (part one of

above book) which appeared in "Esquire*' magazine, was reviewed. Subsequently, an itenj^;

appeared in tT The Evening Star, 11 5-27-62, deferring to this essay, and the Director i

inquired "Have we reviewed this book?"
j

he
hlC •i

Bureau informants have advised that was a member or

the Young Communist League while in college arid later became a card-carrying member^
;

of the Communist Party. He discontinued his membership in 1939. V
\

REVIEW OF THE BOOK: ^
'

- - - - - - o '

\»

"The American Establishment," the title piece of this collection of essays,

concerns an amorphous group which, the author claims, does much to fix major goals -gj

in American society. It is not a membership organization but a "coalition of forces" Q'

which maintains effective control of the Executive and Judicial branches of our government^

and dominates most of American education and intellectual life. Rovere refers to the j.

group' s "Executive Committee" and claims that during one year if a name turns up 14
jj|

times in advertisements or letters in the "New York Times" promoting Establishment
g

causes, "it is about 14 to one he is a member of the 'Executive Committee,, 1 "
- g

He claims there is agitation in some circles to require Establishment

agents" to register with the Attorney General and be fingerprinted. During the last 30

x years, the Establishment has always had its man in the White House except during

] Harry Truman's term, Rovere states he does not know who is Chairman of the

Establishment today, but would hot be surprised if it turned out to be^Secretary of V

^
State Dean Rusk

1 - Mr. Sullivan

TTT O ®)>
ULG:ear.

(6)

JUN 26 '962-

; k.'
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Jones to DeLoach
Re: "THE AMERICAN ESTABLISHMENT AND

OTHER REPORTS, OPINIONS AND
SPECULATIONS" BY RICHARD H0 ROVERE
BOOK REVIEW

, Rovere lists several persons whom he describes as nonmembers,
I including the Director, General Douglas MacArthur, James A. Farley, Vice President

I Lyndon Johnson, former Vice President Richard M. Nixon, Sherman Adams, Cyrus
Eaton, and claims that the Establishment frowns on Evangelist Billy Graham and

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen. The group, he says, desires to revise American trade

policies, associate with European Common Market, and promote foreign aid and

racial integration.

The remainder of the book which is divided into three parts (part 2:

Matters Mainly of Fact, part 3: A Few Enthusiasms and Hostilities, M and part 4:

Judgments. Reserved) consists of a series of unrelated essays of a political nature.

These essays appear to have been written at various times since the 1950 T s and are,

for the most part, criticisms of articles or books on particular subjects written by

|j
various individuals. Rovere deals with such subjects as Newbold Morris* efforts to

|
clean up the " jriink' coat, deep freeze" mess in Washington, Harvey Matusow,

I
General MacArthur, Arthur Miller, and Communists and Intellectuals.

I
Rovere1 s style of writing makes it difficult to tell whether he is serious

I

or whether he is satirizing. Indeed, the reviewer wonders why he has bothered to

publish this collection, or how he made his selection.

MENTION OF THE FBI:

On the book cover, left wing spokesman Gore Vidal is quoted as saying •

. . Not since J. Edgar Hoover 1 s Masters of Deceit has there been an expose of such

startling impact as Rovere' s daring perscrutation of the American Establishment. M
In

^the preface, the author states that readers wishing further information on this subject

I

s are advised to get in touch with "their friendly FBI agent and the House Committee on
Un-American Activities. M In addition, they are advised to buy the New York Times and
read between the lines.

There are frequent mentions of the FBI anchor the Director throughout

ihe book, and it is difficult to say whether they are critical inasmuch as many of them
are allegedly remarks made by others. For example, in his chapter on Newbold Morris,

^2-



Jones to DeLoach
Re: "THE AMERICAN ESTABLISMENT AND

OTHER REPORTS, OPINION&AND
SPECULATIONS? 1 BY RICHARD H0 ROVERE
BOOK REVIEW

Rovere says that Morris indicated he had difficulty getting his staff together since he

couldn't put anyone on the payroll until Mthe FBI had made a thorough investigation of his

background, character, reputation, and reading tastes. " (Page 103)

and 129.

Similar references to FBI appeared on pages 93, 109, 113, 119, 125, 128,

Iln his essay entitled "Privacy and The Claims of Community" which deals

with wire tapping, Rovere on page 245, says "someone in the FBI—not J. Edgar Hoover,

certainly, but someone— slips a fraw1
file to a favored congressman;. .

.

TT He refers to

|
Justice Holmes' discussion of wire tapping as "dirty business" and says that in his view

I (Rovere* s) it gains us nothing to denounce J. Edgar Hoover or those who descend to that

I "dirty business. " (Page 248) While Rovere deplores the use of wire tapping he indicates

\ that he is not strictly against it. He suggests the need for basic safeguards against the

J
present excesses, recommending an extension of the rule of inadmissibility of wire

tapping evidence. He says that this, of course, is the rule in the Federal Courts today

and "it has not stopped the FBI and God knows how many other government agencies. .
*

"

(Page 250)

RECOMMENDATION;

For information.

\

- 3 -



OfTIONAt FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES G

Memorm
• W. C. SullivanTO

FROM

subject:

date:

W. A. BranigaftjjjSp''

QoOK REVIEW Th^ittle Toy Dog
by William L.White. Punished

6/14/62

1 - Belmont
1 - Sullivan
1 - Branigan
1 - Smith
1 - Lee

1 - 65-64538

By attached memorandum of 5/28/62 it was pointed out
the captioned book, according to a book review, contained an allegation
that Colonel Rudolf Abel, convicted Soviet agent, was offer£d_JjmiuirLt
and a $10,000 per year job with CIA if he would cooperate. ]

This memorandum also advised that the book would be reviewed.

\^ •Referral/Consult
THE AUTHOR . i t , C

WilliagjXind^ is the son of the late William Allen
White of the "Emporia Gazette." He was a reported and^correspondent
during World War II and became associated with.^V|iteade.^.,Diges3; n in

1940. He has written several books Including "Reportfgn Jhe Russians"
in 1945 jrhich was anti -Soviet and caused widespread c^iti^sm by the
communist press. Bufiles show that at one time he beJpngfeSt^to some

organizations'Sited by the House Committee on Non-Americ^r^^ctivities.
He is known to\be anticommunist as shownxiby his writing^and the

attacks niade on him by the communist press. His nante wars dropped from

the letterhead of one organization following publication* of "Report on
the Russians" in 1945. Another organization, The Overseas News Agency,
Vhich was, partially infiltrated by communists was dissatisfied with
White because of his anticommunist attitude. In 1950 he submitted a

/copy of: a manuscript concerning the Hiss case to the Department for:/

review asking if it contained inaccuracies or objectionable material,
and he readily '^grpjedqtoj suggested changes.

JPL:jes" ) Z2w % w^C'wmw&
L_ (7) JPr IM2bEClDB ' " "

"

i

S3-

BEC-0

58 JUN 23196?
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Memorandum Branigan to Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW: The Little Toy Dog

by William L. White. Published
by E.P. Dutton and Company,
Incorporated, New York.

THE PUBLISHER

Btifiles show that E.P. Button and Company published the
nStory of The FBI" and we have had favorable relations with that

company. William, Eugene Raney was Editor in Chief of this company
from 1954 to 1956. In 1957 Ralph de Toledano, author, advised then
Assistant to the Director L.B. Nichols that Raney had attenctedda meeting
of Communist Party people in Greenwich Village at which meeting
De Toledano f s new book was discussed. "Who's Who in America' 1 for

1961 shows Raney has been Editor in Chief with McGraw-Hill Publishing
Company since 1956.

THE PUBLICATION

This book deals with the shooting down by the Soviets of

the RB-47 plane over the Barents Sea on 7/1/60. It relates the cstoxya

of the two survivors of the six crewmen aboard the plane. The survivors

are Captain Freeman B. Olmstead and Captain John R. McKone. The book
relates the daily interrogation of the two fliers and the Soviet attempts

to get them to admit that they had flown over Soviet territory. The

techniques of Soviet interrogation such as keeping the two men separated
and not furnishing them any information from outside sources are fully

set forth.

COMMENT

In chapter eleven the author is drawing a contrast between
the treatment cfffordfedj; these fliers and Colonel Rudolf Abel. In
discussing Reino Hayhanen, Abel*s assistant who defected, the author

claims Hayhanen returned to Russia, became dissatisfied and then broke
through the iron curtain to sanctuary in West Germany, Actually
Hayhanen never returned to Russia but defected in Paris on his way
back to the Soviet Union.

- 2 -



Memorandum Branigan to Sullivan
RE: BOOK REVIEW: The Little Toy Dog

by William L. White. Published
by E.P. Dutton and Company,
Incorporated, New York,

On page 166 the author quotes from an affidavit filed

by Abel in a pretrial hearing in which he stated that he was
questioned by FBI Agents. In the same paragraph, but not in

quotes, the author states that Abel was offered complete immunity
and a $10,000 per year job with CIA if he would defect. This
is obviously an exercise of literary license as no such offer
was made to Abel by our Agents and

|

|
The fact that the author has not set this in

quotes shows that it was not taken from the Abel affidavit but was
thrown in by White. Referral/Consult

Other than the reference mentioned above, the other
references to the FBI in the book are factual and not derogatory.

RECOMMENDATION:

- 3 -



r OPifOl^fORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOV^KMENT

Memorandum
TO

frSki—:

subject:

MR. BRANIGAN

RUDOLF IVANOVICH ABEL
ESPIONAGE - RUSSIA

date: 5-28-62

l Of

This memo is prepared to point out that thef*
allegation made in a book entitled ftThe Little Toy Dog,"

Jthat Abel was offered a job with the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) at $10,000 per year as well as immunity
from prosecution if he would cooperate is incorrect.

The attached article from the "Washington
Post and Times Herald" 5-28-62, reviews a book entitled
"The Little Toy Dog," by William L. White, free-lance
reporter and novelist, which is to be published today.
The article states the book deals primarily with the
RB-47 reconnaissance plane shot down by the Soviets over
the Barents Sea on 7-1-60. The article states the book
also touches on the Abel and Powers cases.

£ The article points out that Abel was arrested
as an illegal immigrant rather than a spy so FBI Agents
could work on him to defect him without publicity.
The article quotes from the book that Abel ws offered
-complete immunity from prosecution and a $10,000 a year
.job with CIA if he would come over to our side.

The facts are that prior to the Abel arrest by
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) 6-21-57
there was some question whether Reino Hayhanen would
testify publicly. On 6-17-57 we discussed with the
Department of Justice the possibility of proceeding
against Abel on an INS warrant in order to give us time
to, question him and solicit his cooperation. The
Department approved of our proposed action in this case.

..We. did question Abel on 6-21-57 and solicited
his' cobpefration. when he: refused to cooperate, INS
agents' were notified and,he was arrested bv them on
an alien warrant. I

] enclosure Referral/Consult

Mr.

1 - Mr.

Belmont
Sullivan
Smith 22
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Red Spy ,4beJ Offered

CIA Post, Writer Says
. By^Ronald H. Nessen ^ :

"% \

United Press International _
r, v^

- Soviet master spy Rudolf Abel was offered a
.$10T000\

a-year job. with the Central Intelligence Agency plus

immunity from prosecution if he would defect to the

United States, according to a book to be published today.

The book, J>y the novelistbook, sby

and free-lance^ reporter, Wil-

liam L. White, says Abel was

arrested quietly June 1, 1957,

as an illegal immigrant rather

than as a spy so FBI agents

could work on him ito defect

without publicity.

"If, it could be done quietly,

if they could have* a private

chat with Abel, maybe he

could be coaxed to defect,

maybe even to become a

double agent, continuing to

operate his spy .
ring but how

under the guidance of the

FBI, feeding Moscow with in-

formation which would be

worthless or misleading,"

White writes.
,

"If Col. Abel would come

over to our side, he was fin-

ally offered not only complete

immunity from prosecution

but also a $10,000-a-year job

with the CIA."

AbeL rejected the reported

offer. He was- convicted -of

espionage and sentenced to 30

years in prison. But on feh.

10, the. United States handed

him back to the Communists

in exchange for U-2 pilot Fran-

cis Gary 'Powers.

White's book, "The Little

Toy Dog," (E. P. Dutton &
Co.)- deals primarily with the

RB-47 reconnaissance plane

shot down by the Russians

over the Barents Sea on July

1, 1960. It also touches on the

Abel and Powers cases.

White concludes that the
EB47 was on

. a "scrupulously

legal" 'flight over international

waters but probably was gatfr

ering information about Soviet

defense radar and communica-
tions, Moscow claims the plane
intruded on Russian airspace.

The author bases his con-

clusions partly on interviews
with the two survivors of the
mission, Air Force Capts. John
B. McKone and Freeman B.

Olmstead.' They ' were impris-

oned by the Russians for near-

ly seven ' months, then re-

leased. -
,

' The book is dedicated to the

four crewmen who died in the

attack.
! The title of the book refers

to a little plastic replica of the

dog Snoopy in the "Peanuts"
comic strip, It was given to

the RB-47's pilot, Maj. Willard

Palm, by , his 11-year-old daugh-
ter, Michelle Marie, just be-

fore he took off -for the ill-

fated mission.

Tolsoh _
Parsons .

Mohr

Belmont .

Callahan

Conrad _
DeLoach
Evans

Maione _
Rosen

Tavel

Trotter

W.C. Sullivan

Tele Room
Ingram

Gandy

The Washington Post and.

Times Herald

The Washington Daily News

The Evening Star

New York Herald Tribune —
New York Journal-American

New York Mirror .

New York Daily News

New York Post .

The New York Times

The Worker
,

The New Leader

The Wall Street Journal

Date / ~* £ ^ " I? Aj.
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SAC, Richmond

Director, FBI

8-21-62

OV1 : -

WALTER E. DILLON, JR.
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA, AND
WASHINGTON, D. C.
PERSON NOT TO BS CONTACTED

V/alter E. Dillon, Jr., resides at|

jAlexandria, Virginia, and Is an attorney with offices at

1625 I Street, Northwest, Washington, D. C.

bb
b7C

( } !*K

;Tolson

Belmont

Mohr

Callahan

Conrad

DeLoach _
I Evans :

—

I

Maione

Rosen '.—
I Sullivan

|Tavel—
Trotter

Tele. Room

Holmes

I

Gandy _

Dillon is the author of "Little Brother Is Watching,

"

a fiction book which ridicules efforts to safeguard the Nation's

security. His book contains data reflecting that he has an attitude

of contempt for the FBI; and, accordingly, Dillon should not be

contacted on any occasion in the future unless prior Bureau
approval has been obtained.

v I ; 71
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- NO^E: V^e'e memorandum from W. V. Cleveland to Mr. Evansdated^ €V
: C2 " .^ne 15, 1962, concerning the book entitled "Little Brother =5 ' V%

:>>^:iV* K Watching" by Dillon. ' The book deals with a fictional Naval ^/
security officer and ridicules efforts to safeguard the Nation's

- security. It refers to a book entitled "Masters of^onceit;' by
"the head of the secret police of a. certain country?•*
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" UNITED STATJES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
iffY Callahan ,/

FROM

subject:

Mr. Evans

¥. V. Clevelan

date: 6-15-62
/ft fh . Guiltvan

It -Tavel

"LITTLE BROTHER IS WATCHING"
By Walter E. Dillon, Jr.
BOOK REVIEW

BACKGROUND: Jbseph Young, in his column "The Federal Spotlight" appearing :

in "The Svening Star" 6-4-62, referred to this hovel as a delightful and
penetrating satire of the Government security investigation program and
said in its hilarious manner makes some telling points about the whole
situation. Federal workers, according to Young, will particularly enjoy
it.

THE AUTHOR: Dillon born 1925 in New York, New York, received A.B. degr^m >

irom Georgetown and TJ, A B degree from Columbia. Admitted to bar in 195^11
he resides at l I Alexandria, Virginia, and his law office ^

is at 1625 I St., N.W., Washington, D. C, (City Directory and Martind^-:
Hubbell Law Directory). Nlv

Of[
In 1956 Dillon contacted Bureau regarding dismissal on 8-30-54,|[——————

^ whose resignation requested while new agent "k6

trainee for conduct not becoming Bureau employee. Dillon gave impressioq^ 7

he did not think too much of Bureau's disciplinary program and Director ^
noted: "We will run the Bureau and Dillon's views will not affect us." ^

I (67-529080-56)

12-30-58, issue of "The Evening Star" reveals brief filed by
Dillon and another attorney of American Civil Liberties, Union in behalf

j
of William Worthy, Jr. , "Afro-American" correspondent who had :visited
Red China despite State Department ban and was then seeking' passport . ^ i

Brief claimed, "In reality, travel control is thought control ." (105-2011

On 11-13-61, Dillon telephoned Bureau stating he does some
free-lance writing and was then working on article regarding careers of
former Special Agents. He said FBI training obviously enhanced careers
of men who left Bureau and desired to pick up some helpful data regarding
our training program, personnel policies, etc. Recommended and approved
no cooperation be given Dillon. (94-5^48761)

62-46855:

1 - Mr. "Sullivan
1 -.Mr. Mohr .

"T^jp

1 - Mr. DeLoach IK

T

1 - Mr o Bland
eh Section,
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Memorandum to Mr* Evans
RE: "LITTLE BROTHER IS WATCHING"

THE BOOK: Published in 1962, book concerns Crumton, Massachusetts, once
prosperous mill town Which became economically depressed when its
textile mills moved south. After Massachusetts boy from Harvard became
President in 1961, prosperity restored to Cruraton in form of missile
contract for Navy's ultimate weapon, the "Disembowler." Ebok concerns
activities in Crumton of Lieutenant Commander Earl T. Varde, Security
Officer administrating industrial security program for Navy. In humorous
but satirical incidents, author ridicules and castigates industrial
security program and Navy personnel administrating it. Varde, for

I example, described as one who left lucrative position in industry to
serve his country. Position he left was that of skip tracer for credit-
firm at $15 a week plus carfare. Varde 1 s sea duty consisted of an over-
night cruise from Wftshington to Richmond.

I

Neither American Legion, Central Intelligence Agency nor Senate
!

Rackets Committee escaped author's satire. The Attorney General's list
is not slighted by author as baby sings;

"I'm a security risk
^Cause my ma who I just kissed
Is on the Attorney General's list."

* Language is sometimes vulgar, always spicy. Varde f s secretary

J

described as attractive blond, contents of whose blouse may have been
slightly confidential, but certainly not top secret. Author graphically

1 continued, had she "passed by a baby carriage containing an unweaned

I
child the howling would have been deafening."

A prominent character is Molly Saddler, local madam, who used
latest methods of pre-employment screening of applicants for employment.
She stopped this practice when disgruntled applicant took her case to
the American Civil Liberties Union. Molly later paid $2500 plus ten

I free visits (not transferrable) to a public relations man (Lance
I Cadillac) who, after much product sampling, furnished detailed report for
I improvement of Molly's business.

To get back at Varde for invasion of local privacy and
interference with personal happiness, local group had Molly Saddler pose
as Mrs. Lillian Prentiss. Varde fell in love with her and took her to
christening of "Disembowler." Resulting widespread publicity moved Varde
back to Washington and Molly. had to close her shop and take a position in

I the local library. Fund for the, Republic gave local library special grant
|of $5000 for this act of good citizenship.

, REFERENCES TO THE FBI: Author says bulk of credit for help in amassing
data on "commies" :must go to American housewives whose contributions are
indelibly inscribed in files of FBI, Army Criminal Investigation Division
and Office of Naval Intelligence (page 21).



Memorandum to Mr # Evans
RE: "LITTLE BROTHER IS WATCHING"

Author refers to TV film story "I Led Three Lives" involving
Herbert Philbrick and FBI (pages 134 and 135) 0

On page 179 reference is made to "Masters of Conceit ,

"

maintained in library of Lieutenant Commander Earl To Varde, which was
written "by the head of the secret police of a certain country 0 " On
the same page Varde dreams he is an FBI Agent

o

OBSERVATIONS: Although the book is light reading and heavy on the sex
angle throughout, it would appear to have little or no impact on the
Governments security programs nor on American literature*, Author gives
reader an idea of the "cool objectivity" displayed in his book, when. he
admits he considers national security as something intangible that
Americans are supposed to have or to be getting in consideration of
their surrendering privacy, freedom of information and expression, due
process of law, common decency and a hell of_ a lot of dough*

RECOMMENDATION : It is recommended that the name of the author,
Walter E« Dillon, Jr«, be placed on the list of individuals not to be
contacted and that this memorandum be routed to the Crime Records
Division for such handling** ;

- 3 -
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j0M1O**A| rc«« NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandurn

TO Mr. DeLoach date: 6-22-62

from : M. jQffyb

subject: "EGGHEAD'S GUIDE TO AMERICA"
BOOK BY WADE THOMPSON

SYNOPSIS

/Tele. Moom
Holmes

Candy

Thompson is a college professor, Kas|writtenior national magazines, has :

criticized the Director and the FBI in the past, and is a pacifist. In 1959, he attempted
;

unsuccessfully to interview the Director for a magazine article and then submitted a ;

list of slanted questions for which we provided answers with Departments approval.

Review of Thompson's book reflects a chapter highly critical of the Director^

and FBI. Author claims "Commie-hysteria" has become national pastime and commu-i:
nism is not internal threat. FBI's favorable press coverage is not deserved. Any f\|

politician who thought of questioning the FBI would risk being suspected of treason. ^
FBI has made its mark only against lesser criminals, has failed against leaders such 4s^

Luciano, etc. , and has record of only fair to poor against even minor league desperad<

Author claims the Director led a raid against fugitive Harry Brunette, FBI started

shooting and endangering families, and then set fire to building by tear gas bombs. x

Dillinger was shot down in a crowd of people, and FBI has little regard for safety of

innocent bystanders.
°^

v$
Thompson cites Bentley, Coplon, Budenz and Jencks cases as embarrassing

to the Bureau, and that we have been "stuck time and again with undesirables as

informers. " He states "Hoover has vigorously fanned our national hysteria over the {§

theoretical :issue of Communism." The FBI "leaks" information to Congressmen and
gj

has never caught a single spy or saboteur in its "security-loyalty net. " J. Edgar |
Hoover nev6r

!

gives a press conference, and any questions from reporters have to be j
submitted in Writing. FBI has overemphasized kidnaping and juvenile delinquency, s
while bank embezzlements have been de-emphasized because "they aren't so juicy. " o
Sarcastically,, Thompson states the Director did give press interview in 1937 and agaiiij| \

in 1960 to reporter at a race track.
:

In other chapters, several references to FBI noted. Persons were afraid

to join "peace marchers" for feat of having their names on a "list which the FBI
will hand over to the HUAC0

"
, They feel they wilP'incur the displeasure of theJEBJ.

"

Enclosure

1 - Sullivan - Enclosure

CJHrkmd

53 %L

1 :•

OX
JUL ^ ?o.c7

NOT RI£OJ$Elfc '1962
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t #
Jones to DeLoach Memo
RE: "EGGHEAD'S GUIDE TO AMERICA"

Agents are described as "silk-hatted sleuths" and "Maybe the FBI has finally decided

to chase the Syndicate instead of us desperadoes. " He refers to recognition afforded

Director by DAR as "a long, rhymed elegy. . . that can be sung to the tune of "Coming
Through the Rye.

"

Elsewhere, he criticizes HCUA for inquiring into backgrounds of American
artists contributing to art exhibit in Russia, in connection with the cultural-exchange

program; he deplores nuclear armaments; he favors pacifist demonstrations; he tells

of his effort to have Radio City Music Hall employees strike; he criticizes intercol-

legiate football, college fraternities, Norman Vincent Peale's theories of "positive

thinking"; and he deplores children's games which stress acquisition of wealth, stock

market and corporate management.

OBSERVATIONS:

This book is just as the author describes it- -"a sort of demolition tour of

America" attacking favorite American institutions, organizations and activities. It is

satiric, sarcastic, ridiculous and intended to be humorous. His treatment of the

Director and the FBI is merely a rehash of the trash which has previously issued from
Fred Cook, John Crosby and Murray Kempton and certainly much, if not all, of

Thompson's material on the FBI has been borrowed from them. K he spoke in glowing

terms of the FBI, we might have cause for concern. His writing, his wild theories

and penchant for nonconformity point up his true character and fuzzy thinking, all of

which should be easily recognizable by the clear-thinking, responsible reader. No
doubt, those who have relished the rubbish served up by Cook, Kempton and Crosby
will be similarly affected by Thompson's contribution; however, they will be getting

nothing new, only a different style of saying the same thing.

/

2 -

v.



DETAILS

BACKGROUND;

Morrell to DeLoach memorandum, 6-20-62, captioned "Congressman
Robert R. Barry, " copy attached, related that a constituent had written to Barry
concerning grave charges made against the Director and the FBI in captioned book.

Thompson is a college professor; has written a number of articles for national

magazines, including "Nation"; and has called for the abolition of intercollegiate b 6

football , the Navy and the FBI. He has publicly criticized the Director, he is a b?c

pacifist and has urged his students to become conscientious objectors. In 1959,

Thompson called the Bureau and was unsuccessful in seeing the Director relative to

an article to be written for "Harper's Magazine. " He submitted a list of written

questions which were filled with innuendo which were answered by letter dated 10-28-59
,

and were submitted to
I |

in the Department for approval.

commented: "These are intelligent answers to stupid questions," and the Director

noted, "He suffers from mental halitosis."

A copy of Thompson's book, published by the Macmillan Company, has

been obtained and reviewed in the Crime Records Division.

PREFACE:

In a Preface entitled "To The Reader," the author states his purpose
is to take the reader on a demolition tour of America- -"to strip some of our most
sacred institutions down to their BVD's and show what can be done about them if

anybody feels so inclined.

"

Here the author refers to the FBI as the "most sacred cow in America"
and to the Director as "a national folk hero like Jesse James" who contends that

syndicate crime does not exist, or maybe it does exist but its none of the FBI's

business, or "the FBI will crack down on it almost anytime now, as soon as we get

the Communists wiped out." He says, "Commie-hysteria" has become a favorite

national pastime; "Communism as an internal threat does not now, and never did,

amount to a hill of beans. Even J. Edgar Hoover admits as much.

"

Thompson describes himself as a former AF of L union organizer,

a former singer, a former mortician employed by the Government, and a former
soldier in Far Eastern Military Intelligence. He states he is "a poet of fabulous

obscurity, a pacifist, a kind of socialist-anarchist. ... I also have a Ph. D. and

absolute pitch. And I
1m sex-obsessed. " He notes that parts of his book previously

appeared in the "Nation.

"

- 3 -



CHAPTER CONCERNING THE FBI:

The chapter beginning on page 110 is entitled "The FBI and How to

Defend J. Edgar Hoover."

FBI's Publicity

It begins by stating that the FBI has the most "idyllic press coverage

any police force could ask for." He says that "every moviegoer knows that the FBI
(thanks to J. Edgar Hoover) is utterly free from sin, scandal, or deceit. " He goes

on, "Rumor has it J. Edgar Hoover cried when he saw the movie (The FBI Story),

and apparently about everyone else in the republic cried with him. " Thompson
claims that no Congressman ever tries to deny the FBI a penny. "What J. Edgar

Hoover wants, J. Edgar Hoover gets," and "a politician who even thought of

questioning the FBI would risk being suspected of treason.

"

Criminal Investigations By The FBI

Thompson comments on the Fred Cook "Nation" article saying he

(Cook) put the FBI "through his critical wringer. (It came out resembling its

reputation about the way an omelette resembles an egg. )" Thompson claimed that

in 1960 the "Attorney GeneraTs Special Group on Organized Crime concluded that the

only thing wrong with the FBI was—it couldn't catch criminals.

"

and was headed by who was part of the

Thfe apparently refers to the group which investigated syndicate crime

|

Organized

[
charged a

lack of cooperation by local and Federal agencies in pursuing the fight against he

organized crime, and he resigned from his position as Special Assistant to the b7c

Attorney General on 2-4-61.

Crime and Racketeering Section of the Department of Justice.
[

Thompson continued that as a teacher, he had been frequently ap-

proached by "polite, if slightly harassed, FBI agents who want to check on the

loyalty of my former students. (
fHe was a student of yours, wasn't he? Was he a

good, clean-cut, American-type boy? Did he have any bad habits?')"

Facetiously, Thompson notes criticism regarding the FBI, states

that he wanted to prepare the best possible defense for the FBI, and that he ex-

changed a long correspondence "with J. Edgar Hoover himself. " He then writes

as follows:



• *
Prosecution The FBI has been described as something less than competent
in fighting crime, has made its mark against the "stumblebums" of crime, has
failed against criminal leaders such as Lucky Luciano, Frank Costello, etc.

Dillinger was shot down while in a crowd of people and the FBI has shown something
less than "motherly solicitude" for safety of bystanders. J. Edgar Hoover led a
raid against Harry Brunette, the FBI started shooting, and 20 families in the

neighborhood were endangered. The FBI then set fire to the building by hurling tear

gas bombs.

Defense The FBI has much to do besides catching gangsters; it has to

catch communists and spends much time splitting hairs between liberals, pseudo
liberals, etc. The very people who criticize J. Edgar Hoover are the ones who keep
him from doing the job he wants to do. The Director is quoted, on page 116, as

saying the real troublemakers are certain teachers, certain writers who foster class

hatred and discontent, some "prattle-minded" politicians "waving the flag of pseudo
liberalism," and some ministers of the gospel. These are the people who give aid

and comfort to communists and make it impossible for the FBI to devote its time to

lawbreakers.

Informants and Communism

Prosecution "... in the McCarthy hoopla of the fifties the FBI was more
helpful with the smear pots than in uncovering the facts. " In the Elizabeth Bentley

case, J. Edgar Hoover endorsed information to be given by Bentley and then her

testimony was riddled in court; in the Judith Coplon case, the FBI had to admit
illegal wire tapping after first denying it; it was similar in the Budenz case. In the

Jencks case the FBI's chief informant was an admitted liar. The FBI has been stuck

time and time again with undesirables as informers, and "Hoover. . . is still battling

to keep his moles free from sunlight in all loyalty-security cases. . . . Hoover has

vigorously fanned our national hysteria over the theoretical issue of Communism. . .

.

The only merit in the FBI's anti-Communist campaign is that it would make a fine

subject for a Mack Sennett comedy.

"

Defense Why get upset over a few lapses in decorum? The end justifies

the means where the main job is to get the communists wiped out. Mr. Hoover did

not mean to misrepresent the communist threat in "Masters of Deceit" and when I

broached this subject to him, he insisted he was merely showing what would happen

if the communists staged a revolution in America. "In other words, Mr. Hoover's

book was purely theoretical and fanciful—like science fiction " Mr. Hoover has

said that the fewer communists there are, the more dangerous they are.

Prosecution The FBI leaks iWjuicy, raw files" to certain politicians for

political purposes. Recipients have been J. Parnall Thomas, Martin Dies, Karl

Mundt, Pat McCarran, Joseph McCarthy, and Francis Walter. The FBI has never

i

- 5 -
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caught a single spy or saboteur in its "security-loyalty net. " When the "New York
Post" made inquiries in Washington, not a single public official would criticize the

FBI because, as a Congressman said, "The FBI has detailed dossiers on everyone in

Washington. " The FBI probably doesn't even know how many people it has on file.

Defense Mr. Hoover admitted to me that the FBI does not know the

number of individuals it has on file, but he assured me the FBI does not engage in

fishing expeditions or conduct investigations at random. "I should think that would

satisfy any complainers, especially since we have such a fine man as J. Edgar Hoover
to determine just how 'random 1 an investigation can get. " As for the charges of

politics, Mr. Hoover has had to use informal help from Congressmen. The House
Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) has given the FBI a list of 628

communist front organizations. Every organization left of the John Birch Society or

the "DAR" has to be kept under surveillance.

"Secret Police" Charge and FBI Relations with the Press

Prosecution The FBI doesn't do much to dispel the notion that it is a "secret

police." J. Edgar Hoover never gives a press conference. "The 'news' from the

FBI is simply issued, the door is shut, and that is that." Any questions must be

submitted in writing. Reporters from the "New York Post" could not "even get an

audience with the FBI's chief of public relations much less J. Edgar Hoover." With
this system, the FBI can cater to public hysteria. Kidnaping made "a fine stew" in

the 1930s. "Then juvenile delinquency came along and Hoover seasoned that heavily

by delicately coupling murder with car theft in the tabulation of crimes, thus giving

the impression that our JD's are a vastly more murderous bunch than they actually

are. " Although bank embezzlements have been rising at an alarming rate, "Hoover
doesn't bother much with them" because they "aren't so juicy. " If the FBI really

wants to be cleared of the "secret police" charge, it should invite the press in to

look around.

Defense Mr. Hoover "agrees with the purpose of this charge" and when
"I broached this subject to him he specifically cited the press as one of the indispen-

sable scrutinizing agencies of the FBI. ..." It isn't true he never gives press

conferences. He gave one to Jack Alexander of "The New Yorker" in 1937, and in

August, 1960, gave "a nice long interview" to a reporter who spotted him at the

race track. Here, on page 126, Thompson set forth an alleged exchange of remarks
between the Director and the reporter in which Mr. Hoover was quoted as saying that

racing was a wholesome diversion and that wagering was not objectionable if done in

moderation. Thompson concludes by stating that "If reporters will only hang around

the race tracks instead of cluttering up his office, I'm sure they'll find that Mr.
Hoover will answer their questions.

"



OTHER REFERENCES TO THE FBI

Thompson's Peace March

In another chapter, Thompson relates how he organized a peace march
in Providence, Rhode Island, states that only a relatively small number of marchers
turned out. Most people have faith in armaments and believe if Russia and the U. S.

keep arming, "we can both strike an idyllic balance of terror and everybody will be

safe. " Some people don't "buy this brand of balony, " but are afraid to march for

fear somebody will put them on a "list which the FBI will hand over to the HUAC. . .
•

"

He says he has talked to people who agree with him but refuse "to incur the

displeasure of the FBL " He continues, "To my knowledge there aren't any Commu-
nists in Providence, but apparently the place is crawling with G-men. They're even

listed in the phone book--brazen • as all hell.

"

Referring to his peace march, he says, "I didn't know whether or not

the FBI was on our trail, but I didn't see any silk-hatted sleuths lurking around

corners of buildings or taking furtive pictures of us. Maybe the FBI has finally

decided to chase the Syndicate instead of us desperadoes.

"

Daughters of the American Revolution (PAR)

The chapter concerning the DAR is a continuation by the author of

attempts at humor and satire in commenting on the DAR's position regarding United

Nations agencies, school textbooks, world government, and the Protestant clergy.

At one point he says, "The FBI loves them; the GOP loves them; Hollywood loves

them." He comments on awards and resolutions of the DAR, noting an award to

Fulton Lewis, Jr. , and "... a long, rhymed elegy to J. Edgar Hoover that can be

sung to the tune of "Coming Through the Rye.

"

MISCELLANEOUS

In a chapter devoted to the HCUA, Thompson refers to the Committee's

inquiries concerning the invitation which the U. S. had received to exhibit American
paintings in Moscow as part of a cultural exchange program. He claims the HCUA
had to inject itself in the matter because it realized if America ever got on good terms

with Russia, everybody would realize how useless the Committee is. Thompson's
position is this exhibit could have been assembled with regard to the "political beliefs"

of the artists.

Elsewhere he decries nuclear armaments, tries to make the point that

they will result in the ultimate destruction of the world, and that we do not want to

end the cold war because we are making money from it. He also criticizes the

Civil Defense program.



His chapter "How to Launch a Polaris Submarine" is a defense of the

pacifist movement, relates how pacifists have picketed Navy installations, and how
they have continued to protest Navy building programs at the risk of beatings by dock
workers, etc.

He relates his experiences as a singer at Radio City Music Hall in

New York City where he attempted to organize a strike to improve working conditions.

His strike had been set for the Christmas Day performance, but did not materialize

when the management called a meeting of all employees, excluding Thompson, and
managed to prevent the strike from taking place.

He slates that football is a game that does not lend itself to intelligent

spectatorship, that the football fan is "an absolute oaf" and that when he called for

abolition of this sport at Brown University, he was subjected to various harassments,
including that of being called a communist. He claims he is "grimly anti-Commu-
nistic. "

He is critical of Norman Vincent Peale and the theories of Peale's

"positive thinking," and he also criticizes college fraternities, claiming that they

codify snobbery, pervert values, corrupt decent instincts, and depreciate scholarship.

A final chapter concerns "money-making" games which are available

for children and which stress the acquisition of wealth, the stock market, and

corporation management. Thompson says that when a child gets through with these

games, "he should have developed dollar signs in his eyes. " He concludes, "... if

Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Penner and Smith didn f
t put a brokerage office into every

toy store, they'll be missing a whole new generation of red-hot, money-mad, status

seekers.

"
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Strauss 1 memoirs beginning with his association at the age of twenty with Herbert
Hoover's World War I Food Relief Program and continuing to the present. It sets

forth decisions made by former President Hoover, Truman and Eisenhower,
former Senator Taft, former Secretary of Defense James Forrestal and others.

The decisions concern sucfcjhings as the Food Relief Program before and after

World War I, recognition offull independence for Finland, repatriation of prisoners
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DETAILS

BACKGROUND:

The Director received an autographed copy of the book, MMen and
Decisions, " by Lewis L. Strauss for which he thanked Mr. Strauss by letter dated
6-26-62. Set forth below is a summary of the contents of this book.

THE AUTHOR;

Bureau files reflect very cordial relations with Admiral Strauss
over the years, and he is a personal acquaintance of the Director. Correspondence
with him is on a first name basis, and he is on the SpecialCorrespondents 1 List.

In October, 1959, shortly after the Senate refused to confirm Strauss 1 nomination

as Secretary of Commerce, he made a trip to Europe during which he advised

our Legal Attache in London that he was writing a book to be entitled "Men and

Decisions. " He indicated this book would concern itself with decisions made by
men in Government with whom Strauss had been closely associated, including

former Presidents Hoover, Truman and Eisenhower; former Senator Taft and
former Secretary of Defense Forrestal. ^-

THE BOOK:

"Men and Decisions" is described as a book about certain men and
their decisions. Strauss begins his memoirs with his association at the age of 20

with Herbert Hoover's World War I Food Relief Program and continues to the

present, i

CHAPTER I: FIRST DECISION :

In this chapter, Strauss indicates that from the age of 16 until 20

he was a traveling salesman selling shoes at wholesale to merchants in the Carolinas,

Georgia and West Virginia. By that time he had saved $20, 000 and was ready to

begin college. Early in 1917 when the newspapers revealed that President Wilson
had sent for Herbert Hoover to discuss further relief operations, Strauss' mother
remarked, "When he gets there, why don't you go up and help him?" Since it was
between seasons in the shoe business and Strauss had his savings, he felt he could

volunteer to work without pay as the press reported Mr. Hoover was doing.

CHAPTER H: A MAN OF DECISIONS:

This chapter details Stress' work with Hoover in the Food Admin-
istration and the many important decisions made by Mr. Hoover. Strauss traveled

with Hoover in Europe, meeting many important persons and assisting in the

spread o08Sd relief program throughout Europe. Upon their return to Washington

- 2 -



and in anticipation of the end of hostilities, the President instructed Mr. Hoover
to make plans for transforming the Food Administration into an agency of relief

and reconstruction for all of Europe. In June, 1918, Strauss accompanied
Hoover to Russia for the purpose of alleviating starvation in that country.

While still in Europe, Strauss met Mortimer Schiff, a partner of

the international banking firm of Kuhn, Loeb and Company. Schiff invited Strauss

to join the firm at the end of his duties with Mr. Hoover.

CHAPTER HI: REBIRTH OF A NATION :

During the Winter of 1918-19, Strauss-made acquaintance with the

people of Finland and, at Mr. Hoover's direction, prepared a letter to President

Wilson suggesting that recognition of full independence for Finland be expedited.

Strauss and Hoover were active in efforts to procure a loan for Finland in early

1940. The loan was finally voted but too late --for on March 12, 1940, the Finns

had asked for terms of peace. These were severe —a large part of their best

land had to be ceded to Russia.

CHAPTER IV: TWENTIETH CENTURY ANABASIS:

In this chapter, Strauss refers to the plight of the prisoners of

war marooned in Siberia following World War I. He was active in setting up a

fund for repatriation of prisoners in Siberia and he succeeded in having more than

7, 000 men brought home. In October, 1920, an effort was made to place a

proposal on the agenda of the League of Nations which would result in exempting
these men from any further call for military duty. The proposal failed and

Strauss indicates that many of the returned prisoners were young enough to have

been swept into World War H.

CHAPTER V: DECISIONS ABOUT MONEY:

Following his association with Kuhn, Loeb and Company, Strauss

visited in Japan and other countries representing the firm. Strauss details some
of his projects while a member of this firm and indicates that the firm occasionally

imported gold from England and sold it to the Treasury Department. In the 1930' s,

however, when he suspected that its origin, despite the mint stamp, might be from
mines expropriated by the communists, the firm discontinued the practice of

importing gold. Men with inventions came to Strauss for financing and among those

whom he backed was Edwin H. Land who is best known today for the Polaroid Land

Camera. Strauss indicates that it was a hard personal decision when in 1946,

after 25 years, he resigned from Kuhn, Loeb and Company upon accepting appoint-

ment to the first Atomic Energy Commission.
V

i
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CHAPTER VI: DE PROFUNDIS:

From 1933 to the outbreak of World War n, Strauss was associated

with attempts to relieve the burdens of Jewish people throughout the world. He
was in Europe and, on the advice of friends, hurried his departure leaving just

prior to Hitler's invasion of Poland on September 1. As a result, plans for

relocating Jewish refugees were necessarily postponed.

CHAPTER VH: SIDELIGHT ON A DECISION IN TOKYO:

In this chapter, Strauss refers to the efforts of two American
priests, Father James M. Drought, Vicar-General of the Maryknoll Fathers, and

Bishop James E. Walsh, to persuade ffghly placed persons in the Japanese Govern-

ment that the course on which they weJre embarking would lead to war with us.

Strauss furnished Drought and Walsh with letters of introduction to acquaintances

of his in the Japanese banking circles. Upon their return early in 1941, Strauss

sent them to Herbert Hoover who suggested they relate their story to President

Roosevelt. The two priests saw the President and, according to Strauss,

"Apparently the President and Secretary Hull decided the two priests should

continue their personal contacts on an informal basis and attempt to codify just

what they understood the Japanese were willing to concede. " Strauss expresses

the opinion that the attack on Pearl Harbor might not have happened but for the

appointment of Admiral Kichisaburo Nomura, an amateur with limited practical

experience in other areas and none apparently in foreign affairs, to Washington

as a special envoy.

CHAPTER VHI: A VIEW OF THE NAVY FROM THE BEACH:

Strauss, who held a commission in the Naval Reserve, received

orders in March, 1941, to report for duty and was assigned to the Bureau of

Ordnance. Strauss subsequently became General Inspector of Ordnance. Early

in 1943, Churchill wrote to President Roosevelt stating that British intelligence

had heard of a project caUed "Athodyd, " represented to be a rocket powered by

an "aerodynamic thermal ductn and that it was to be usecJ/S^ilotless aircraft to

bomb Britain. Churchill wanted to know what the President thought of its feasibility

and the likelihood that it could be made operational. The message was sent to

the Bureau of Ordnance and the problem was presented at a staff meeting. It was
the consensus of opinion that this was most likely more of Goebbel's "secret

weapon" propaganda. Strauss and Captain Sam Shumaker, however, felt there

was a possibility that a self-propelled bomb could be flown across the Channel,

riding a radio beam rather than taking a ballistic course. Strauss says Shumaker

even dreamed up a device which nearly paralleled the actual weapon. Because of

this, and InteUigence 1 s subsequent pinpointing of launching sites, a large percentage

of Germany's bombs failed of their objective.



Much of this chapter concerns Secretary of the Navy Forrestal
and Admiral William Henry Purnell Blandy who was Strauss' superior as Chief

of the Bureau of Ordnance. Strauss states that Forrestal' s conviction that

militant communism was the enemy of the Free World induced him to undertake
the task of reorganizing the defense structure in 1947 at the request of the

President and that no man was better equipped to do it by experience, by the

degree of Congressional respect he enjoyed, by the support of the press and by
the confidence of the President he served. In 1948, Forrestal* s administrative

subordinates began to undercut him, he began to lose his confidence, and, in

1949, he took his own life.

CHAPTER IX: "A THOUSAND YEARS OF REGRET":

This chapter concerns the creation of the atomic bomb and the

decision to use it. He concludes the chapter by stating that the decision to use

the atomic bomb to accelerate the end of a war already won was not the same as

the one five years earlier when a decision had been taken to make the bomb, yet

both were decisions by compassionate men within the finite limits of human judg-

ment and that all of us in some degree share an inescapable responsibility which

will be judged, as Church&ll has said, "in the after-time.

"

CHAPTER X: THE DECISION TO DETECT:

Strauss indicates it is sobering to speculate on the course of events

had there been no monitoring system in operation in 1949 as Russian success in

that summer would have been unknown to us, and, in consequence, we would have

made no attempt to develop a thermonuclear weapon. He states that the decision

in 1947 to undertake the long-range detection of nuclear weapons tests was a

fortunate one and far more crucial than we knew.

CHAPTER XI: DECISION ON THE HYDROGEN BOMB:

A week after the atomic bomb had been exploded over Nagasaki

Strauss, in a memorandum to Forrestal, suggested testing the ability of ships of

the present design to withstand the forces generated by the atomic bomb. Nine

days later Senator McMahon, later Chairman of the Senate Special Committee on

Atomic Energy, suggested that the surviving ships of the Japanese Navy be used

"to test the destructive power of the atomic bomb against naval vessels, " In due

course, Operation Crossroads—whose purpose was to test the effects of weapons

air borne and submerged on a cross section of the fleet from battle ships to landing

craft--was set up. Blandy offered Strauss a place on his staff for Crossroads but

Strauss declined regretfully in order to return to,private business. Shortly there-

after, the President invited Strauss to become a member of the Atomic Energy

Commission. We tested our first hydrogen bomb in November, 1952. The
Russians tested their first weapon involving thermonuclear reaction the following



August. By so close a margin did we come to being second in armament, not

only in the eyes of the world, but in fact. Had we begun our development after

the successful Russian test, Strauss says, there is no reason to believe that we
would have been accorded time to equal their accomplishment.

CHAPTER Xn: VIGNETTES OF RESEARCH AND RESEARCHERS:

This chapter contained brief contemporary material concerning
Dr. John von Neumann, Dr. Ernest Orlando Lawrence and Dr. Enrico FermL

CHAPTER XHI: DECISIONS ON SECURITY :

Strauss indicates that there was a difference of viewpoint within

the Atomic Energy Commission on the administration of security of information

and that since he adhered to the letter of the law, the brand of "security obsession"

was early burned upon him and he stiU wears it. He cites three incidents in which
this security consciousness figures. One involved Donald Maclean, an Attache
of the British Embassy, who held a permanent pass to the Commissions head-

quarters and was a frequent visitor in the evenings after usual work hours. When
Strauss learned of this in 1948, the pass was withdrawn at once. Maclean, of

course, made headlines when he disappeared and later turned up in Moscow with

Guy Burgess in 19 51.

CHAPTER XLV: DECISION IN THE CASE OF DR. J. R. OPPENHEIMER:

In this chapter, Strauss attempts to explain why Oppenheimer was
first "cleared" for work on the atomic bomb and his clearance later revoked.

The entire long summary finding against Oppenheimer which was drawn up by

Major General Kenneth B. Nichols, the General Manager of the Atomic Energy

Commission, is included. At the conclusion of this chapter Strauss refers to the

question whether or not Oppenheimer has by now been "punished sufficiently" and

points lout that the decision not to restore his clearance for access to defense

information vital to the security of the United States was not taken to mete out

punishment, but was a measure taken to safeguard information pursuant to an

(Executive Order of the President of the United States. He indicates "that the

decision involved distress for Dr. Oppenheimer was inescapable. It was also

the result of his own conduct and free choice." This chapter contains numerous
references to the FBI which are in no way unfavorable.

CHAPTER XV: DECISION IN THE TENNESSEE VALLEY:

This chapter concerns the Dixon-Yates Contract and other Atomic
Energy Commission business in the Tennessee Valley. At the conclusion of the

chapter Strauss indicates that over the years the state and Federal Governments

would have received substantial tax revenues from £K5 Dixon-Yates plant The
Memphis Municipal Plant does not pay such taxes; hence, the defeat of the

principle of private enterprise in this instance has ill-served the people of the

area,
f
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CHAPTER XVI: A NEW CHARTER FOR THE ATOM: ATOMS FOR POWER:

Strauss states that in the Autumn of 1953 he and his colleagues

concluded that the statutory charter of the Atomic'Energy Commission was
overdue for review. Their draft measure was sent to Congress in February,

1954, and the Joint Congressional Committee thereupon made its own redraft

and, as the "Cole-Hickenlooper Bill, " it was passed. Thereafter, atomic
energy was diverted to peaceful uses.

CHAPTER XVII: THE PEACEABLE ATOM: DECISIONS AFFECTING NEW
PROBLEMS AND OLD FRIENDS:

In August, 1955, at the First International Conference on the

Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy in Geneva, Strauss announced that the United

States had been supporting a long-range program to control thermonuclear

research. Three years later at the Second International Scientific Conference,

our exhibit featured a number of working thermonuclear devices and their state

of development to that time. Russia described, but did not exhibit, a much
larger device than any of ours. He refers to, the use of atomic energy in ship

propulsion (the Nautilus) and set forth President Eisenhower's convictions on

Russian-American relations and on nuclear weapons.

CHAPTER XVni: DECISION IN THE SENATE: —
This chapter concerns the refusal of the Senate to confirm Strauss t

nomination as Secretary of Commerce. Strauss summarizes the reasons for

such refusal as: punitive opposition by the advocates of government development

of electric power; the animosity engendered by the Oppenheimer case; the >

personal animus of a Senator; Strauss 1 strong belief in the paramount importance

of maintaining the constitutional principle of the separation of powers and his

defense of the Executive Branch, in that regard; his unfortunate trait of stubborn-

ness in refusing to conciliate by conceding error where error had not occurred;

for following orders and honoring the oath of office; and the opportunity for a

numerically superior political opposition to strike a blow at a popular President

without attacking him personally.

CHAPTER XIX: NUCLEAR TESTS, FALL-OUT, AND WORLD OPINION:

In this chapter Strauss asks, "Do we feel guilty that we were the

first to produce atomic weapons and the first to use them in a war? n He indicates

that many do and many more do not and that the argument will go on for a very

long time. He states that this is beside the point, that a feeling of guilt ought not

determine a future course of our national policy in a world in which atomic energy

and atomic weapons are facts of life.
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Juvenile Delinquency

From Global Viewpoint

Staff reviewer Butler .has reported
on juvenile delinquency and welfare
problems, in the District.

KIDS, CRIME AND CHAOS:
. A World Report on Juve?

nile Delinquency. By Roul
Tunley. Harper. 206 pp.

$3.95. _
"The American boy today,

has one chance in jive of

ending up in court as
r
a

juvenile offender! The rate

of recidivism among our . in-

stitutionalized younsters is

between 50 and 80 per .cent."
1 —Statistics from

"Kids, Crime and Chaos."

AS IN OTHER great prob-

lem areas close to the Amer-
ican heart, , the handling of

juvenile delinquency often

has: lacked imaginative ap-

proaches and solutions. Many
charge that our professionals

Reviewed by' Dorothy Butler* ' *'v
^.

ging behind Europe and some.

Asian countries in ways to

control and prevent delin-

quency, and in interest. Are
Americans hostile to kids,

asks; Tunley. .

' - ^ ^

IN ORDER to get. a stran-

glehold ,on the problem, says

Tunley, Americans will have
to cjhuck. many well-nour-
ished notions put the near-

est window. One is that delin-

quency is .almost exclusively

a slum* product, almost uni-

vefstally hefd
.
by

t

our Amer-
ican; social 'scientists, he ;says.

Tunley is a reporter arid

former Look staffer*and edi-

tor of the now-defunct Amer-
ican Ma'gazine. He began his

globe-circling tour armed
"only Vith a ball pen and a

few - refills," he said. One oc-

are "too close" to the prob^ casionally wishes . that he

lem to see' it and have aban- had taken along a bit more
doned the creative search for

irrelevant research.

In light of this, Roul Tun-

ley's book is significant in

two ways. A layman (albeit

an informed one)* he is free

of the cqnformism that re-

strains many professionals.

Second, he has taken a global

view of delinquency.

Tunley concludes that our

delinquents aren't the world's

worst; probably Sweden has

this dubious distinction. But

sensitivity, especially . in his-

appraisal of the student role '[

in revolutionary upheavals
;]

in other countries.

But, on balance, Tunley

:

,
has written an important and !

novel book. Its .action solu-
j

tions^will be, controversial. !

But they merit 'the attention
!

both of professionals and the]

public which, has largely

tossed the prbblem into the
j

collective professional lap

with a "let Joe do it" atti-

his thesis is that we are lag-* , tude.

Tolson .

elmont

Mohr

Callahan

Conrad <S

DeLoach*__

Evans

Maione

.osen

(^Sullivan

l\Y[ Tavel -
Trotter _

Tele Room
Holmes

The Washington Post Qnd/
>
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Times Herald

The Washington Daily News _

The Evening Star
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New York Herald Tribune

New York Journal-American

New York Mirror

New York Daily News

New York Post

The New York Times
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The Wall Street Journal
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The following is a review of a book which concerns the problem of "juvenile

delinquency" as viewed by the author both in the United States and several countries of

the world.

Failure of United States to Control Juvenile Delinquency:

Case workers in the United States must be scientists or "experts" who
regard the problem as a cool, exact science like mathematics. They have a narrow
viewpoint and cannot see the over-all problem involved. This apprpach cannot be used

in dealing with, children. The psychiatrist sees the problem as one of inner conflict^ the

sociologist views it as one of outer conflict- -the result of environment. The biol&eist

sees it as a physiological problem, and "the FBI will see it as a police one. "

We must deal severely with young hoodlums, but the, publicity we;;affOrd their

crimes creates the impression they represent the majority of our teen-agers, where
these crimes arevplayed up, local police feel popular in a tough approach which often

borders on brutality. We tend to punish rather than to rehabilitate. We* emphasize the

reformatory, but it has been estimated that 50 to 80 per cent of all boys sent to institu-

tions return to them and to a life of crime. Boys 1 clubs do not necessarily answer the

problem. In New York City, it has been shown that delinquency rates increased after

boys, joined neighborhood clubs. Curfew laws have not proved effective, and parental

responsibility laws place an unfair burden on parents because some youngstersjust

cannot be controlled: ^^^^^.^^^^ _^jLl -

Statistics;

mm REC-5

J i JUL 18 1962

y
,§uz$ad^^ h^^^aWylhe highest

inquencyJnJhejvoj^V Exceedingly hig^ in Japan, India

and Russia. . _

In the United State^lt' iis
J
tiot possible to determMie just how bad the delin-

quency problem really is because of the lack of uniformity in the preparation of statistics)

by various; local, agencies. Only the Children's Bureau (CB) of the Department of Health,

Educatiofl and Welfare and, the FBI report statistics nationally. The former deals with

child^TOro^ht-before the courts, while the latter includes arrest by police. The
us^^^^^^^^^ factors" are present here because the FBI counts only those unaer

A JUL 2
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RE: KIDS, CRIME AND CHAOS

18, while the CB counts those of whatever age the state declares juveniles to be. The
findings of the two agencies, gathered separately, parallel each other to a remarkable
degree, and both show strong upward trends.

We overemphasize the existence of delinquency and promote it by making
children liable for minor offenses such as smoking, truancy, etc. He suggests we are

(impatient and hostile toward youth. Abroad, people expect their children to get into

trouble, show more sympathy and understanding and many violators, such as runaways
and truants, are handled informally and never appear in court.

The author asks the reader to consider the following: '"Youth is disintegra-

ting. The youngsters of the land have a disrespect for their elders, and a contempt for

authority in every form. Vandalism is rife, and crime of all kinds is rampant among
our young people. The nation is in peril!" 1 The author states, "This lament could well

I have come from J. Edgar Hoover-today. " He goes on to say in fact it came from an

I Egyptian priest about 4, 000 years ago.

Remedies:

According to best estimates, one out of five teen-age boys will get in trouble

with the law. Although we have laws requiring youngsters to remain in school until a

specified age, many of them are incapable of further. learning, are bored, and conse-

I
quently become delinquents. They should be released from school at earlier ages and

1 afforded the opportunity of learning a trade or craft as is done in many foreign countries,

1 Vocational training in the United States has been greatly neglected. Sex and violence in

movies, television and other media is a,most unwholesome influence on our young peopl<

We must de-emphasize the punishment factor and seek the causes of delinquency which,

in a few cases, may have psychiatric roots and, in a greater number of cases, may be
due to physiological factors, such as permanent brain damage, etc. Young: people must
learn the value of work. For many of them we must substitute reformatory confinement

for enforced participation in public works„projects in their communities. We must have

training programs in our schools. Our reformatories are too large to effectively reha-

bilitate. Abroad, reformatories are much smaller and the emphasis is on work training

rather than counselling and formal education. We should follow the example of

European countries by paying probation workers more and using unpaid volunteer

workers.

The solutions do not entail elimination of poverty, curfew laws, mending
broken homes and "cracking down" on teen-agers. We need better probation systems,

adequate medical services, decreased reformatory confinement, and police and courts

skilled in dealing with juveniles. We must permit children to leave school at ain earlier

age, setup junior apprenticeship programs, and provide meaningfuKjobs for them.

CONCERNING THE AUTHOR:
with

/?^ ^^^^A£
^

Bufiles contain no information iden^ * The book jacket describe;

him as a formerJjtew York "Herald Tribune" reporter, former assistant circulation

manager and lateFeHiloHarpromotion head of "Look" magazine, former editor of

"American" magazine, and presently ajrej^^^ Ne.wJjersey. During

the war, he was a Naval officer with anti-submarine warfare
T(See Rec. next page)
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i This memorandum sets forth a,detailed review of Edward Bennett

Williams' new book, "One Man's Freedom, * which contains aThumber of references

to the FBI, the Dire<jfr an# Bureau iav^st4|ati©ns. Throughout th$ book, Williams,wh(|

has served as defenrff counsel for many nkorious persons, professes to be a chamgF a

of civil rififeand individual liberties, this book review &ets fo^th his views coneefni

the foUowirijflopics beginning on the page indicated:
%

Unfairness of labeling an attorney according tS his clients, page 3;

Improper manner in which Congressional investigations are con-

ducted, page 5;

Illegality of telephone taps and other electronic eavesdropping

equipment, pafe 7;

I

Need to defend the 5th Amendment, page 13;

Virtues of the McNat^b and Mallory decisions, page 15;

Need for pre-trial discovery of evidence and witnesses by the defense, page 17;]

Necessity of confrontation and cross-examination, -page^Oj

V5

Detrimental effect of-publiclty and other outside pressures' in erlminal

cases, page 21: -
, *

50

Injustice of capital punishment, page 2^,^ ." '

^, .j2

Problem posed by emotionally ill offenders,^age*24;
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Jones to DeLoach Memo
RE: "One Man's Freedom"

Impropriety of censorship of allegedly indecent literature, page 25;

Civil Rights and the Southern Negro, page 26; and

Need for a strong world court, page 2ff^

Williams feels "an erosion of individual liberty and freedom*' has

occurred in America and that "We have placed security In a position of primacy

and subordinated individual liberty to it. " He warns against "lawless law enforce-

ment" and opines that whenever government infringes on individual rights, "It

begins with the weak and the friendless, the scorned and the degraded, or the

nonconformist and the unorthodox.

"

In connection with his defense of Aldo Icardi, who was charged

with perjury following his appearanee before House Committee on Un-American
Activities (HCUA) in connection with the murder of Office of Strategic Services

Major Holohan In Italy, Williams compliments former 3A Robert Maheu for

helping Williams establish that Icardi was not involved in Holohan's murder.

(Bureau is circumspect toward former SA Maheu.

)

Williams refers critically to the HCUA subpeona for Cyrus Eaton

after Eaton had "made bold to criticize the FBI over a national television network.

"

Williams asserts that FBI Is violating the law* by using wire taps, and he quotes

statements by the Director in 1940 opposing wire tapping. He also quotes approvingly

4 from the Director's Introduction to the September, 1952, Law Enforcement Bulletin

on the topic of civil rights.

The Jencks decision is mentioned by Williams, who feels defense

attorneys should have access to prior statements of Government witnesses several

days before trials begin. He mentions the Urschel kidnaping case of 1933, attempting

to cast doubt on the guilt of Kathryn Kelly. He also cites the James R. Hoffa bribery

case, stating that the jury apparently did not believe John Cye Cheasty's testimony.

He claims he was "horrified" when the "Afro-American" published his photo shaking

hands with a female Negro attorney In a full-page ad during the Hoffa trial; and that

Joe Louis visited the courtroom on his own volition.

hi his defense of Igor Melekh, Soviet spy, Williams claims he talked

to Attorney General designate Robert Kennedy in effort to have United States agree to

\ let the International Court of Justice decide whether Melekh had diplomatic Immunity

He also states he talked to FBI Agent after conferring with Melekh in New York.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.
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"ONE MAN'S FREEDOM"
By Edward Bennett Williams

This 328-page book contains Williams* observations and
reflections concerning a number of matters, including kit personal

experiences as a defense attorney, relating to law. Throughout the book,

there are numerous references to the Bureau and the Director, as well as
to cases investigated by the FBI. These have beta specially flagged on the

succeeding pages of this memorandum by underlining.

The succeeding pages contain a brief digest—and, in some
instances, more detailed quotations—of pertinent material in Williams' book.

GENERAL REFLECTIONS (Page 3-10)

At the outset, WiUfams identifies some of his past clients,

including Senator Joseph McCarthy, th>notorious Frank Costello, and

former Teamsters head David Beck. He stales that he started law practice

by handling civil matters, but "It was the law in its relationship to human
rights as distinguished from property rights which had first captured my
attention. ..."

Williams states he authored this book because he "wanted to

write of the right to counsel, of fair procedure in congressional hearings, of

the right to privacy, of the Fifth Amendment, of lawless law enforcement,

of the right of everyone to a fair trial, of censorship, of civil rights, and of

the whole concept of rule of law. " Be continues, "I wanted to write of the

transcendent importance of safeguarding and preserving intact all of our civil

liberties, and of my deep conviction that whenever government infringes on

any of these rights it begins with the weak and the friendless, or the scorned

and the degraded, or the nonconformist and the unorthodox. It never begins

with the strong, the rich, the popular.. .I wanted to document my conviction

that most of the history of civil liberties in this country has been written In

criminal courtrooms. " And he professes "an increasing concern over the

inroads that I believe are being made into these areas of individual freedom.

"

— Williams asserts, "We have allowed an erosion of individual

liberty and freedom to take place in the last three decades—not as the result

13 the overreaching of big government, nor as the result of the calculated

Holmes , , . . — 2 •
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assaults made upon liberties tad freedom* in the last decade, tart rather
becauae of the collective lethirgy and a cavalier attitude of unconcern.
I think we have made a substitution in our national ranking of values. . .

.

We have placed security in a position of primacy and subordinated individual

liberty to itX \

BRANDING A LAWYER ACCORDING TO HIS CLIENTS (P. 11*29)

Williams states that in I960, when he accepted the Igor

Melekh ease (which case is dealt with in more detail in the final chapter

of the hook), he lit "the lash of stinging criticism,' ;that "every time I have
aasumetFthe defenae of a case in which the crime charged la a heinous one
or the defendant is a social or political outcast, the criticism has come.

"

Re claims that John Crosby "slandered" him during a tele-

vision interview (the station and the producer later apologised and repudiated

Crosby's statement) shortly after he entered the Melekh case. Williams opines

that Crosby "did not understand the right to counsel guaranteed *y the Constitution

and the role of the advocate in Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence. "; that Crosby'did not

understand that for the trial lawyer the unpopular cause is Often a post of honor.

"

He then moralizes that he has' taken many difficult eases for unpopular clients,

not because of my ownetshee, but because of the unwritten law that I might
not refuse."

Williams points out that Clarence Barrow encountered
hostility when he defended 20 members of the Commanlst Labor Party in

1920 . He states that -Barrow** answer to his critics was

:

"I shall not argue to you whether the defendants'

ideas are right or wrong. I am not bound to believe them
right in order to take their case. . . But I do know Arts—

I

know that the humblest and the meanest man who lives, I

know that the idlest and the silliest man who lives, should

have his say. . . And I know that the Constitution is a delusion

and a snare if the weakest and the humblest ma* In the land

cannot be defended in his right to speak and his right to think

as much as the greatest and the strongest in the land. I am
not here to defend their (the communist defendants') opinions.

I am here to defend their right to express their opinions.

"

Williams refers to the defense of Anthoay Cramer (naturalized

citizen who aided Werner Thiel, one oi the eight Nasi saboteurs landed in

America in June, 1942) by Harold R. Medina. Cramer was charged with treason,



and Judge Medina served as his court -appointed defense counsel, Williams
states that Medina found himself being treated coolly by 'people generally
and my friends in particular "; that one spectator in the courtroom even
spat in his face; however, that "Finally Judge Medina's courage and hard
work won a reversal of Cramer's conviction by the Supreme Court.

"

The book also throws a bouquet at the late Wendell L. Willkte,

who 'defied public opinion''during World War II by defending the citizenship

oi William Schneiderman before the Supreme Court. (Schneiderman was a
self-admitted Communist Party leader. ). . . . "Willkie's courage and hard
work, like Judge Medina's, brought about a Supreme Court decision in favor

of his client. " At the time, Willkie still aspired for the 1944 Republican

Presidential nomination.

With regard to convictions of Innocent persons, Williams

quotes /edge Curtis Bok of Pennsylvania as stating that convictions of the

innocent Mr outnumber acquittals of the guilty. He states that Judge Bok's

view is "dramatised in Judge Jerome Frank's fascinating and fully documented
study of 36 cases in which wholly innocent defendants were convicted and
imprisoned for other men's crimes.

"

Williams also states that he participated in three cases in

1956 (cases involving Aldo Icarcll, Frank Costello and "Confidential"

magazine—all dealt with in more detail later) which convinced htm that

"society is often the winner when the prosecutor loses. He makes reference

to the right to counsel guaranteed defendants by the Sixth Amendment--"no
matter how socially or politically obnoxious (the accused) may be, no matter

how unorthodox his thinking or his conduct, how unpopular his cause or how
strongly the finger of guilt may point at him.*' He also refers to Canon 5 of the

Canons of Professional Ethics of the American Bar Association which status

that it is the right of the lawyer to undertake the defense of a person accused

of crime, regardless of bis personal opinion as to the guilt or the accused;

otherwise innocent persons, victims only of suspicious circumstances, might

be denied a proper defense.

"

To the above, Williams, adds, how ever, "It should go without

saying that counsel's obligation to defend his client does not iimpoKtany

obligation to defend his client's crimes" and ' no lawyer Is ever justified

in defending his client with weapons of fraud and falsehood.

"

He then philosophizes that lawyers must avoid moral judgments

as to the guilt or innocence of their clients; that no one is legally guilty until

so adjudged in court. And he admits, "Sometimes the truly guilty go free.

This is the price that a democratic society must pay to safeguard the liberty of

the innocent.

"
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CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATIONS AND THE ICARDI CASE (P. 30-58)

Williams quota J. Paraell Thomas, former chairman of the
Rous* Committee on Un-American Activities (HCUA) entailing an HCUA
witness, "The rights you nave are tht rights givea yea by tale committee.
We will determine what rights you have and what rights you have not got

before the comutfttee. ' Williams then observes*, "During the past decade
this concept of congressional investigatory power has been accepted with
alarming apathy and applied with alarming abandon.''

Williams deals at length with the case of Aide Icar&, who
visited Williams tn 1059 to seek his services in connection with tight senate
of perjury arising from Icardi' s appearance before HCUA in 195S. In brief,

Icardi had been on an Office of Strategic Services mission with Major
William V. Holobatt in Italy in 1944. Major Holohaa was killed on the missftsn,

and Icardi was nibsssjasntly convicted in absentia by the Italian courts of

murdering him.

Accordtag to Williams, in addition to the in absentia con-

viction in Italy, a release was issued by the U. 8. Defense Department
accusing Icardi of Holohan'a murder; and newepapers published articles

identifying Icardi as a ceid-bldbded killer. Thus, whan Icardi was invited

to appear before HCUA, no one cared whether such an investigation bore
any relationship to the proper function of Congress and its committees.

In defending Icardi against the perjury charges arising from

his HCUA appearance, Williams had no funds to mate an investigation (despite

the fact that the prosecution had arranged to fly witnesses to Washington);

however, Williams contacted Robert Maheu, ' who had made a brilliant record

as an FBI agent and had recently formed his own international investigative,

agencyTSsgegtM former FBI agents. " Mahsu helped Williams conduct

an investigation in Italy which established that Icardi was innocent of any

involvement in Major Holoaan's murder and that responsibility for killing

the Major actually lay with Italian communists.

(Robert Mansu was a Special Agent from December, 1940,

through July, 1947. He resigned voluntarily due to the ill health of his wife,

and his last efficiency rating was Excellent. Since 198$ we have been

circumspect in dealings with him.

)

5 -
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Williams states that fcardi was acquitted of the perjury
charges on the ground teat HCUA was not acting in furtherance of any
legitimate legislative purpose in the fcardi hearing—that this court

decision was vitally significant "because it was the first reported case
in three quarters of a century to hold that a congressional committee
had exceeded its constitutional powers.

"

THE ARMY-MC CARTHY HEARINGS (P. 50-71)

Williams claims that Senator Joseph McCarthy transgressed
the rights of some witnesses in ways which I vigorously opposed "; that he
had known McCarthy and had often argued with Urn about his tactics; that

when the Army-McCarthy hearings arose in 1054, McCarthy wanted W illiams

to assist him in an advisory capacity, but Williams declined.

With regard to McCarthy's exposure of the former National

Lawyers' Guild affiliation of Fred Fisher, 32-year-old assistant to Joseph
Welch at tie hearings, Williams states that McCarthy had totihim (Williams)

in the presence of Roy Cohn about the evidence he proposed to use against

Fred Fisher; and Cohn and Williams made McCarthy promise he would

never use it. Nonetheless, McCarthy went ahead.

Williams continues that Senator Ralph Flanders introduced

a motion calling for Senator McCarthy's censure by the Senate; and in August,

1954, McCarthy announced that he was going to retain WilUams as his defense

counsel. Williams' fee was to be paid by McCarthy's committee, but he told

the committee he would serve without compensation. Although 46 charges of

misconduct originally were filed against McCarthy, the list ultimately was
narrowed to two specific Incidents, and the Senate voted to censure McCarthy

on only one of these—contempt of the Gillette Committee arising from
McCarthy's declining an "invitation" to appear before that Committee.

Williams feels that even this lone censure charge would not have been sus-

tained if he and McCarthy had known then, as they learned later, that an

"overzealous" member of the Gillette Committee had put a mail cover on

McCarthy during its investigation of him.

CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRIES AND THE 5TH AMENDMENT (P. 72-87)

Williams expresses the opinion, "The apex of congressional

inquiry today is apparently the calling of a witness who will invoke the

privilege against self-incrimination in response to all questions on a subject

about which the committee already has full information. " Williams complains

- 6 -



that Congressional inquiries frequently extend beyond the legitimate scope
of legislative inquiries; and he states that when he (Williams) appeared before
the McCleUan Committee in 1958 as counsel for James R, Hoffa, he had
occasion to object that certain questions directed toward Haifa could have
no real relationship to a legislative purpose.

Williams states that anyone who expresses an unpopular
opinion is vulnerable to "the long arm" of Congressional committees. To
illustrate, he cites the case of Cyrus Eaton, who in May, 1958, "made
bold to criticise the FBf over a national television network. Representative
Francis Walter. . . . immediately signed a subpoena ealling Eaton before the

HCUA to explain himself, . . . Even in the most conservatre quarters this type

of 'thought policing' was too much, and the celebrated subpoena was never
served.

"

In summation of his observations regarding Congressional
inquiries, Williams feels that a uniform code of procedures for Congressional

investigations is needed.

TELEPHONE TAPS AND OTHER TECHNICAL INSTALLATIONS (P. 88-120)

Williams speaks of the citizen's right to privacy—including
privacy of the home, privacy of thoughts, and privacy of conversations—as
well as the right to silence and the right to communicate. He then warns,

"The rapid development of electronic listening devices la the past few years

has greatly multiplied the number of clandestine invasions of these rights.

He quotes Justice William O. Douglas as stating:

' With modern electronic devices, conversations

within the home and the office can be recorded without

tapping any wires. The intimacies of private life can
be made public without a key being turned or a window
being raised. And those who listen may be private detectives

and blackmailers, as well as law enforcement officials.
^

To illustrate the threat of eavesdropping, Williams cites the

case oi Bernard Goldfine, New England textile manufacturer and associate of

Sherman Adams, and the case of Washington gambler Julius Silverman.

The former case arose in 1968 when one of the rooms occupied by Goldfine'

s

entourage at the Sheraton-Carltan Hotel in Washington was found to be

"covered" by a microphone in the room next door. This microphone had

been installed by Baron Shacklette, a Congressional Investigator, and Jack

Anderson, an associate of Drew Pearson. (Williams subsequently defended
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Goldfine at his trial for contempt of Compress--arising from Goldfine'

s

refusal to answer some of the questions asked him by a Congressional
committee—and the trial ended with a plea of nolo contendere by Goldfine

and a suspended sentence.

)

Julius Silverman also obtained Williams' services as defense

counsel following his arrest on gambling charges . ft appeared to Williams

that the District of Columbia Police Department and Internal Revenue agents

had used one or more telephone taps against Silverman; and Williams filed

melons to suppress all evidence which had been seized when Silverman's

house was raided. However, a special microphone, not a telephone tap,

was used to pick up conversations inside Silverman's house. Williams'

lost his motion to suppress, and Silverman was convicted; but, the Supreme
Court subsequently reversed the conviction in a decision which indicated

the Court would not tolerate electronic eavesdropping wherein the microphone
penetrates the premises of the person involved.

in haranguing against technical surveillances, Williams sides

with Justice Brandeis' dissenting opinion in Olmstead v. U.S. (The Olmstead
case, decided in 1928, resulted in a Supreme Court decision that the protection

against unreasonable searches and seizures applies only to physical, tangible

objects—and that conversations cannot be ''searched" or "seized. ") Brandeis
stated that listening in on conversations constitutes invasion of privacy and
urged that the Fourth Amendment be interpreted to keep pace with advances
of modern science in order to protect citizens against Invasions of their

individual security.

After warning that telephones can be transformed into

microphones to cover conversations within a room; that tiny microphones
can be concealed in rooms; and that long-range microphones can pick up

conversations hundreds of feet away, Williams cites the study entitled

The Eavesdroppers" completed in 1959 by Samuel Oash under the sponsor-

ship of the Pennsylvania Bar Association Endowment and with a grant from
the f und For the Republic. He states that Dash's study "revealed widespread

use of concealed microphones by police and private detectives" for 'an endless

variety" of purposes.

Williams is convinced that the Supreme Court will overturn

the Olmstead decision and will rule that physical entry by the eavesdropper

or physical penetration of the eavesdropper's equipment onto the preni ses

of the persons involved is not necessary before the "victim" can invoke his

Fourth Amendment rights. He states, "Such a ruling would restore the right

to privacy to the high place which the Constitution gave it. . . . The concept

of a man's house as his castle is completely inconsistent with surreptitious

police surveillance of every conversation in that house. If the police may not
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enter physically, they may not enter scientifically. An entry by electronic

eavesdropping equipment is the most effective, clandestine and sinister kind

of entry.

"

Williams doc* feel, however, thai some extremely limited

use of technical surveillances may be necessary--and, if so, a constitutional

amendment will be required to permit the issuance of search warrants for

evidence of crime. Before passage of sbehan amendment, however* he

states "a strong demonstration most of atftde by federal law-enforcement

agencies that our collective security is so imperiled by treason, espionage

and sabotage that drastic measures are needed. A demonstration must further

be made that eavesdropping la a usefel and necessary weapon for combating

these crimes. I have grave doubts whether such a showing could ever be

made We defeat our own ends If we adopt the techniques of totalitarianism

in security cases.

"

In referring to the Federal Communications Actei 1934,

Williams states that unlike eavesdropping, wiretapping is a federal crime;

but, "despite this fact, wiretapping is rampant In the nation today, ft is

perpetrated by private investigators in all kirtisoif cases. . . It is perpetrated

by public law-enforcement officers both surreptitiously and wader a self*

serving declaration that what they are doing is necessary for adequate law

enforcement. Necessity has been the argument used for every infringement

of human rights since the birth of this country.

"

Williams cites data in Dash's "The Eavesdroppers" indicating

that New York City police, who say they tap 300 or 400 telephone lines a

year, actually make an estimated 16, 000 to 29, 490 wiretaps a year.

As defense counsel for the notorious Frank Costello in the

denaturalization case against Costello in 1956, Williams claims he was
fully exposed to the problems and evils of wire tapping. At the time,

Costello was serving a prison term for income tax evasion. When Williams

examined the record of the tax trial, he concluded that some of the evidence

had been obtained through wire taps; and in delving further, he "discovered

that there had been a tap on Costello' s home telephone at intermittent intervals

over many years. During the period of the taps, six policemen sat in 8-hour

shits, working in teams of two. They listened to and transcribed every con-

versation over Costello' s telephone, whethere he was a participant or not. . .

.

the persons victimized by these wire taps were not Just persons who used

Costello1s telephone. Taps were placed on public telephones in restaurants

frequented by him. Everyone who used those pay-station telephones had a

hidden third party listening to every word. , .
.

"
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Williams states that wire tapping by Federal officers was
stepped by Attorney General Robert Jackson in 1941 but was resumed in

1942 at the direction of President Roosevelt (actually, Roosevelt sent his

wire-tap memo to Jackson in May, 1940)?that on May 11, 1901, the Justice

Department announced that the FBI had 8*7 wire taps in the country as of that

date--all "purportedly" in security cases. Williams continues, "Admittedly,

the FBI also uses, wiretaps in kidnaping cases. The Justice Department defends

these wiretaps as being both necessary and legal. To understand how tft s

argument of legality Is made and why it/ansound, it is necessary to trace the

law as it has developed.

"

Williams again cites th^5 -to-4 Supreme Court ruling in the

Olmstead case that wire tapping does notviolate the Fourth Amendment;
then he states that Congress recognized therightto telephone privacy when
it enacted the Communications Act in 1934 providing that "no person not

being authorized by the sender shall intercept any communication and divulge

or publish the existence, contents, substance, ... or meaning of such inter-

cepted communication to any person. " He continues that the Supreme Court

ruled in the Nardone ease in 1937 that evidence obtained through wire tapping

by Federal officers cannot be used against the "victim" in Federal court and,

thereby, the Court showed it was "unwilling to allow law enforcement officers

to break the law to ferret out crime.

"

Despite this "clear holding that wiretapping by federal officers

is illegal, ' Williams declares, 'The Department of Justice seeks to defend

tUs defiance of the law on the theory that Section 605 does not prohibit inter-

ception of telephone and telegraph messages, but only interception and

divulgence.

"

Be refers to a statement by the Director In May, 1958, on

television "that his bureau had ninety wiretaps Installed as of that day. " Then
he moralizes, "On the same day a prosecutor from the same fflepartment of

Justice was asking a New York Jury to convict Janes Hoffa of the Teamsters

Union for allegedly installing one wire tap. This seemed to me to be a classic

illustration of the dangers and evils of lawless law enforcement. One division

of the Justice Department was prosecuting a man for Breaking a law which

another division. . . was itself breaking at that very moment.

"

* (He undoubtedly is referring to an article in "The Evening Star" of May 11,

1961, stating that Assistant Attorney General Herbert Miller had told a sub-

committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee that the FBI was currently tapping

85—not 87—telephones, all in security cases.

)

* (On a program filmed for showing to the then Congressman Kenneth Keating'

s

constituents in May, 1958, the Director said, "At present, we have less than 90

wire taps. All of them are in cases involving the Nation's security." This 1

obviously is the television program which Williams has in mind.

)
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Williams quotes a portion of a letter he received from an
Assistant Director of tit FBI which took v. llliams to task for criticising the

Bureau for wire tapping In a speech Williams made at Georgetown University.

Enclosed in the Assistant Director's letter was an opinion expressed by the

then Attorney General Jackson in 1341 that 'There is no Federal statute which

prohibits or punishes wire tapping alone. The only offense under the present

law is to 'intercept any communication and divulge or publish' the same.

"

Williams then states lie is convinced that Robert Jackson would have con-
cluded his 1941 opinion was wrong if the wire tapping question had faced

him after he became a member of the Supreme Court—"I say this because
even a quick look at the wiretapping statute shows that Attorney General
Jackson was wrong. The statute outlaws not only tapping and divulging but

also tapping amd making use of the information obtained through the wiretap.

The last part of Section 605 says it is a crime for the wiretapper to 'use the

same or any information therein contained tor his own benefit or for the

benefit of another not entitled thereto.
"'

fie continues, "I think that if wiretapping is regarded by the

responsible heads of the FBI as necessary to successful law enforcement,

they should press Congress vigorously for a change in the law. But their

argument for a change would be far more cogent If they went before Congress

with a record of obedience to the existing law rather than with a long history

of cavalier defiance of it.

"The record compels the conclusion that the Department of

Justice Is not confident of its own position. Despite widespread private

wiretapping, which everyone agrees Is Illegal, there was for many years

only one reported prosecution for wiretapping. . . . With few exceptions, the

Department of Justice has been forced to take the position that It cannot tap

wires with one hand and prosecute wiretappers with the other.

"

Williams says that "responsible sources" have questioned

the utility of wiretaps in any criminal cases and that "there is certainly

grave doubt about the value of taps in national-security cases . For example,

in the celebrated ease of Judith Coplon. . . the government convinced the court

that none of Its evidence came from wiretapping, although Miss Coplon*

s

telephone was almost continuously tapped. Ber conviction was reversed only

because these wiretaps interfered with her right to hold private conferences

with her attorney. " There has never been a prosecution of an alleged spy,

traitor or saboteur In which the government gained its evidence from wire-

tapping.
"

* (This was a letter written by Assistant to the Director L. B. Nichols in

19§7i Buflie 62-98896-8)
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(Actually, Coplon was convicted In both Washington and New York.
The New York conviction was reversed on the following grounds: (1) her
arrest by FBI Agents without a warrant was Illegal; (2) the defense should

have been given full access to all wire tapping records; and (3) the defense

should have been given an opportunity to learn whether the original informant

which set the FBI investigation in motion was a wire-tapping source. The
Washington convlcttonTOooanded to the District Court for a hearing to

determine If the Government had intercepted telephone conversations

between Coplon and her attorney before and during trial.

)

Williams continues, "Interestingly enough, the view that wire-

taps do not substantially aid In law enforcement was ones held by J. Edgar
Hoover. Mr. Hoover's public attacks on wiretapping were numerous in the

six years following the passage of the Communications Act in 1934. During

that time he called wiretapping an 'archaic and inefficient practice' which

'has proved a definite handicap or barrier in the development of ethical,

scientific, and sound investigative technique. » He let tt be represented

that he wasthe first federal offlcal to oppose wiretapping. . .and he has never

in court need evidence so gathered.

'

"In a news interview he (the Director) declared that he had

'consistently opposed the practice (of wire tapping). * He said in a formal
press relase: 'Statements have/appeared to the effect that wire tapping has

been used by representatives of the Federal Bureau of Investigation inviolation

of existing laws. At no time has there been a single instance of any action of

this kind on the part (of any FBI Agent). . .since I have been the Director. . .
.'

"H* fthf Dir«ctor)^ls
me Department of Justice itself: 'White

I concede that the telephone tap is irom time to time of limited value in the

criminal investigative field, I frankly and six erely believe that if a statute

of this kind were enacted the abuses arising therefrom would far outweigh

the value which might accrue to law enforcement as a whole. * In a Depart-

ment of Justice press release it was represented that Mr. Hoover oelleved

that 'the discredit and suspicion of the law enforcing branch which arises

from the occasional use of wiretapping more than offsets the good which Is

likely to come of (to) It.
'"

(The above statements attributed to the Director are taken

primarily from Department of Justice press releases dated March 13 and 18,

1940, and a letter from the Director to William E. Read of the "Harvard

Law Review" on February 9, 1940.

)
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Williams wants to bring wire taps under the Fourth Amendment;
and if the FBI can show that it desperately needs the right to tap wires in

security cases, he feels a revision of this Amendment should be submitted

to the states to "allow the courts to abandon oar traditional policy against

searches for evidence. . . but only in casis where the national security

is at stake. " He states, "This would authorize the invasion of privacy

only in the protection of the most vital interests of society. It would also

bring wiretapping under judicial supervision. The judiciary is the traditional

bulwark between citizen and prosecutor. . ..It Is unfair to ask the Department
of Justice to pass upon the propriety of Its own requests for wiretapping

authorization. . . . Once we have ended the sorry spectacle of federal officers

tapping in defiance of federal law, we can enforce wiretapping laws just as

stringently as we enforce other criminal statutes.

"

CONSEQUENCES OF REFUSING TO TESTIFY (P. 122-144)

Williams refers to the 5th Amendment as "the most maligned

part of the Constitution. " He declares, "Too many persons have forgotten

that the 5th Amendment is a citadel of liberty, guaranteeing far more than

Immunity from compulsory self-incrimination. " He does concede, however,

"Without doubt it hinders the conviction of the guilty far more frequently than

it protects the rights of the innocent.

"

Among situations in which the protection of the 5th Amendment
might be vital to an innocent man, Williams cites the hypothetical case of

a man who had attended Communist Party meetings, stating that this man
"might be well advised to plead the privilege even it he had no understanding

at the time of the Butty's illegal objectives and hence was not guilty of any
crime.

"

Among the factors Williams feels underlie the "current

hostility to the prlvUege"against self-incrimination* is its repeated Invocation

when apparently harmless questions are asked. Williams cites the appearance

of his client, David Beck, Sr., before Senator McClellan's Committee when
Beck declined under the 5th Amendment to answer whether he (Beck) knew
his own son, David Beck, Jr. According to Williams, Beck's claim of

privilege was "clearly correct" because Beck, Sr., was under federal

indictment for Income tax evasion, and everything to which he testified

would be screened by the prosecutor for use against him at his trial.

"

Williams feels that to ask Beck whether he knew his son was either a

"fatuous and captious question asked for no legislative purpose and designed

only as a means to taunt the witness, or it was asked as the opening question

in a line of Inquiry regarding financial transactions between father and son.

"
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He also refers to the case of Jane Rogers, who admitted
she had served as treasurer of the Communist Party in Colorado but

claimed privilege against self-incrimination when asked to name her
successor in office. The Supreme Court ruled that Rogers had waived
her privilege by testifying freely about her own occupancy of the office.

Williams states this ruling "seems fair enough,\because obviously the

witness was not fearful that her testimony would tend to incriminate her.

Her real motive for belatedly claiming the privilege was to protect someone
else, and concededly the protection of the privilege is personal.

"

Another case cited is that of Sidney Buchman. Williams had
been counsel for Hollywood writer Martin Berkeley in 1951 when Berkeley
appeared before HCUA and admitted former Communist Party member-
ship- -naming almost 100 other Hollywood personalities as Party members,
including Sidney Buchman. Buchman, also a writer, was called before the

HCUA and admitted being^disillusioned former Communist Party member;
however, he declined to name others with whom he was associated in the

Party. Williams states that following his HCUA appearance, Buchman left

Hollywood— . . his career was ruined. Because he had refused to 'cooperate'

with the committee by 'naming names, ' he was no longer employable. But,

worse than that, he faced certain conviction for contempt. . No conviction

would have been possible had he declined, on the basis 6?$rivilege, to give

the committee any information at all. But. . . Buchman could not In conscience

inform on others."

In tracing the history of immunity statutes, Williams writes

that in lg57, Congress enacted a broad immunity statute covering witnesses

before Congressional Committees and in Federal courts; however, the statute

was soon repealed because so many prospective defendants were rushing for-

ward to confess their misdeeds and thereby avoid prosecution. Congress instead

provided that no testimony given by a witness before a Congressional Committee
or a Federal court could later be introduced into evidence against him; however,

the Supreme Court held that this statute did not preclude reliance upon the

privilege against self-incrimination.

Williams continues that Congress has enacted many statutes

granting complete Immunity; that in 1954 Congress adopted an immunity statute

covering witnesses before Congressional Committees and Federal courts in

regard to security matters; and in 1956, a similar statute was passed covering

narcotics cases.
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In addition, states have also enacted Immunity statutes—
but, Williams declares, these statutes are powerless to confer immunity
from Federal prosecution, thereby causing a dilemma for the state witness.

MC NABB, MALLORY AND OTfcfR "SAFEGUARDS" (P. 145-162)

Williams disagrees with those who call procedural safe-

guards "technicalities. " Rather, he states, "they are the rules which
our experience has shown are necessary in the interplay between the rights

of society and the rights of the individual. This is wiry we have placed a

judicial officer between the policeman and the cltiseu to determine the

validity of an arrest. It is why an accused has the right to know specifically

the nature of the charge against him and to confront his accuser face to face.

It is why he has the right to have questions affecting his liberty determined
in a dispassionate forum free from entrinelc Influences.

"

According to Williams, "whenever and wherever there

have been invasions of civil liberties and infringements of human rights

by those who hold authority, the first victims have been the poor and the

downtrodden, the weak and the helpless, or the unpopular and the scorned.

"

In noting that the Supreme Court's 1957 reversal of the

Andrew Mallory rape conviction touched off heated legal controversies,

Williams states, "Most people did not consider whether the Mallory rule

was a good or bad legal principle. They had been told repeatedly that

Mallory was a bad man and they were violently opposed to any rule which
blocked his conviction.

"

Williams comments that the Mallory rule is merely the

application of an old principle to a new set of facts. He states that in the

McNabb decision, handed down fourteen years earlier, the Supreme Court

reversed three convictions tor murder because they were based upon con-

fessions secured as a result of the same prlnclpls--unlawful delay in taking

the arrested person before a commissioner.

In endorsing these rulings, Williams states that the hardened

criminal does not need a commissioner or anyone else to advise him of his

rights, but the youthful and the person of limited intelligence do not understand

about me priv ilege against self -Incrimination, the right to counsel, etc.

"It is a sham, " he states, "to advise such people of their constitutional

rights after tie police have questioned them for hears or even days to extract

admissions which virtually ensure convictions.

"
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Williams remarks that cases of physical coercion against

arrested persons are rare today, "but psychological coercion is equally

effective and far more difficult to prove. " He quotes Judge Jerome Frank
as stating, "Policemen have discovered that they need neither intricate

devices nor violence. The easiest way to persuade a man to confess to

whatever you want is to deprive him of sleep beyond the point of normal
exhaustion, questioning him endlessly.

"'

Williams also ooserveB that most of the hostility to the

McNabb-Mallory rule undoubtedly stems from the fact that it has been
invoked principally in cases of heinous murders and rapes where guilt

seemed clear—"Before trial, however, w« cannot have one rule for

innocent prisoners and another for guilty prisoners, because we do not

know which are which until the verdict is returned. Under our law
making this judgment is the function of the jury. It must not be usurped
by the police, no matter how able and sincere they may be.

"

He continues that there is reason to believe the abolition of

the McNabb-Mallory rule would not really increase police efficiency; that

many experts have said an efficient police force relies on scientific methods
of investigation rather than upon admissions elicited from the accused by
prolonged questioning. He then quotes a portion of the Director's Introduction

to the September, 1952, issue of the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin wherein
the Direobr remarks that "civil rights violations are all the more regrettable

because they are so unnecessary.

"

Williams also notes that the FBI requires its Agents to warn
the accused that he is not required to make any statement and that any state-

ment he makes may be used against him.

Williams states that his objection to the Mallory rule Is that

It does not go far enough—that It does not afford protection to the citizen

who Is "unlawfully arrested, Illegally detained and then released with no

charge preferred against him" and It does not apply to state police. He then

refers to a "truly shocking" study of Illegal detention by the Chicago Police

Department, which study was published by the American Civil Liberties

Union, and he concludes, "The staggering statistics from that city (Chicago)

indicate that hundreds of thousands of Americans are unlawfully held

Incommunicado by state police every year."

In summing up his views regarding procedural safeguards,

Williams philosophizes, "So long as we tolerate lawless law enforcement by

state police, we shall have it* - We must understand also that the good intentions
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of police officers make toelrirtolattons of procedural rules all the more
dangerous." /

,

PRE-TRIAL DISCOVERY OF EVIDENCE ( P. 163-1§8)

Williams strongly advocate* pre-trial discovery in criminal

cases. He claims that the innocent defendant, not the guilty one, suffers

under the present system because the guilty persona usually knows the

identity of the witnesses against him, as well as what these witnesses
have told the grand jury and what they will tell the trial jury. However,
'an innocent defendant. . . may well be unaware of the identity of the wit-

nesses against him. He has no way of knowing what false or misleading
testimdny has produced the unfounded charge against him.

"

m notlng~that pre-trial discovery is provided for under the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Williams observes, "I do not believe

that the founding fathers intended to surround property rights with greater

procedural safeguards than those which protect liberty. . . . Our present

procedural rules are archaic because they express {that personal property

is more important than personal Iberty). . . They date back to medieval days

when land was more valuable than the serfs who tilled it.

"

He next attacks alleged abuses of the Commissioner's
preliminary examination—which examination, he states, is the only

provision of the present rules of criminal procedure which permits real

discovery. Williams cites the Commissioner's responsibility under Rule 5

to inform the accused of his right to a preliminary examination and, unless

the accused waives mis right, to hear the evidence against him "within a

reasonable time. " Williams states that the preliminary examination prevents

the government from holding an arrested person indefinitely without 'probably

cause, " and it also gives the defendant a chance before his trial to learn who
is accusing him and exactly what the accusation is.

According to Williams, however, "When the government does

not want to give the defendant this chance, It. . .tails the commissioner that

It is not yet prepared to present its evidence and/asks for a continuance

ft (the government) then proceeds to present the eass to the grand jury and

secures an indictment before the date fixed for the preliminary examination.

Since the purpose of this examination is to determine whether the defendant

should be held for action by the grand jury, it is apparent that no examination

will be conducted after indictment.

"
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Williams claims Ms first eiperienee with this strategy
to evade the Commissioner's prelimiasj*examiiiati©a lifts in the James R.

Hoffa bribery case in Washington in Match, 1957. Williams writes:

The FBI arrested Hoffa on the night oi March 13,

1957. At approximately ljOO a. ra. on Murch 14, 1957,

he was taken before the commissioner. An Assistant

United States Attorneyasked to have the preliminary

examination post^edpio weeks, on the ground that

It would take the government two weeks to prepare Its

evidence. I objected violent^ because I felt sure that

this postponement would dojttve my client of any pre-
Unaoary examination at all. I was convinced that the

FBI would not have arrested Hoffa until the government
had all the evidence it could possibly find. . , 1

1 "

"Tht commissioner, however, accepted the govern-

ments representation thatit was unprepared to present

its evidence and grantecr^postponement. Nine hours later

the prosecutor began to present his evidence before the

grand jury, Five days later the grand jury returned an
indictment. The preliminary examination never took phtce.

"

(Balte 58-4044-191 verifies that at the hearing before him
early on {he morning of March 14, 1957, U. 8. Commissioner
Splaln continued the hearing until March 28 despite the vigorous

protest of Williams. Hoffa was Indicted March 19.

)

hi commenting on this trial of Hoffa for bribing John Cye
Cheasty, an employee of the licClellan Committee, Williams states,

"Apparently the jury did not believe his (Cheasty' s) testimony, because
they acquitted Hoffa. I have often wondered how much of this. . . would
have been taaecessary If I had been given a chance to question Cheasty
at a preliminary examination when the facts were fresh and aw had had

no chance for extensive preparation before testifying. Cheasty had spent

days with the prosecutor preparing his testimony before he actually went

on the witness stand. " (More data on the Hoffa bribery trial appears on

page sSar ->

With further reference to his insistence upon discovery by the

defense of the prosecution's evidence and witnesses, Hoffa states, "The Supreme
Court took a long step toward remedying these inequities in 1957, when It decided

the Jencks case. Jencks was a union officer charted with filing a false

non-Communist affidavit. The principal witnesses against hint, Harvey Matusow
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ana J. W. Ford, were FBI informers. Hi* trial judge refused to let

Jencks's lawyer see the reports which Matusow and Ford had made to the

FBI concerning Jencks, because Jeneks's lawyer was not able to show any
inconsistency between their trial testimony end their reports. ...ma cele-

brated and highly controversial opinion the Supreme Court held that a
defendant Is entitled to inspect prior statements by government witnesses.

It potmtf out the absurdity of requiring the defendant to show an Inconsistency

between their testimony and their statements before he has seen the state-

ments. It also pointed out that inspection by the trial judge to determine
whether there is any inconsistency cannot be satisfactory.

"

x He continues, 'The Jencks decision raised a storm of conflict.

It warwildly predicted that every FBI file would be opened to the forces

of subversion and that law enforcement would become impossible. " Williams
adds that he feels it would be preferable for the defense to be furnished the

prior statements of Government witnesses "several days or a week before

trial" rather than during the trial, in order to assure an opportunity to care-

fully study them without the pressure of trial and in order to give the defense

an opportunity to run down leads suggested by the witnesses' statements.

Williams states that a "classic example of the need for fair

discovery procedures** can be found in the 1933 trial of Kathryn Kelly

(Machine-Gun Kelly's wife) for kidnaping. Be assorts that Kathryn Kelly

might have been falsely convicted, stating, "Perhaps. . .the FBI had in its

possession in 1933, at the time of Kathryn Kelly's trial, evidence of the

most persuasive character that she had not signed the letters in question

(two letters bearing Machine-Gun Kelly's signature which were mailed in

Chicago after the kidnap victim had been returned and the ransom had been

paid—which letters were Identified by a private, not an FBI, handwriting

examiner as having been wrlten by Kathryn Kelly). After the letters had
been examined by the local expert, they were sent to the FBI Lavatory
in Washington. There they were intensively examined by the bureau's

top handwriting analyst, Charles A. Appel, who concluded that the signatures

had not been written by Mrs. Kelly. . . . This evidence was kept from the jury

that tried Kathryn Kelly. H the jury had known that the local expert who
testified was wmng, according to the bureau's own expert, and that Mrs.

Kelly was undoubtedly telling the truth about the letters, the result might

have been different. " (This matter has been separately analyzed by the

General Investigative Division and the results set forth In memoranda from

Mr. Rosen to Mr. Belmont dated June 15 and 26, 1962, based upon a portion

of Williams' book printed in the June 16, 1962, issue of "The Saturday Evening

Post. ")
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According to Williams, the major argument against the

application of the civil rules of discovery to criminal procedure is that

the prosecution cannot compel #e defendant to testify. He does not feel

this is a valid reason for denying discovery procedures to the defendant,

giving the ludicrous argument that "the 9Q-p«r-cent record of convictions

in criminal cases obtained by the government each year is ample testi-

mony to the fact that the scales are waited heavily for the prosecutor

once the case gets into court.

"

CONFRONTATION (P. 188-205)

Williams asserts that the right to confront and cross -examine
one's accusers is an indispensable safeguard in any system of justice. Yet,

he continues, many Americans identify cross-examination with trickery or

with unsavory efforts to^coufuse or bursts honest witnesses--"Hundreds of

motion pictures and television shows have created the image of the crafty

lawyer who conceals truth or who deliberately confuses truth with false-

hood through cross-examination.

"

Williams acknowledges that few people dispute the need for

confrontation and cross-examination in the courtroom, but this is not true

in loyalty hearings and other administrative proceedings "where Americans
have lost their joss, their property and their reputations. . . . This problem
became particularly acute during the heyday of the Communist scare in the

early 19S0's. Men were fired from government Jobs and branded

'security risks' without a chance to know or to question those who accuse*
them. Men were smeared as Communists or Communist sympathizers and

lost their reputations without an opportunity to probe by cross-examination

the testimony of those who spoke againstfcem. Those{were no^ bright pages

in our history. But the worst may have passed. ,.

.

"Without confrontation and cross-examination, a man brought

before a hearing hoard is subject to trial by inquisition. His accuser may he

a trained FBI Informant, or he may be a malicious busybody, or he may be an

incompetcnftwith a flair for melodrama. We saw all three kinds during the

early 1960's. . . He may be stable or unstable, bright or stupid, right or wrong,

but the man who is accused can never challenge him. The charge may be a
mistake. It may be a bureaucratic error.

"
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Williams concedes that there art situations in which the

disclosure of an Informant's identity could do serious damage to our
national security; and in such Instances he feels it is acceptable to remove
a security risk from a sensitive position without confrontation. But he
feels the decision to remove the security risk under these circumstances
should be subject to review not only by a board of appeal but also by the

courts,

PUBLICITY AND OTHER PRESSURES (P. 206-224)

Williams states, "Far too often bystanders In the mob and

in the market place. . . Influence the outcome of individual cases. In many
instances the result of this meddling ia a miscarriage of justice. ..."

As an example of "meddling with the judicial process, " he

cites the 1958 indictment of Congressman Adam Clayton Powell for income
tax evasion. Williams notes that there was intense press interest in the

Powell tax case when it first came before the grand jury in 1956; and that

following pressure exerted through the pages of William F. Buckley's

"National Review, " the grand jury indicted Powell on his 1951 and 1952

tax returns.

Powell retained Williams to defend him; and Williams was
astounded to learn that Internal Revenue agents had never interviewed Powell

concerning his 1951 or 1952 returns; nor had an attempt been made for a

civil compromise. Williams also was astounded to learn of "the unorthodox

and highly irregular" things which happened with regard to the grand jury—
primarily arising from pressures exerted through Buckley's "National

Review. " Williams concludes, 'It was almost two years before the effect

of the external influences upon this grand jury could be fully measured.

But what developed during the course of the trial of this case in the spring

of 1960 compels the conclusion that the Indictment of Congressman Powell

was born of hysteria. " (The Indictment regarding Powell's 1952 tax return

was dismissed; and a hung jury resulted at the trial on his 1951 tax return,

with the Government subsequently dropping the charge.

)

Also cited is the Supreme Court's reversal last year of the

murder conviction of Indiana's notorious "mad-dog killer, " Leslie irvin,

because of the intense pre-trial publicity his case received.

Returning to the ttoffa bribery case,WU£&a&ieclare£»:
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"So much is said about the defendant's right to

a fair trial that sometimes we lose sight of the fact

that the same right belongs to the prosecution. A
braces and outrageous attempt was made to put fingers

on fiie scales of justice in the Boffa bribery trial in

Washington in 1957. . . . One afternoon as I returned to

court after lunch I was introduced to a woman lawyer
from the west coast. She was a Negro. As I stood

chatting with her for a moment, a photographer called

as to look his way and snapped our picture. The incident

meant absolutely nothing to me at the time. A few days
later I was horrified to see the picture in a full-page

advertisement in the 'Afro-Americanj a paper having large

circulation among the Negroes of Washington. The adver-
tisement recounted in detail Baffa's long record of

friendship for the Negro people and their causes. The
jury trying Hoffa was predominantly Negro. Obviously,

the advertisement had been placed in an effort to influence

the jury in Hoffa's favor.

"This was the darkest day of my professional

life. I have never before nor since been so upset. . .

.

Neither I nor any lawyer assisting me had an inkling

that such an advertisement was to appear. I held a
long inquisition of everybody in any way connected

with the defense, including the defendant himself.

I can honestly say that I satisfied myself that no one
directly or indirectly connected with the defense staff

kn ew anything about the appearance of the ad. I can
honestly say that Vm sure Hoffa himself kn& w nothing

of it. It was the work of a well-motivated meddler from
Detroit who thought he was helping his friend *Jimmy*
and who acted wholly on his own.

"

Williams continues that he had selected eight character witnesses

to testify on Hoffa's behalf at the bribery trial. Among these was Negro boxer

Joe Louis. However, at the last minute, Williams decided not to use any of

t he character witnesses because their appearance on the stand would provide

an avenue for the prosecutor to cross-examine them about "all the derogatory

rumors, hearsay and gossip affecting the defendant's reputation. " Williams
personally told Louis that he would not be used as a witness; and he claims
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to see
he "was genuinely surprlsed'yLouis sitting in the back of the courtroom
that same afternoon—"Ht had come to court wholly en hie own, tneofar

as X knew then or hare ever found oat since. I very much doubt whether
any juror ever saw htm. . . . everyone who had any eonneettoa with the trial

knows his presence kid not the remotest effect on the verdict. .. .The
Louis story seems to grow each year and more legend and lees fact gets

into it. Needless to say, I'm sorry he ever came to court. But had I

known he was coming to observe the trial that afternoon, I would not

have asked him to stay away.

"

RADIO AND TELEVISION INFLUENCE (P 225-231)

Williams supports Canon 35 of the American Bar Association

Canons of Judicial Ethics and Rale S3 of the Federal Rules of Criminal

Procedure which ban photographing or broadcasting courtroom proceedings.

Additionally, he commente that there is a marked difference between

Congressional committee hearings which are televised and those which are

not—"I dare say that if a grant were made to study the subject, it could be
demonstrated convincingly that ten times more useless, irrelevant,

repetitive and inane questions are propounded in the televised hearings..

Everybody musfg et on camera.

"

OPPOSITION TO CAPITAL PUNISHMENT (P. 232*144)

Williams opposes capital punishment. He states:

"Caryl Chessman's 12 years in 'death row1 before

his execution in 1960 underscored more effectively than

any other episode in recent years the inhumanity, the

Injustice and the inequality of capital punishment. St is

inhuman because its de terent effects are now recognised

as a myth. It is unjust because it leaves no remedy for a

mistake. It is unequal because it is exacted almost
exclusively of the poor and the ignorant. It is; in short,

a relic of the barbarous days when our law demanded an

eye for an eye.

"Criminologists, penologist and sociologists

generally agree that there are only two reasons for

punishing those who commit crimes: to attempt to

rehabilitate them and to deter others from criminal

ways. But you can't rehabilitate a dead man, and the

record is conclusive that the death penalty does not

have greater deterrent effect than life imprisonment .

"
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In addition to the Chessman case, Williams cites the Willie

Lee Stewart case to prove that captial punishment "is neither swift nor

sure. " (Stewart killed a grocer daring a hold-up in the District of Columbia

in 1953. He has thrice been convicted of first degree murder for this

offense, and each time his conviction has been reversed.

)

Williams also points to the Justice Departments action

in "finally" advocating abolition of mandatory capital punishment for

first degree murder in the District of Columbia ''becaueg it recognised

that in such cases juries were reluctant to convict ana appeals courts

reluctant to affirm conviction. " He cites statistics reflecting that 104

defendants were indicted for first degree murder in D. C. from 1953 to

1960, but that by the end of I960, only one of these had been electrocuted.

(Bureau of Prisons statistics show there was one electrocution in Washington

in 1953 and one in 1957.)

Williams also states that FBIcrime statistics show that most
of the states which nave abolished capitaTplmisnment have a lower homicide

rate than neighboring states which retain the death penalty.

He makes the astonishing statement that it is "almost unheard
of for a convicted Killer to kill again after release from prison. Parole
authorities do not release such prisoners unless convinced that they are no
longer danger) us to society, hi any event, the risk of recidivism is out-

weighed by the risk of executing innocent men. " Additionally, he again cites

Judge Curtis Bok's remark that convictions of the innocent outnumber
acquittals of the guilty; and he states that capital punishment "is indefensible

if only because it renders irreversible these miscarriages of justice.

"

TREATING THE EMOTIONALLY ILL (P. 245-263)

Williams quotes the late Judge Jerome N. Frank as observing

"Society must be protected against violence and, at the same time, avoid

punishing sick men whose violence drives them, beyond their own controls,

to brutal deeds. A society that punishes the sick is not wholly civilized.

A society that does not restrain the dangerous madman lacks common sense.

"

Williams comments, "Too often, when a man has committed

one crime after another, society has not paused to aide why. Instead, it has

sent him to prison again. If it had asked why, it might have found a man who
was mentally ill. It's easier not to ask why. It's easier to send to prisons

men who should be in hospital wards than it is to face all the problems Inherent

in squarely confronting mental illness.

"



Be than theorizes, "Most criminologi st^, sociologists,

judges and lawyers regard rehabilitation and deterrence as the true

objectives of criminal justice. The ideal is to rehabilitate the offender

for a useful life in society and deter him and others. . . There are those

who talk of the protection of society as the real goal of the criminal process.

(The Director, of course, is in this group. ) This has always seemed to me
to be another way of expressing the deterrence theory with simply a shift

of emphasis. Finally, there are those who regard the whole concept of

criminal justice as an instrument of social vengeance.

"

Williams claims that lawyers traditionally have been
"bastions of the status quo. We seem to have a basic distaste for moving
the law forward into new areas. " And he states lawyers have a "basic lack

of faith in psychiatrists and in the treatment of mental illness . A poll taken

a few years ago among 4, 000 persons, mostly professional people, showed
that only in the legal profession was there a relatively great distrust of

psychiatry.

"

He also states that juries cannot properly evaluate the

mental condition of a defendant unless they have all the facts, "but evidence

of mental illness is seldom spread before a jury as graphically and in as

great detail as is the evidence of the crime. Thus, the impact made by
the facts of a crime Is so great that the jury loses sight of the mental
condition of the defendant. When this impact is joined with the attitude of

many prosecutors and some judges that almost no one should be acquitted

by reason of insanity, that psychiatrists are not to be trusted and mat insanity

defenses are to be regarded with great skepticism, it is no wonder that there

are many miscarriages of justice.

"

CENSORSHIP BY POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT AND OTHE RS (P. 264-297)

In 1955, when the Post Office Department advised "Confidential"

magazine that no issue of "Confidential" could be sent throughme mail until the

Post Office bad read it and concluded that It contained nothing "improper.

"

Williams was hired to counsel that magazine. He moralises that if the Post-

master General can bar "Confidential" from the malls without notice, without

charges and without a hearing, he can do the same to any periodical. He also

observes that the position of Postmaster General traditionally has gone to the

chairman or campaign manager of the victorious political party; and he quotes

approvingly an editorial written by Alan Berth in "The Washington Post"

criticizing Arthur Summerfield's action against "Confidential."
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Williams also mentions the cose of One, Inc., versus Olesen.

He notes the homosexual appeal of "One" magaagne and states, "As Judge

Desmond of the New York Court of Appeals said of the Sunshine Book and

One, Inc., cases, 'Presumably, the court haying looked at these hooks

simply held them not to be obscene. * " ("One" is well known to the Bureau.

It has attempted to cloak homosexuality in respectability by such tactics

as implying that there are homosexuals in the FBI.)

Williams feels that a "workable" definition of the term
obscenity is needed and that the Post Office Department should "confine Its

censorship efforts to hard-core pornographror dirt for dirt's sake. " He
acknowledges, however, that "reformation of postal practices will not mean
the end of the censorship problem" because "every state except New Mexico

has statutes directed toward obscenity, and there are also countless county

and municipal regulations.

"

He observes, "Experience has shown us that both official

censors at the local level and private societies formed to suppress literary

vice feel an almost irresistible impulse to stray from the path of moderation
and good sense. They tend to become obsessed with the chase and lose

perspective in their gratification over finding the objects of their search.

"

He cites the example of a female member of Indiana's State Textbook Commission
who demanded that Robin Hood be eliminated from school textbooks on the ground
that Robin Hood follows the communist line. This woman also demanded elimination!

of all references to the Quaker religion because "Quakers don't believe in

fighting wars" and such a policy is helpful to the communists.

Williams objects to censorship activities of police and other

city officials. He notes that the National Organisation for Decent Literature

and other groups are active in this f ield, and he states:

"Virtually none of the literature which offends

their moral sensibilities, and against which they are
carrying their attack, can be lawfully suppressed under
the First Amendment test for obscenity laid down by the

Supreme Court of the United States.

"

CIVIL RIGHTS AND THE SOUTHERN NEGRO (P. 298-307)

Referring to the global struggle between communism and

democracy, Williams states, "In the war of competing ideologies, our victory

should be inevitable because we are right. But we shall prevail only if we
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practice what we preach, if we Uve as we talk. And In this basic fact lies

the relationship of our domestic crisis to our global challenge.

"We are in a crisis in race relations precisely because we
have not acted like a government of laws. We have allowed the established

law of the land to be mocked. We have permitted one sixth of the nation,

through its leaders, to ignore, thwart and frustrate the law of the land.

And because of this wt have suffered Iramlllation on the world stage.

"

\
He refers to the 1954 Supreme Court desegregation ruling

and states, "Eight years later thekw of the land is still met with arrogant

defiance by men in power who regard themselves as above the law. Eight

years later 98 per cent of the South's Negro students are still attending

segregated classes.

"

Williams is "convinced that we are blessed in the 1960* s with the

greatest Supreme Court of this century. But it, like any other court, must look

to the executive branch of government for the enforcement of its decrees.

"

He laments that, except for certain of the larger cities, the

Negro in the South is effectively disenfranchised; and he cites the case of

Joseph Atlas, a Louisiana Negro farmer who appeared before the Civil Rights

Commission to secure the right to vote. The day after he testified, the

sheriff of his parish told Atlas that he (Atlas) would no longer be able to get

his cotton processed in that parish. This proved to be true; however, Atlas

called the Civil Rights Commission and the Justice Department; and the latter

asked for a court order aimed at those who refused to deal with Atlas. As a
result, "the merchaia agreed that they would sell to him and gin his cotton as

they had done before he testified. But a year later Joe Atlas still had not

been registered to vote.

"

Williams observes that the purchasing power of Negroes in

this country has been estimated at $18 billion. He urges Negroes to spend

their $18 billion only in places which accord them equal justice, equal respect

and equal opportunity. He points out that the Federal Government, by Executive

Order, deals for goods and services only with contractors who include anti-

discrimination clauses in their contracts.

Stating that such a selective buying policy is preferable to

the "sit-in" demonstrations which have been used In recent years, Williams

declares, "The 'sit-in ' is an affirmative action which time and again has

caused the eruption of violence. Negroes may win fair treatment as a result

of 'sit-ins, ' but the violence they breed does America no good, either internally

or as It faces the world."
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IGOR MELEKH AND THE WORLD COURT (P. 308-325)

Commenting upon the arrest of Igor Melekh lor espionage

by FBI Agents in October, 1060, andilf (Williims') subsequently agreeing

to defend Melekh, Williams states, "On the surface it appeared lo be no
different from the score or more of Soviet espionage eases that had been
uncovered since 1945, most of them involving Russians enjoying diplomatic

status. The usual practice had been to send them home after appropriate

protests were registered But this ease had broken in the wake of the U-2
incident and the trial of Francis Gary Powers. ... It was the first time in

years that our government had secured an indictment and effected the arrest
of a Soviet citlaen.

"

Williamsobserves that the Soviets claimed that Melekh enjoyed

diplomatic immunity. He then goes into a dissertation concerning his belief in

a strong world court and world rale of law. He states that the International

Court of Justice was created as an adjunct to the United Nations back in 19%
that the International Court has been a failure and has virtually no business;

that the United States "must assume major responsibility for the court's failure,

because we have refused to submit unqualifiedly to its jurisdiction by virtue of

the Connelly Amendment (which Williams wants repealed); that the United States

has brought four suits against Russia before the World Court, and all these

cases were dismissed because Russia would not consent to be sued.

With this background, Williams then gives the following explanation

of his handling of the MeHkh defense:

'I met Melekh in late November at a hotel in New York
just off Madison Avenue. We talked for several hours. While we
talked, FBI Agents sat downstairs in a car and watched the entrance

to the building. Melekh was a highly intelligent man, soft-spoken

and articulate. He seemed frightened and confused. He readily

agreed that if I accepted his case I should have total control. . . I

pointed out to representatives of the embassy that legal questions

involving the immunity of international employees were involved

and that I wanted the power to dispose of these questions in

accordance with my judgment They agreed.
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When I left the hotel several hours later, the FBI
agents were still sitting unobtrusively in a ear across the street.

I couldn't help smiling at their obvious curiosity about my identity

and the reason for my visit. They had seen me enter earlier with

the attaches of the Soviet Embassy. I walked to the nearest inter-

section, turned down Madison Avenue and paused at a shop window,
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One of the agents emerged from tie car to begin the
*
tall.

He hurried to Madison Avenue andllrned the corner, almost bumping

into me. I could not resist the temptation to introduce myself

and explain that I had just conferred with fcor Melekh about

representing him at trial. The agent was iwteslused at Itret.

Then he grinned sheepishly. Bit sense of humor overrode his

embarrassment. We shook hands pleasantly and he walked
slowly back to bis car. *

' When I got back to Washington. I called Robert Kennedy
for an appointment. . . . The Attorney General designate was not

familiar with the Melekh case. There was no reason he should

have been. I gave him the background of the ease and briefed

him on some of the legal questions involved, the main question

at issue was whether Melekh, as an official cf the United Nations,

enjoyed diplomatic immunity from criminal prosecution. I

told Mr. Kennedy that if he would agree on behalf of the United

States government that this question, which turned en the inter-

pretation of the treaty creating the netted Nations, could be decided

by the International Court of Justice; I would so agree on behalf of

my client. I said to him that I thought rarely, if ever, were two
lawyers given the chance to make such a contribution to the cause

of world peace, ff my idea
0^^ implemented, it would mark the

first time in history that the USSR had ever submitted to the

jurisdiction of the World Court

Robert Kennedy quickly saw the possibilities of the

idea, and I think he was intrigued by them. He saw the whole

case in its true perspective. Merely convicting another spy

would be insignificant in the course of international events. But

getting the Soviets into court would open up horisons unlimited

Williams continues that after a number of weeke7%ttorney
General finally told him that bis proposal was rejected, He gave Williams

no reason why.

Judge Edwin Robson in Chicago ordered that Melekh appear on
March 24, 1961, for arraignment and for the setting of a trial date. However,
on March 22, while Williams was in New York the Attorney General called

him and told him that the Government would voluntarily dismiss the Melekh
case.

29
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filevemfe^-the Fall of 1960.
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Before Melekh left the United States, Williams had a
talk with him and some members of the Soviet United Nations delegation
including Platon D. fcforozov, a Soviet Lawyer. Williams explained to

Morozov his hope that both Russia and the United States would one day
make unqualified declarations recognizing the compulsory jurisdiction

of the International Court* Williams claimed that Morozov joined him in

his expression, and that Morozov ctgreed that strengthening and expanding
of a world judiciary would offer the beet hope of world pleace.
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Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVERNS!

Mr. DeLoach

from :.M^g^B

date: July 16, 1962

subject TEXTBOOK; "INTRODUCTIpN TO LAW ENFORCEMENT"
BY A, C. GERMANN, FRANK D. DAY AND ROBERT R. J. GALLATI

6'

BACKGROUND: TbooK f?^vWvjS>

George E. Sokolsky in his column of July 13, 1962, gave a very favorable

book review to what he described as a textbook on law enforcement, "Introduction to Law
Enforcement. " He described the book as an effort to show how to do the job 49 law enforce

ment with clean hands and maintain a sense of decency. He identified the au^brs as A. C.

Germann, Professor of Police Science at Long Beach State College, Califorfjilfe; Frank D,

Day, Professor of Police Administration at Michigan State University, Easf%ansing,
\

Michigan; and Robert R. J. Gallati, Assistant Chief Inspector, Commandin^>ffi^er,
Manhattan, New York, Assistant Dean for Police Studies, City College, N^ York, and

Commanding Officer of the Police Academy. The Director has inquired M^Rat do we
know of this book and its authors?" rt

"

INFORMATION IN BUFILES:

"Introduction to Law Enforcement" has been reviewed by the Bureau as set

forth by Mr. Malone to Mr. Mohr memorandum of 5/22/62 captioned "'Introduction to

Law Enforcement 1 by A. C. Germann, Frank D. Day, and Robert R. J. Gallati, Book

I
jReview, " which is attached. The review reveals that the book was considered mediocre^

J
land the authors endeavored to cover entirely too much ground in the book with the result^

n"that
it was a hodge-podge with its main value as a reference book of limited scope. The

FBI was mentioned in several spots without great significance. The; authors favored a

national crime commission and pointed out that although there were objections to a

national unit, they felt such objections were not insurmountable. Tlie entire^address of

former Assistant Director Quinn Tamm delivered at the International AssocMtton of

Chiefs of Police annual conference at New York in 1959 entitled "Constitutiongi^Law

Enforcement" was set forth. One of the Director's statements on the evils cp communisn^
was also quoted and the author's statement stated that the Director's words were worthy ;

;

of serious consideration.^ It is also noted that the memorandum mentioned above -con- Ui

tained a brief resumejsf information in Bufiles regarding Germann, Day and Gallati.

Enclosure

1 ~ Mr. Malone\

1 - Mr. DeLoach

JMM:jrb^%
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0-19'(Rev'. 3-2-62)

Law Enforcement

Jir^EXT BOOK on law en-

forcement rarely comes my
way,- and when I saw this one,
"Infeoduction to Law En-

iorce^en t
"

TF won el e r e d

whether I wasl
not locking at

a new science.

The authors

are A Cite
mghiL Profes-

sor of Police

Science at

Long Beach
State College,

Galii ornia;
Frank D, Dafc Professor of

Bof4>e Administration at

^M|afi State University,

W|sf^tansing, Michigan; and
_ftfilBert R, L Gallafc . Assistant

raieX Inspector, "Command-
in^?6fficer, Manhattan, New
firfe Assistant i>ean for Po-

lice' Studies, City College,

N^y York and Commanding
'd&ifctfr of the Police Acad-

erfly.

:nfc|^^sly, police work has

entered the university and we
shall have an increasing num-

ber of educated policemen.

This is all to the good, be-

cause law enforcement re-

quires understanding of what
law is and what enforcement
means in a free society.

IN THIS COUNTRY there

are many agencies of law en-

forcement, the municipal po-

lice, the state police, the FBI,

the various courts, municipal,

state and federal. There are
varieties of police officers

and varieties of prosecuting
officers.

As I read this book, I

reached the conclusion that

the principal problem which
faces all the law enforcement
agencies is how to enforce

the law, without violating it.

This involves not only such

devices as wiretapping, tam-

pering with the mail, but also

entrapment. The authors of

this book answer this ques-

tion thus:

"It can be said that a cer-

tain amount of law enforce-

ment activity lies in a white

zone—where actions are legal

and moral, and would stand

the penetrating evaluation of

judge, scholar, minister, law-

yer, and citizen ...

"It can be said that a small

portion of law enforcement
activity lies in a black zone

—where actions are legally

and morally reprehensible,

and could not be justified by
the most agile casuistry . .

Then the authors describe

ea;

By George E. Safety

i \

• "And, it can be said, that
another portion of law en-

forcement activity lies in a
gray zone— where otherwise
illegal or immoral activities

are somehow tolerated and
rationalized by both public

and police ..."

THE BLACK and the
Gray Zones are intolerable

in a free society and should
be avoided no matter how
serious the crime. It is easy
for the police or a prose-

cutor, seeking to build a ease

whether for a correct reason
or to make publicity for hitfw**

self, or to take personal v\
political revenge. Even if it

does not hold up i|jjiiMiWW^

of law; such action could

ruin a reputation or rob a

person of his freedom. JThis

is particularly true when en-

trapment is employed or

when lesser persons are of-

fered immunity for greater

crimes in order to catch some
objective person.

Law enforcement officers

who violate the law or who
violate the traditions of law
enforcement, who invade

lawyer-client relationships or

who invade the authority of

the courts have no place in

our society. They engender
disrespect for the law and
create disorder and scandal.

The value of "Introduction

to Law Enforcement" is that

it is an effort to show how
to do the job with clean

hands and a sense of de-

cency.

Copyright, 1962,
King Features Syndicate

Trotter
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The Washington Post and

Times Herald

The Washington Daily News
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New York Herald Tribune

New York Journal-American

New York Mirror
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New York Post

The New York Times
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The New Leader

T

The Wall Street Journal

The National Observer „
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Jones to DeLoach Memorandum
RE: "INTRODUCTION TO LAW ENFORCEMENT"

ROBERT R. J, GALLATI:

Gallati is presently Supervising Assistant Chief Inspector of the New York
City Police Department and is a member of the 56th National Academy (October-November,
1955, and is a member in good standing)* We have enjoyed very cordial relations with
him and a main file on him reveals he was congratulated by letter of October 12, 1960,
from the Director in connection with his promotion as Assistant Chief Inspector. He has
received considerable recognition as a law enforcement officer and educator in this field.

FRANK D<PAY:

The National Lawyers Guild, which has been cited as a communist front by

the House Committee on Un-American Activities, held its 1962 national convention

February 22-25 in Detroit, Michigan. On Saturday, February 24, 1962, Frank D. Day,

Professor, School of Police Administration, Michigan State University, was listed as

one of the speakers on the panel entitled "Arrest and Detention: Police Policy and

Practice. " "The Detroit News" in its February 11, 1962, issue contained an article

about the forthcoming National Lawyers Guild national convention. It was indicated that

Frank D. Day, Professor of Police Administration at Michigan State University, would be

a panelist on "Criminal Law Reform: Arrest and Detention. " He was characterized as a

retired New York Police Lieutenant who has served as an Investigator for the U. S. Civil

Service Commission and as Associate Director of the Southern Police Institute at the °

University of Louisville. C^_„

"The Detroit News" in its February 25, 1962, issue contained an article

regarding Day's participation in the 25th annual convention of the National Lawyers Guild.

According to the article, Day stateoV'It is the task of legislators to shape the criminal

law to fulfill its basic purpose of protecting society and not the criminal. " Day debated

the question of Arrest and Detention ~ Theory Versus Practice with William Driscoll,

a former Toledo, Ohio, Municipal Judge. In the newspaper article, it appeared Day took

a more rational and conservative approach to the police officer's problems in connection

with searches and seizures and stated that "Professional-minded law enforcement officers

are keenly aware that they must obey the law and are anxious to comply. "

DR. ALBERT C. GERMANN:

Bufiles reflect considerable correspondence between Germann and the Bureau

primarily dealing with crime statistfcs and law enforcement matters. He was carried on the

Special Correspondents' List until November 15, 1961, at which time it was recommended

and approved he be removed in view of his apparent endeavors to involve the FBI in his

defense of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). He requested and received per-

mission from the Director by letter of November 7, 1960, to reprint Assistant Director

Quinn Tamm's address as a chapter in his forthcoming book, "Introduction to Law

- 2 -



Jones to DeLoach Memorandum
RE: M INTRODUCTION TO LAW ENFORCEMENT"

Enforcement. n For a brief period in 1961, Germann was chairman of the Education and

Training Committee of the IACP. Apparently he was relieved because of the disclosure

that he was a member of the ACLU and his defense of his membership was set forth in

a letter to Chiefs of Police in the Los Angeles area and to the Director. He wrote to

JheDirector by letter of February 23, 1961, asked for the Director 1 s evaluation and

position in regard to the ACLU* His letter was acknowledged on March 3, 1961, advising

him of the FET s role as an investigative agency and of our policy of not making
evaluations as to the character or integrity of any organization, publication or individual.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.

I'll'

V
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SAC, ^yingflelci July 19, 1961

4-

Director, FBI (62-48885) ~2 - Original & copy

0 - Yellow file copy
1 - 1-2553 (Allen)

1 - Mr. N.,P. Callahan

1 - Mr. Sullivan

1 - R.W. Smith
1 - M. A. Jones
1 .- Mr. Suttler

1-

'mummm of mekacsi Tm m&wm"
BYmWAm J. ALLEN,
CHIEF OF POLICE,
SANTA AKA, CAIIFOBKIA

CBOOK REVIEWS

According to information received from the Los Angeles Office by
letter dated 7/10/62, the captioned book is to fee published by Charles C.

Thomas, Publisher, 301 E. Lawrence Arenue, bpringfield, Illinois. The
price of the book and the exact publication date of the book are not known.

You should be alert for the publication of tiiis book and discreetly }
obtain one copy when it becomes available. The book should be forwarded to .•!">

the Bureau by routing slip marked t© the attention of she Central Research
SectiOti.

AMB/aab^
(11)

1 - Los Angeles (04-) ~ Xu v \/V^ r

V

if f I

8 19P"

NOTE: Let from LA, 7/10/62 captioned "EDWARD J. ALLEN, CHIEF OF^
POLICE, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA; RESEARCH MATTER," g
contains above information. „r rt ni / * °

Check with Bureau Library and four bookstores in area negative; §
one reference 1-2553 (main file on Allen) mentions book but does g
not indicate has been published. — ~ ^Jg*3 §

2- v n^JEfer GVwltCE ^
"

/c
. BopK requested by. SA R. W-PSihith, Central

r?fe^kiaS Sfigtion,

or.re^e^?^ will be placed in Bureau Library.

<-;n
r ^ 3 S'

: m # --

/ publisher* s address appearing in incoming letter differs slightly

from ^ddtj§ss given in Directory of Etofted States Publishers per
"Publishers 1 Weekly, " 1/22/62
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BOOK REVIEW^ "Inside A Soviet Embassy"
By Aleksander Kaznacheev, Published By
J.B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia

THE AUTHOR:

Kaznacheev is the former Soviet Press and Information
officer attached to the Soviet Embassy in Rangoon. Burma, who defected
in July. 1959. I

~
j] He has appeared before a Congressiona.

Committee, The Overseas Press Club and on the television program,
"Meet the Press." He has furnished no information concerning Soviet
operations in the U.S.

Referral /Consult

THE PUBLISHERS:

Bufiles reflect that the Bureau has had cordial relations
with J.B. LippLncott Company. This company published a book by

John J. Floherty entitled, "Youth and the FBI" and on 3/17/60 the

company was authorized to utilize a letter which the Director wrote

to Mr. Floherty in connection with the promotion of this book.

The company also published in the early 1940* s the book entitled,

"Inside the FBI" by Mr. Floherty.

M

\

THE PUBLICATION:
l^-Vi
NOT BEGQRDED

servedThis book is the personal history of

in the Soviet Embassy in Burma from March, 1957, until July , 1959.

He tells of his studies at the Moscow Oriental I^etittrt^-" wtiSTfe he

decided to learn the Burmese language on his own initiative. Kaznacheev

states that after the school was dissolved he attended the International

Relations Institute because of his interest in the Eurmese language

and on his graduation was sent to the Embassy at Rangoon, Burma.

105-79438

JPL: jes
(6)

Belmont
Sullivan
Branigam



Memorandum Branigan to Sullivan
Re: BOOK REVIEW: "Inside A Soviet Embassy"

By Aleksander Kaznacheev, Published By
J.B # Lippincott Company, Philadelphia

105-79438

He tells of Soviet Embassy life in Burma which was
miserable since Soviet personnel were forbidden to mix with the
natives and were thus forced into association with one another
for a long period of time. The author states this was the cause
of much tension and strife.

Kaznacheev states that over two-thirds of the Embassy
personnel of 36 individuals were members of Soviet intelligence.
He states they were divided into political intelligence, military
intelligence, economic intelligence and the Tenth (special)
Department of Foreign Ministry. He claims the last group is
responsible for the technical security of Soviet buildings
(pages 179-187).

Kaznacheev also points out there is a fear among the
Russian people of the "yellow peril" of China feeling that this
country has grown so rapidly that war with Russia is inevitable.
Kaznacheev scoffs at statements that the disagreement between
China and Russia is ideological. He states that the only part
the Communist Party plays in Russia is a means of perpetuating
the Soviet rulers in their positions of power. Likewise he states
that in China communism is a device used to keep control internally
and to cover the Chinese nationalistic expansion externally* (pages 129

13a)

COMMENT :

The Book deals mainly with the experiences of the author
in Burma and his eventual decision to defect. He attributes this
decision to his knowledge of the Eurmese people and to his own
realization that the Soviet Government was attempting to undermine
the Burmese Government. No mention is made of the FBI.

ACTION:

It is recommended that this book be placed in the
Bureau Library. ^

{

"-'\
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I The first complete,

impartial investigation

of the case that split

American society,

and still haunts the

conscience of a nation
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Tifis Sacco

Vanzetfi

Case

FRANCIS RUSSELL
In this remarkable book:

IWr" You cross-exairiine the professional criminals whose
connection with the 1920 payroll murder was never really

proven until now.

Wff* From long-neglected Pinkerton reports and trial to
tinioriy you systematically reconstruct the actual scene-of-

the-crime events. ^
You analyze the findings of a specially retained hemo-

tpj»pt and balfistks expert * • . and see the evidence that .1. %

w||jp^ t^ie world. *
f

'

taught mea great deal I aevei tn^sj/i

'rA; ^on?ng studyV^.;

arid particulars set .against a social
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hy 3. J. MTCCICEE

Harvard P ^ H. Stuart

Hushe* idcnti-'-d himself last

night as a democratic social-

ist, having no quarrel with the

Russian, type of economy but

abhorring "Soviet tyranny

and terror.
1 '

The Incicpe .--ant candidate

for the U.S. le ha 1 n na-

tionwide tele- : ion audience

on "Meet the 1 ress."

Every othc. pitch was a

curve for tit.
-1 45-> ear-old

grandson of U 3. Chi n Jus-
tice Charles is vans J^ughp,
tpe 1916 Repub'ican piesiddn-

jial candidate. I

, Much of tht* ntervh-w cen-

tered on Hughes' book "Ap-

proach to Peace," in* which

he appraised himself "sympa-

thetic to democratic social-

ism."

Asked why he didn't run

under this banner, he re-

sponded that socialism "in

this country is too readily

identifiable with Karl Marx."
His philosophy, he said, is

closer to "European social-

ism! The British Labor Party

reflects closely the domestic

programs I espouse." I

lk tli is respect, he wduld
consider himself a disciple of

John Maynard Keynes, {

"I do not believe in the

nationalization of all means cjf

production or in the tot?jl

regimentation of 1 a b o [r

vjrhich is practiced in the So-
viet Union," he explained.

In response to an allegation

he has been "too soft on Rus-
sia;" Hughes retorted that he
has "regularly condemned
Soviet terror, tyranny and in-

humanity."
At the time of the Hungar-

ian revolution, he said, "I

was unqualified in my con-

demnation of Russia."

(On the other hand, he
"our Quarrel does not lie wjth

Il

said,

I
I
Mr. Tolson..

: Mr. Be in': mi

•A—A

Tel?,. T:.-n
|

i Miss r andy \

^Indicate page., na^e of
newspaper, city & state)
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Mass .»
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;
he Soviet economics, Hather

jjt is the Soviet terror and

lis inhuman lack of freedom."

/

^Pifth on Program
He does no believe in "con-

demning a coliectivist system

simply because it is not our

own."
Hughes' political philosophy

and his attitudes toward Rus-

sia consumed nearly all of the

30-minute telecast.

„ The network panel had pre-

viously questioned the four

other entries in the Massachu-
setts Senate race, Democrats
Ted Kennedy and Atty. Gen.
Edward J. McCormack Jr. and
Republicans George Cabot
Lodge and Cong. Laurence
Curtis.

Hughes considers himself

more qualified for the Senate

seat than any of his competi-

tors.

"I know more about foreign

affairs, and this is our major
problem today," ths Harvard
government professor said.

He has been a "specialist in

contemporary European prob-

lems for more than 20 years,"

he said, and this experience

goes beyond that of "the long

political career of Cong.
Curtis."

Admittedly, his candidacy

is intended to provide a po-

dium for Hughes to expound
his thinking on disarmament.

"I am not running for the

fun of it," he declared. "Rather
I intend to make as serious a

showing as possible."

A registered Democrat, he
sh]ed from seeking that party's

nomination because it is a

''local fight of two clans.

There's no chance there for

someone like myself,"

. "Hughes was pounded by his

questioners on passages from

his book dealing with nuclear

disarmament
|

He is opposed to a unilat-

eral disarmament. He favors
"gradualism," a course of dis-

armament through "independ-
ent initiative to create a bet-

ter climate for negotiations" on
total disarmament.
He was quoted liberally from

his book and reminded that he
had applied the tag of "uni-

laterist" to himself. He ad-

mitted, "There are certain

ambiguities in the book."

Hughes said he favors a four-

point program by the United
States to pave theway for his

conception of peace through
disarmament.

He called for a cutback in

this country's nuclear striking

force, elimination of advance
missile bases in Turkey, an
end to atmospheric testing

and a pledge that "we will

never be the one to start] a
nuclear war.

j

"We can then expect the So-
viet Union to take some steps.

A series of such moves, back
and forth, will then be possible

and we can negotiate total dis-

armament."

Raps Turkish Bases

He called the Turkish bases
unnecessary. They serve only
as "provocation and are not,

even good bases for the defense
1

of Europe," he said.
|

"We say it is intolerable for

us to , have Soviet bases 90
miles from our shore in Cuba.
Yet,

.
Turkey borders Russia

and is a much more powerful
country than Cuba."

Hughes explained a passage
in his book referring to him-
self as "never having been a

strenuous anti-Communist."
The reference, he said, was

to those people who "talk anti-

Communism all the time. I am
a quiet, determined, but not

noisy, anti-Communist."
He said he has always found

the issue of Communism sub-

ordinate to a more pressing

problem. • /

-At -the time of Stalin's tyr-

anny, there was Nazism. /Now,

there's the threat of n&clear

waV," he noted.
j
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^ SANTA FE, Aug/ 15 IB

The State Department of

fixation said Tuesday it ex
Is- to have its handbook
tfee teaching of American-
versus communism i n

>.w Mexico public schools

?ibuted by the end o f

,Sfefe State Board of Educa-
aff^oved the adoption of

handbook at its meeting
this month.
*er> the board directed

so£ie revisions be made
handbook before it is

mted.
handbook is intended

as a guide to local

is in the establishment

I Comparative courses in

iricanism versus com-

m of the handbook
fffee s^sie board is by no

a mandate to the local

rds that they adopt such
ies.

' ^
*°The state board will urge

iffc local boards to use this

f| a basis for developing their

courses in this area,"
J^e; iLawler, director of

s^S^inal services for the

^ Apartment of Educa-

tg0he ^handbook will be dis-

^^luted by the state depart-
ppfe-'to- every superintendent

school principal and
serfage teacher in the

fpd* the suggested
might fit in with a

PptM^ment adopted by
fcoard for the teach-

American history in
$&fc#eo.

new requirement calls

Jpreticaii

_ o pub
studen

. Lawler said t^e

"year of Am^m,.,
, .

.

r._„^ ...

But the previous require-
ment was rather ambiguous,
he said, making it possible
for some schools to have only
a half-year of American his-
tory and a half-year, of gov-
ernment. -?

in
J A

3 ^^*~&<?

Mr.
Kr, nv. .*or _

Tele. Room I
Hiss Hdmt's —
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hlC
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0 BY ROBERTJP.^KENNjEDY
BOOK REVIEWS

SYNOPSIS :

A chapter by chapter summary otXhe above captioned book, a copy

of which was autographed to the Director, is set forth. "Just Friends and Brave
Enemies" concerns Kennedy's trip to Japan, Indonesia and Germany and sets

forth some of the matters discussed and the questions asked by the peoples of

these countries.

In chapter two Kennedy indicates that he told the members of the

Japanese Ministry 6i Justice in some detail of the work of the FBI and how, at an
early date, J. Edgar Hoover had recognized the menace of internal subversion and
had taken steps to deal with it. He also spoke of American labor efforts to keep
the communists out of the unioisand emphasized that certainly part of our success
in the United States in controlling the spread of internal communism has been due

to the farsightedness of the FBI and to the fact that organized labor in part has
pursued democratic, not communistic aims. ^

Kennedy feels we have much to do toward educating these people to

a true picture of the United States as it is today. He points out again and again the

failure of the communist elements of these countries to explain certain terms used
in describing the United States and to back up other statements which they Mafee.:.
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M. A. Jones to DeLoach
RE: "JUST FRIENDS AND BRAVE ENEMIES"

BY ROBERT F. KENNEDY

PURPOSE:

To set forth a chapter by chapter summary of the above captioned

book, a copy of which was autographed to the Director.

CHAPTER 1:
MTHE WORLD IS A PROUD PLACE

"

Attorney General Kennedy begins his book with reference to his trip

with his brother, then Congressman Kennedy, to Tokyo, Pakistan, India, Thailand,

Manila and Indochina in 1951. During that trip they had met Dr. Gunji Hosono, the

director of the Japan Institute of Foreign Affairs, who was most hospitable and who,

shortly after President Kennedy's inauguration, called upon the Attorney General to

invite the President—or if that was impossible, the Attorney General—to visit Japan.

Mr. Kennedy then summarized the stops on his trip and his opinion as to the benefits

derived from his contacts with these various peoples.

CHAPTER 2 : "A BUSINESS MEETING"

The author expresses the opinion that little of value comes from the

formal reception and dinners that are a part of official gjplomacy. With this in mind,

he wanted his contacts in the countries he visited to bq/a more informal and personal

basis. He details his visit to Japan and indicates that only the first day was given to

formal official calls. He called on Justice Minister Ueki and sit; down with the staff

of the Japanese Mniftry of Justice for an informal discussion of their respective

departments. They talked about what had been done in the United States to deal with

subversion and to control the spread of internal communism, particularly as far as
organized labor and youth organizations were concerned. Kennedy indicates he told

them in some detail of the work of the FBI and how, that at a very early date,

J. Edgar Hoover had recognized the menace of internal subversion and had taken steps

to deal with it. He also told them of American labors efforts to keep the communists
out of the unions. He indicates that this was American history that seemed new to the

Japanese and the fact that citizens, banding together, with vigor, courage and deter-

mination, had won the struggle against communist elements, Mnade an impression.
He states that certainly part of our success in the United States in contrdling the

spread of internal communism has been due to the farsightedness of the FBI and to

the fact that organized labor in part has pursued democratic, not communistic aims.

The Japanese organized a citizens welcoming committee called The
Young People's Committee for Better International Understanding. It gave itself

- 2 -
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the nickname the "R. K. (Robert Kennedy) Committee" and organized the extensive

schedule which brought the visitors into direct and intimate contact with the people of

Japan* They organized several round-table discussions, first with a group of business

leaders, then with the representatives of several political parties. Among other

things, they discussed the communist cultural offensive iii\ Japan, as compared with

our efforts in the same line. They raised significant points about the difficult problem

of trade with communist China, nuclear tests and Okinawa. For the most part,

these discussions were carried on in a friendly atmosphere with the participants

raising honest questions and seeking honest answers. The only differencesarose

in discussions with the Japanese Socialist Party which has lon^^alleled/cSSnmunist

Party line. Kennedy sets forth a transcript of his exchanges /Tomomi Narita, their

chief spokesman, in which he brings out the point that while Naritals group criticized

the United States for resuming tests they did not criticize the Soviet Union.

CHAPTER 3: "A STUDENT EXCHANGE"

Kennedy indicates that throughout their stay in Japan there was fear

that the disorder and turmoil which erupted in Tokyo at the time of the Hagerty visit

might recur. There were small groups carrying anti-American signs on several

occasions as well as threats of trouble but they decided to go on with their trip. He
spoke at Nihon University to a receptive audience. He then drove to Waseda University

where he received a friendly welcome. At the beginning of the speech, however, the

disrupters, located strategically in twos and threes throughout the hall, began to shout

and c| eer. At first Kennedy attempted to ignore the loudest and continue his speech.

Finally, he invited the young communist: to the platform to ask questions. Once on

the stage, the student launched into an anti-American tsiia,de which went on for five

minutes. When concluded and Kennedy attempted to answer every light in the house
went out as the power failed and the microphone went dead. He attempted to speak
without a microphone but it was not possible. Someone then found a battery operated

bull horn and after Ambassador Edwin Reischauer, who was well known and respected

by the you&h of Japan, had restored order Kennedy continued his speech.

CHAPTER 4: "A DIALOGUE WITH LABOR"

The third day, Kennedy met with a group from the labor movement
in Japan for another informal session of give and take. During this discussion he met
a labor leader named Akira Iwai whom he considered the most stimulating personality
he had met during the entire trip. Again, Kennedy found Iwai was as confused about the
American way of life as were some of the students. Among other points raised by the
labor men was the treatment of the Communist Party in the United States. Iwai felt

- 3-
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we were abusing "a legitimate political party. " Kennedy found it was generally

accepted in Japan and elsewhere that we had "outlawed" the Communist Party.

He found that Iwai considered the United States imperialistic in connection with

Cuba and Laos but would not so term the Soviet Union and Communist China based on

what happened in Tibet and Hungary. He also found that the Japanese were looking

j on America as it was 100 years ago and not as it is today.

CHAPTER 5: "THE PEOPLE SPEAK"

In Kyoto a meeting was arranged with a group of labor leaders followed

by a conference with students from universities and colleges. Only eight youngsters

showed up at the conference and announced formally that the six communists had

decided to boycott the meeting. Kennedy discussed the Democratic system and

concluded that a Democratic system gives freedom but it also poses obHgations and

responsibilities. He felt this was a point many of the students of Japan had not yet

come to understand. One boy was disturbed because the world was divided in two and

stated he felt Berlin was a key point in the^East-West struggle. Another young man
asked why our government, while defending the cause of freedom, had friendly

relations with such countries as South Korea or Taiwan or Spain. He also wondered

how we could expect the United Nations to preserve peace and at the same time exclude

a major world power such ais Communist China and he asked about our role in the

Cuban incident.

CHAPTER 6: "ANOTHER FIELD, ANOTHER GRASSHOPPER;
ANOTHER POND, ANOTHER FISH"

Kennedy next went to Indonesia where he found the mood far different

from that in Japan. In all the time spent in Japan he had not seen one Japanese
soldier or sailor but from the moment they arrived in Indonesia they were aware
that it is a nation under arms as there were soldiers everywhere. Here too the

atmosphere was rather restrictive and it was harder to get to the people. Foremost
in the minds of the Indonesians was our failure to stand with them in the matter of

Dutch occupation of West New Guinea. Poverty and hunger was everywhere and it

was plain that despite tremendous natural resources this nation is under developed

and very poor. Kennedy was to deliver a lecture to the student senate and the

faculty of law at the University of Indonesia and upon his, arrival a taU skinny young
man threw a piece of hard fruit which struck him on the bridge of the nose. A
portion of Kennedyvs speech is set forth and he indicates that while there was no

-4-
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real enthusiasm about anything he said in his prepared remarks, the question and

answer session which followed was far more stimulating and provoked a genuine

response. Their main question, of course, concerned the United States position on

IWest New Guineaand they also had other questions- -about our racial difficulties,

about our political history and even about the Mexican war.

CHAPTER 7: ' "CAPITALISM™ IS THE DIRTY WORD OF THE ORIENT"

In Jagjakarta the Attorney General spoke at Gadjah Mada University.

Again, most of the questions concerned West New Guinea. One young man asked
n
Is it true that the United States of America is a capitalistic monopolistic country

and that monopolistic capitalism competes with our form of socialism?" Kennedy
asked him what he meant by the term Monopolistic and capitalistic. Neither he

nor any of the other students would answer. Once again Kennedy pointed out that

ours was not the same country as that of 100 years ago. The following day Kennedy
spoke at the University of Bandung where he again ran into the word "capitalists

I

In much of Asia the word "capitalism, M because of the system used to exploit the

people, is an evil word, and the communists have spared no effort in reminding
people of this fact. They also remind them that the United States has a capitalistic

system and, therefore, if given the opportunity, would renew this system of

exploitation. We on the other hand have not faced up to the fact that we have to

convince people that what they understand as capitalism is not in any way the kind,

form or system of government existing in the United States or indeed most of the

western nations today.

CHAPTER 8: "SOMETHING THERE IS THAT DOESN'T LOVE A WALL. . .
"

Mr. Kennedy states that heart-warming as their reception in Japan had
been, the crowds in West Berlin were unlike any he had ever seen. It was below
freezing when they arrived and snow was falling yet a 100 thousand people lined the
streets as they drove from the airport. In his speeches to the people of Berlin, Kennedy
made the point again and again that the Berlin wall was constructed not to keep people
out but to keep the East Germans in. He laid wreaths honoring the victims who leaped
to their death to escape the communists. Kennedy's main purpose in visiting Berlin
was to deliver the Ernst Reuter lecture at the Free University of Berlin. His speech
is reprinted. He indicated that the workers of Berlin are staunch friends of the United
States and dedicated anticommunists. He was struck most by the sight of people on the
other side of the wall who waved to him surreptitiously.

- 5 -
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M. A. Jones to DeLoach
RE: "JUST FRIENDS AND BRAVE ENEMIES"

BY ROBERT F. KENNEDY

CHAPTER 9:
MTHE YOUNG AT HEART"

From Berlin, the party flew by . military helicopter to Bonn.

He indicates that the people in Bonn are well-dressed and prosperous looking and

their faces do not show the strain and pressure of the Berlin citizens. His two
main purposes in going to Bonn were to see Chancellor Adenauer and to address

the West German Society of Foreign Affairs* The central theme of his conversation

with Adenauer was the necessity that the United States, the leader of the free world,

have a faith and an ideal to guide other countries. Adenauer felt that Russia's

difficulties with China were just beginning and that with the common market Europe
was on the threshold of a new life. Kennedy's speech to the West German Society

of Foreign Affairs is produced in its entirety. From Bonn they flew to The Hague
and then on to Paris where he had a meeting with President De Gaulle and discussed

the same subjects he had discussed with Adenauer. From Paris, they flew back
home.

CHAPTER ltt . . LET FACTS BE SUBMITTED TO A CANDID WORLD.

.

Kennedy states he returned home with the conviction that there is a

tremendous reservoir of goodwill toward the United States which will disappear if

the potential is not properly realized. He notes that we must put our own house in

order, particularly in the field of civil rights and sets forth some examples in our
efforts to do so. He states we must recognize that in each of these countries there

is a strong and vocal communist opposition to the United States and to our way of

life. In all these countries this group is well-organized. He indicates that the amount
of misinformation as well as the lack of information regarding the United States and
our system of government in these countries is appdling. He suggests sending

groups of men and women to lecture tick just about the United States and our form of

government, or about democracy generally, but also about history and philosophy and
even more practical matters. He would have people talk about some of the successes
we've had in the United States and the protiems we have had to overcome. He would
tell them more about what we have been able to accomplish. Kennedy indicates that

many people more than qualify for this task and names Frank Church, Eugene McCarthy,
Hubert ; Humphrey, Paul Douglas, John Sherman Cooper, Stewart Udall and Qrville

Freeman, as well as Walter Lippmann or David Brinkley. He would encourage other
free countries of the world to set up their own "peace corps" with the understanding
that our organization would cooperate closely with them.

6
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The English edition of the captioned book is in print; it is published by
Frederick A. Praeger, 64 University Place, New York 3, New York; the
price is $10 a copy.
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You should discreetly and expeditiously obtain one copy of the English
edition of this book and forward it to the Bureau marked to the attention
of the Central Research Section.

NOTE:
Assistant Director W. C. Sullivan has requested took. The book will

be filed in the Bureau Library. Check with Bureau Library negative re
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Mcnoraadam to Hr. Sallivan
IE: "MUSLIMS' BUCK mSSSLQWUS*

BY ALFRED Q. J&HtiBTTE
BOOK WIS*

25*330971

"Maslins* Black Metropolis" docs act contain any now
intonation of interest to tho Barson . The FBI is Mentioned
in a derogatory manner several tines in a reprint of a letter
written by J, B, Stoner in 1959. Stener is «ell known to the
Bareaa for Ills anti-FBI activity and as a hate aongge* in racial
natters investigations. The general tenor of the pnblicatioa
is syapathetic to the HOI; however, no attenpt is aade by the
anther to t e ll a story or give continuity to his "authentic
report* on the Black Naslinsand thns the whole effect is a
disjointed hodgepodge of N0I nenerebilia,

Bareeu indices contain no identifiable pertinent
references to Jarrette, inhodlwee or the Great Western Book
Publishing Cenpony. Los Angeles advises Jerrette has an office
at the Great western Book Publishing Cenpany and has been very
closely associated with the editor of the "Berald-Bispatch."
Jarrette started writing for the "Herald-Dispatch" ebeat two
years age when it was the official organ for the HOI on the
west coast. It no longer holds this position, Los Angeles
indices indicate Jerrette has written varieas articles for the
"Berald<4>ispatch* nainly concerning black aatieaalisn, Mo
infomatien is available indicating Jarrette or Bnbodiwee ore
nenbera of the HWj--

ACTION l

None, for infomatien. The pnblicatioa "Nasiins* Black
Metropolis" has been filed in the asin Bnrean file en the HOI
25-330971-6004.) He indening is indicated or necessary.
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Central Research Section
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Mr. Sullivan October 4, 1962

R. W. Smith

BOOKLET REVIEW:
SENATOR FULBRKJHT'S SECRET MEMORANDUM
by dr. mmt: wmsr :

CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

Captioned booklet, reviewed by Central Research Section, was published by Rales
Bookstore* Searcy, Arkansas, and sella for $1.00. The booklet was seat to the Director

by the author, whose letter was answered "in-ahsenee.; " The booklet, which is attached,

Is critical of Senator J. W. Fulbright (D-Ark.), Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations

Committee.

' Mefrijon of the Director and the FBI

The Director and the FBI are mentioned 5 times--pages 11*13, pages 25-27,

sage 53, page St, and page 100. The Director is correctly quoted on tile need for knowledge
and undsretanding of the aims and destgns of communism and on the danger of indiscrimih
notary alleging that someone Is communist. On page 100, after stating that he does not know
who the hidden communists, or hidden sympathisers and fellow travelers are, Bates
stalest "I doubt that even Ike FBI could possibly know about all of them;

"

Purpose, Scope, end Nature

The booklet is highly critical of a document Senator Fulbright forwarded to the

military m 10il. The Senator's document protested political speeches by officers of the

armed servtaes in antieommuaiot seminars for the public. Bales' argument ts that

Senator Fulbright* a memorandam would deny military offleers the right to speak on
eemmunism and the right to criticize the President's total strategy. The purpose of the

booklet Is to demonstrate that the Senator's memorandum, hi offeat, aids the communists
hi their announced goal to confer the world. Bales quotes extensively from the

Congressional Record, newspaper columnists, and Government Printing Office documents.

Bales attempts to shew that the content* of Fulbright's memorandum are In conflict

with prior statements of the Senator. For example, Bates states: "We would have little or
no hope for the survival of our country If the military did not have greater confidence in

America than the Senator ssems to hayejn the military. " Then Bates quotas the Senator

The Booklet

1-Mr. DeLoaeh l*Mr. Smith NOT RECORDED
176 OCT 5 1962
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Memo Smith to Sullivan v .

•

Re; BOOKLET REVIEW: SENATOR FULBRIGHT'S SECRET MEMORANDUM
BY DR. JAMBS D. BALEE/ CKlfTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

us having said in 1991: "K we lose faith in the integrity of our military men, in addition to

the criticism which has been hsapsd upon the leadership in the political field, we certainly

are in a sad state.

"

Comment

Bales presents some good material to show that the goal of communism is to

Conquer the world and that It is necessary to have an effective program to meet and to

defeat the threat of international communism. On the othtr hand, the booklet is too much a
partisan political attack on Senator Fulbrlght to be effective as an antleommunist document.
Bales may be protesting too math when, on page vi ef the foreword, he says: . . one is

not necessarily a so-called ultra rightist fast beoaase he opposes certain positions taken by
the Senator."

The Author

Dr. James D. Bales, bom November 5, 19*5, in Tacoma, Washington, has been
professor of Bible at Harding College, Searcjt, Arkansas, for 17 years and a minister in

the Church of Christ for over 29 years. Bales is a prolific writer and has authored 14
books and numerous articles lor newspapers and periodical*. (94-57382-4)

Baffles reflect he was the subject of a conscientious objector investigation in 1943 at

which time he was an ardent paeifiet. m 1944, he was the subject of a sedition case In

which there was some indication that Bales may have influenced a seaman in the seaman's
attempt to evade service oa the basis of conscientious objection. Seaman denied counsel
by Bales bat stated Bales poescsed similar views, hrrestigation did not substantiate

allegation. (04-48956-4)

In 1999, Bales was on the editorial staff of the "Voice of Freedom, " an extremely
anti-Catholie monthly published by the Freedom Frees of Nashville, Tennessee. Bales
is personally acquainted with Individuals such as J. B. Matthews, Fulton Lewis, Jr.

,

Herbert Fhilbrick, and Meyer Lawman. Dr. Bales frequently writes to the Elector concern-

ing communism and Christianity and cordial relations presently exist with him.
{199-9-7418; 94-49959-10; 94-97392-4)

RECOMMENDATION:

For information..

- 2 -
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DIRECTOR, FBI (62-46855)
ATTN: CENTRAL RESEARCH SECTION

SAC, ALBUQUERQUE (62-809) RUC

/^HANDBOOK FOR TEACHING
r AMERICANISM VERSUS COMMUNISM
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

ObooK REVIEWS

date: 9/18/62

ReBulet to Albuquerque 8/29/62.

Enclosed herewith are 2 copies of a booklet entitled
"A ^COMPARATIVE STUDY OF AMERICANISM VS # COMMUNISM" prepared by
the State Department of Education at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
These copies are not the final printed form, but the content,
with the exception of a few misspelled words, is exactly that
which will appear for use of New Mexico school teachers*

*
N - Bure$A (Enc

1 - Albuquerque £5
WRJ/les \
(4)

22 SEP 25 1952
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September 25, 1662

Smith

8TVDY OF . ;

AM&^qAHMKitm COMMDNBM'
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTEK

By litter dated September It, IMS, the Albaeneraue Office forwarded two
cops** of the captioned snadhoolr. prcearod by the Now Mexico State Department of

Education f«r ase ta teaching coarse* on communism At tike lit*, tat iith grade level*

1%*** copies were forwarded at the reaoest of tk* Central Research Section for review.

To* 39 pages of iatredaeiory material review the teaching of coronatmUao in

varteas localities ia New Mexico, petal oat ta* over-all objectives for both the

teacher aad stadent ia eoar*** oo ceeamaaism aad stress ta* importance of instruction

oa this subject. The amtorial oa coejatualeai which 1* set forth represents a factual,

academic approach to the eabject. The Director's article* "Commwaist IUuaioo aad
Democratic Reality, " nQae Natioa** Response to Ceatamaleea, " aad "Ta* Commnaiet
Party, USA" ar* stated hi fiat text aad are obvlewsly the principal source a**dla
preparing the seetloa oo the Cosaaraaist Party, USA (pp 13-91). The handbook at*o
lacliid** a compart*** between dameeracy aad cemmuaiam aa well aa definition* of v

j

commonly ased conunaaict term*. N
i

Factual error* were acted oa pea* 64 whet* the world membership of the
communist movement Is act forth a* it million rather than it* current strength of

sob** 40 million aad on papa 17 where it 1* claimed that the Communist Party, USA
is reoaired to register a* aforeifa agent ander the Smith Act rather thaa aader the
Interaal Secarity Act of Isle, a other instance! it am* acted that the treatment of

the *nbS*ct matter ia eomcwhst oversimplified. This is particularly true from page
o* to page if where Lenin's ceacept of the aatar* aad orgaaiaatioa of the Coramuniet
Party aad his devalopmest of the theory of th* dictatorship of the proletariat are
treated.

A copy of the handbook is eaclosed.

fUCOMMENPATIOM;

• Hen*, tog Reformation.

jgnelomtre -*

l-Mr. Belmoat
l»hlr. fslUvmt
1- 62.46*95

JFC:cb (7)
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subject: ?k COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
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CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

5>

Tolson

Belmont

Mohr

Callahan

Conrad

DeLoach
Evans

Maione

Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes

Gandy

By letter dated September 18, 1962, the Albuquerque Office forwarded two

copies of the captioned handbook^ prepared by the New Mexico State Department of

Education for use in teacMng courses on communism at the 11th and 12th grade level.

These copies were forwarded at the request of the Central Research Section for review.

The 39 pages of introductory material review the teaching of communism in

various localities in New Mexico, point out the over-all objectives for both the

teacher and student in courses on communism and stress the importance of instruction

on this subject. The material on communism which is set forth represents a factual,

academic approach to the subject. The Director's articles "Communist Illusion and

Democratic Reality, " "One Nation f s Response to Communism, " and "The Communist
Party, USA" are quoted in the text and are obviously the principal source used in

preparing the section on the Communist Party, USA (pp 83-91). The handbook also

includes a comparison between democracy and communism as well as definitions

commonly used communist terms.

Factual errors were noted on page 84 where the world membership of the

communist movement is set forth as 36 million rather than its current strength of

some 40 million and on page 87 where it is claimed that the Communist Party, USA
is required to register as a foreign agent under the Smith Act rather than under the

Internal Security Act of 1950. In other instances it was noted that the treatment of

the subject matter is somewhat oversimplified. This is particularly true from page
56 to page 58 where Lenin's concept of the nature and organization of the Communist
Party and his development of the theory of the dictatorship of the proletariat are
treated.

A copy of the handbook is enclosed.

RECOMMENDATION:

None, for information.^^

EhcIosWI; 5

1-Mr. Belmont
1-Mr. Sullivan

rv 1- 62-46855

ffi OCT 3
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1 -Section tickler

1-Mr. Condon
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subject-JKBOOK REVIEW CONTROL DESK EVALUATION
' CEN*tMl"r1'S1A^UH*SE'CT1D^

Tolson _

* Belmont

Mohr

Casper

Callahan

Conrad

DeLoach
Evans

Malone

Rosen

Sullivan —
Tavel

trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes

Gandy

Origin and Purpose

The Book Review Control Desk was established in the Central Research

Section in January, 1959, as a central control and repository for book reviews at

the Seat of Government.

Scope

The Book Review:Control Desk: (1) evaluates requests for books -to be

purchased and reviewed^ (2) handles recommendations as to what Division should

write the review, and (3) maintains a record of pending book review assignments,

completed reviews, and other pertinent data concerning each review. :

Cost of Operation

Creation of this Desk has not resulted in any additional cost to tlje Bureau's

operations, since the work was absorbed by combining the new function with that of

the previously existing Publications Desk without any increase in personnel.

Control

Records of all book reviews are maintained in a main control file (62-46855),

which is checked monthly to ascertain whether existing instructions are being

complied with by Bureau supervisors preparing reviews. A card index system is

kept regarding each review showing the title, author, official who ordered the review,

Section to which the review was assigned, and completion date. These index cards

are maintained for an indefinite period, for they are of practical value and demand

only a m^imum of upkeep. For reference purposes, tickler copies of reviews

prepared are re

1 -Mr. Sullivan

i \ i

1 -Section Policy Folder
1 -Section Tickler

1-Mr. Gr

'A

AMB-.cb
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: BOOK REVIEW CONTROL DESK EVALUATION, CENTRAL RESEARCH SECTION

Final decision for the purchase of books rests with the Administrative

Division, which clears and approves the recommendation for the purchase of any

book suggested for review.

Reviews Conducted

During the period January 2, 1962, through September 28, 1962, a total

of 59 books was received by Seat of Government personnel for review or reference

Forty -five books were reviewed and nine were retained for reference purposes.

Twenty books were received at the Bureau from outside sources. Of the

twenty -six book reviews completed by the Domestic Intelligence Division during

referenced period, thirteen were done by the Central Research Section. Four
assigned reviews are incomplete.

Instructions

Complete, current instructions concerning the Book Review Control Desk
are included in Section 62 of the Supervisors 1 Manual.

Over-All Value

The Book Review Control Desk performs a valuable service because it:

(1) eliminates duplication both in the purchase of books for review and in the

writing qf reviews, (2) insures immediate determination as to whether a book
review has been or is being written, and (3) enables Seat of Government personnel

to obtain quickly copies of book reviews for reference.

Future Action

The work of the Book Review Control Desk will continue to be closely

examined arid evaluated by the Central Research Section for any streamlining

measures to improve its operation. No changes are deemed necessary at the present.

A status report will be submitted on September 30, 1963; a status report will be
submitted annually thereafter.

RECOMMENDATION:

None, for your information.
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Title of Book
FACES OF TASS

Author
THEODORE GLAK

a
Book Reviews (62-46855)

Central ^Research Section

This book has come to the attention of the Central Research Section. Without review, a spot

check indicates the book relates, or may relate to the responsibilities of the following Section and/or

Divisions. (See "Nature of Book" at bottom of page.)

(PLEASE INITIAL in the appropriate box, and return promptly to the Central Research
Section, Room 639, Riddell Building.)
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Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject:

Mr. W. C. Sullivan^ > l

R. W. Smith

"TH^SAgE^CEtWSEYMOURMEL^N _
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

date: October 8, 1962

Captioned book, which was obtained by the New York Office at the request

of the Central Research Section, has been reviewed.
»

,

According to the book, Professor Melman1 s highest ideal and value is the

preservation of human life at all costs, which belief acts as the book's underlying

theme, (p. 143)

Analysis of World Situation '
'

Melman analyzes the world situation as follows: "Many political leaders

in the United States have proclaimed the doctrine that freedom in society is

^<
. obtainable only under competive private business. 11 Melman believes that under

-

^ 1 developed nations consider the Soviet economy to be more realistic although they *

- desire freedom. He asks the question: Can we offer to underdeveloped nations a F\
plan which combines (Soviet) economic planning with (Western) personal freedom? ^
His answer is: Yes, by industralizing these countries and encouraging the workersVK
to form autonomous, independent organizations which will have a voice in economic
decisions, (pp. 39-44) ^

Professor Melman believes that the US is presently commiBpd to a policy

of "Better Dead than Red. " He indicates he is diametrically opposed to the US
military posture, the end result of which, he believes, will be the/aofriMlation of

the human race. (p. viii) ^ ^
The Peace Race

\

The "Peace Race", then, is the only alternative which is described by

Professor Melman asj.'a world ijplicy for the West\inp|uding* competition and

1 - Mr. BelmonW* * JL-
1 - Mr. Sullivan^

1 i ft«
1 - Section tickler \

h
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Re: "THE PEACE RACE*'
BY SEYMOUR MELMAN

cooperation with the Soviet system. Competition is centered on an American effort

to industralize the world with freedom, and thereby win a world-wide political

victory. Cooperation includes life-serving activities of every sort, of which
controlled disarmament is the most important. " (p. 65)

Is Disarmament Possible?

Professor Melman observes that "over a long period we, in the West,

have been given to understand that the formal and the actual structure of Soviet

society is monolithic- -one opinion, one voice, one policy. 11
(p. 125) After citing

a few opinions of correspondents, "specialists in Soviet affairs, " and US participants

at "Pugwash" who conversed with Soviet scientists, he concludes: "However, now
knowing that Soviet society is not rigidly of one mind, the obvious question that

must be asked is, 'What United States policy will strengthen the liberal tendencies

in Soviet society?'" (p, 131) To Professor Melman the obvious answer is

disarmament.

Disarmament, Recognition of Red China, aM Inspection

Prof&ssor Melman believes that the US must speedily disarm and commence
disarmament unilaterally if the Soviets do not agree. In line with this, he states

that Red China must be admitted to the UN in order to accomplish world-wide

disarmament, (pp. 102, 112, 141)

He acknowledges that in any agreement concerning universal disarmament
there is the need for inspection and suggests inspections by UN. Professor Melman
concedes that even with UN inspection teams the possibility exists soihe may evade

their agreement ajid commence strategic buildup or stock-piling. To meet and

counter such a possibility, he proposes: the idea of an "inspection by the people. "

"Essentially, this involves an effort to organize the entire population of the

inspected countries into a farflung network of people who could report to the

international inspection organization any evidence of evasion activity, " (p. 116)

Disarmament Without Depression

Realizing that the US must have a plan tp take care of its industrial

capacity after disarmament, Professor Melman suggests that the capacity can be

used to raise living standards in underdeveloped areas of the US, for production for

"public sectors" of the economy, and to industrialize the "rest of the earth. " The

areas of the economy which would be expanded through central government planning

would include health functions, transportation, water supply, electricity and natural

resources, scientific research, and housing, (pp. 91-93)
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Memo Smith to Sullivan

Re: "THE PEACE RACE"
BY SEYMOUR MELMAN

Observations

Melmari'£ analysis of society appears to be based on the belief that

the fundamental basis for the world1 s problems is solely economic—the answer to

which is world industralization. This is understandable in the light of his back-

ground in Industrial Economics and Industrial Engineering* It is quite evident

that Professor Melman would side-step Patrick Henry1 s cry "Give me liberty, or

give me death" with the statement: In order to have"liberty, there must first be

life." (p. 63)

Bureau files

Professor Seymour Melman, associate professor, Columbia University,

was the subject of a Special Inquiry - Senate Judiciary Committee investigation

during 1955 - 56. Investigation revealed his mother, now deceased, registered a

preference for American Labor Party in 1942. Melman was associated

professionally only with one Professor Walter Rautenstrauch, now deceased, who
was identified in hearings before HCUA in July, 1953. as involved in Communist
conspiracy to subvert the Methodist Church for Communist purposes.

In 1959, Professor Melman was investigated concerning his contact

with a Soviet assigned to the Amtorg Trading Corporation. The- investigation

developed no pertinent information. In 1960 information was received indicating

Professor Melman had written an article concerning industrial practices in the US

- 3 -
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Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVERNi

TO

FROM

Mr- DeLoach

M. PClti&h v
'

date: 10-24-62

subject: "ROBERT^E^^^ /:

thsjss^^
BY ROBERT E. THOMPSON
AND HORTENSE MYERSo

SYNOPSIS:
4 (\ I J-

A chaptep^y chapter summary of the above-captioned book is set forth,

i The author, Robert EVrhompson, is a former Washington correspondent of "The Daily

I News" and i s.presenuy with "The Los Angeles Times/ 1 while his coauthor Hortense
/ Myers is with United Press International.

The book is a personal portrait of Robert F. Kennedy who is described

as the President's right-hand man. Chapter 1 sets forth Kennedy's decision as to

whether or not to accept appointment as Attorney General and indicates he sought the

-Director's counsel in making that decision. He again mentions the Director in Chapter 2 £

in a quote from his (Kennedy's) speech at Dallas, Texas, when he described the Director -

as a "vigilant, experienced American who has real credentials as a communist fighter. " £
In connection with the steel dispute, the authors state that although the Attorney General *

did not mean for FBI Agents to get reporters out of bed nevertheless he took full •

responsibility. . /T1 "

The book also deals with Kennedy's service on the Rackets Commitffee,

his association with the late Senator McCarthy and his work for his brother in his various
campaigns. In this connection Kennedy is quoted as saying the two greatest disappoint-

ments of his life have been his brother's losing the vice presidential nomination and the

acquittal of Jimmy Hoffa. The book further covers various aspects of Kennedy's

activities as Attorney General including incidents involving Freedom Riders in Alabama
and his interest in bettering the l^^f ^^Negro.

j^q. 3Q ^ ^ ^
Much is said about Robert Kennedy's organizational ability and'masterly

strategy in his brother's political campaigns. The concluding chapter diSGU#se^crber1r~
Kennedy' s future and the possibilities open to him- -in another high government d^^^
senator, or possibly President--and sets forth arguments for^arid agaihst,t#iO*T ^ °"

At As noted there! are several references to the Director orjtfigTJureau and
{hese are detailed in the chapter by chapter summary. It should also be rioted that one of

the illustrations in the center of thfe book is a picture of the President at his desk signinj

legM^fflgpP^^^^^ttorney General broad powers to fight crime. Grouped behini

Pr&fi4^ General, the Director and Senator KennethJSfe;

recaS^^^fiSSr^' ~ :

itioi
cmjI - Central ResearcB 'Secfion

11*

a senator Kennern^e;
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M. A, Jones to Mr. DeLoach Memo
Re: "ROBERT F. KENNEDY:

THE BROTHER WITHIN"

PURPOSE

book,

To set forth a chapter by chapter summary of the above-captioned

THE AUTHORS

The book jacket reflects that Robert E. Thompson was formerly a

Washington correspondent of "The Daily News" and is with "The Los Angeles Times.

"

His coauthor, Hortense Myers, is with United Press International,

f

A check of Bufiles reflects by letter 4-20-51 the Director thanked one

Robert E. Thompson of "The Journal- Gazette" of Fort Wayne, Indiana, for his

article, "Innocents Cursed by 'Red Witch1 " (94-8-674-34X1) . During a mail cover

of a Security Matter-Smith Act of 1940 investigation correspondence was noted from
one Major Hortense Myers, Building 2173; Apartment 506, Randolph Air Force Base,

Texas. (100-207395-621)

THE BOOK

This book is described as a personal portrait of the President's right-

hand man: his career, his power, his prospects. It contains an introduction by

Justice William O. Douglas who indicates that he was a frequent visitor to the Kennedy

home and saw Robert Kennedy grow to manhood.

CHAPTER I: DECISION

This chapter pertains to Robert F. Kennedy's decision as to whether or

not he should accept his brother's appointment as Attorney General of the United States.

The authors indicate he sought counsel from outside of his family, going first to

FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover who assured him he could make a vigorous and effective

fight against crime. They go on to say that both Mr. Hoover and Senator John

McClellan advised him to become Attorney General, both insisting the job offered

unlimited opportunities to benefit the nation. The authors point out that despite angry

criticism of the President's appointment of his own brother, Kennedy faced only

token opposition when he appeared at his confirmation hearing before the Senate

Judiciary Committee on January, 13, 1961.

CHAPTER H "HIS INTEREST IS THE SAME AS MINE"

President Kennedy, discussing Robert, emphasizedcthe importance of the

"community of interest" that his brother has with him. The authors note that

- 2



M. A. Jones to Mr. DeLoach Memo
Re: "ROBERT F. KENNEDY:

THE BROTHER WITHIN"

Robert Kennedy's manifold activities on behalf of the President in his first year and
a half as Attorney General carried him far afield from the confines of the Department
of Justice and spread his influence through much of the United States Government.
They quoted from the Attorney General's speech in Dallas, Texas, in November, 1961

in which he said he had no sympathy with those who are defeatist and who would
rather be "Red than dead, " nor with those who, in the name of fighting communism,
sow seeds of suspicion and distrust by making false or irresponsible charges, and
stated "as a vigilant, experienced American who has real credentials as a communist
fighter-- J. Edgar Hoover- -hasjsaid, such actions play iito communist hands and
hinder, rather than aid, the fight against communism.

"

Commenting on the steel dispute the authors refer to the incident

involving FBI AgertS rousing three newspaper reporters out of bed in the pre-dawn
hours to question them about an alleged statement by the President of the Bethlehem
Steel Corporation that the price increase was not necessary, and stated that the

Attorney General did not mean for the FBI Agents to get reporters out of bed,

nevertheless Robert Kennedy took full responsibility for the incident.

CHAPTER HI: WHAT MAKES BOBBY RUN

David Powers, official greeter of the White House and a long-time

political lieutenant of John F. Kennedy, gave this assessment of the drive that

motivates the Presidents brother and has made him, in his middle 30' s, the second

most powerful man in the Government of the United States:
tTBobby Kennedy has to be

first all the time." Yet, the authors point out, he is not a man obsessed with first

place for himself alone. He is devoted and loyal to the President and their relationshi

is so unique and they are such a superbly co-ordinated unit that what one attains

the other attains. Together, he and the President have undertaken four major
public ventures—John Kennedy's 1952 senatorial campaign and his 1960 presidential

race; the Senate Rackets Committee investigation; and now the development and

operation of the new frontier. In only one of these—the rackets probe—has Robert

Kennedy had the occasional opportunity to step out of his brother's shadow and into

a spotlight where he could display his own abilities. This chapter quotes Robert

Kennedy as saying "The two greatest disappointments of my life have been my
brother's losing the vice presidential nomination and the acquittal of Jimmy Hoffa. Tt

The authors here point to Robert Kennedy's tenacity as a student in

playing football- -a game for which he was ill suited physically. They state that

where John Kennedy can view almost any problem of state or humanity with
dispassion and aloofness, Robert Kennedy invariably becomes emotionally involved

- 3 -



M, Al Jones to Mr. DeLoach Memo
Re: "ROBERT F. KENNEDY:

THE BROTHER WITHIN"

in the job at hand and the people embroiled in it. They state that it never

bothers Robert Kennedy that he has been called the hatchet man for his brother.

During the presidential campaign when politicians and party workers complained

of brusk treatment from him, his reply was that he had a job to do ai$ could

not tolerate anything less than dedication and hard work from others in the

campaign, "Let Jack be charming to them" he would add.

CHAPTER IV: THE MIDDLE BROTHER

This chapter concerns the members of the Kennedy family, and
points out that when Robert was born, brother Joe, Jr. , was 10 and Jack
was 8 hence, he was the little brother in the middle of 5 sisters until the age of

7 when Teddy came along. Years later during the 1960 presidential primary in

Wisconsin, Robert Kennedy found himself caught in the shuffle between brothers.

Teddy made headlines by going off a high ski jump and thereafter/said Robert,

"everybody I met wanted to know first if I was Senator Kennedy, then if

I was the fellow who went off the ski jump. Finally they got me straight. I

was the brother in the middle. "

As a youngster, Robert was described as clumsy though a friendly
,

slightly shy , well mannered littly boy. He did not display any special aptitude

for any career, but one family friend considers him the one best equipped by
personality and determination to have gone out and made a fortune of his own.
This chapter touches on some of his business ventures and associations as a boy
and indicates that he collected $2, 000 from his father when he was 21 for not

smoking or drinking. He joined the Naval Air Corps as soon as he was 18 years

old but never did see any action. Following the war Kennedy toured Latin America
and then returned to Harvard. After graduation in 1948 he was sent by the "Boston
Post" to the Middle East to write about the war between the Arabs and the Jews.

After going to Germany to watch the Berlin airlift operation, he returned to the

United States and enrolled in the University of Virginia Law School. As head of

the student fcruM there, he invited a number of outstanding Americans to speak

on the campus at Charlottesville, including Negro Democrat Ralph Bunche. In

1955, with Justice Douglas, he made a six-week trip through five Central Asian

Republics of the Soviet Union.

CHAPTER V: MISTRESS OF HICKORY HILL

This chapter concerns Robert Kennedy's family—his wife Ethel and

their seven children. Ethel Kennedy, according to the authors, has fit in well

with the Kennedy family and similarities between Ethel and her mother-in-law are

remarkable. She has taken a special interest in her husband's work and is a

definite asset to him on his trips.

- 4 -



M. A. Jones to Mr. DeLoach Memo
Re: "ROBERT F. KENNEDY:

THE BROTHER WITHIN

CHAPTER VI: THE INCREDIBLE ERA
>

This chapter pertains to Robert Kennedy's relationship with the late

Senator Joseph R. McCarthy, McCarthy was one erf those whom Kennedy invited

to address the University of Virginia student forum. The authors indicate that

Robert Kennedy could not get along with McCarthy's aides, Roy Cohn and G. David

Schine. Kennedy felt Senator McCarthy made a mistake in allowing the committee
to operate as it did under Cohn and Schine, told him so and resigned.

This chapter recites McCarthy's activities leading to his eventual "fall"

and Kennedy feels that the day McCarthy hired Cohn and Schine he sealed his doom.

CHAPTER VII: THE CHERRY TREES ARE SAFE

This chapter refers to the great Washington birthday sales in the

District and states that Attorney General Kennedy, arriving at the Justice

Department on February 22, 1961, to put in some overtime, discovered numerous

cars of Justice employees were already in the courtyard. He obtained a list of all

employees whose cars were in the courtyard and wrote them personal letters of

gratitude on their "devotion to duty. " One employee replied that "In -keeping with
^

the spirit of Washington's birthday, I must 'confess' that I did not work on that

day. " Delighted by this display of integrity, Kennedy replied "With honesty like

this in the Department, the nation's cherry trees are safe.

"

The authors point to Kennedy's interest in the various facets of the

Department of Justice. They refer to his May 6, 1961, speech at the University

of Georgia in Athens, where he faced an audience that included bitter antagonists
|

in a region where politicians and demagogues had preached disobedience to Federal

law and declared that man cannot live without law to tell him what is right and

what is wrong, what is permitted and what is prohibited. The Attorney General's

interest in bettering the lot of the Negro is also covered in this chapter and he is

said to feel that the Negro has profited more from the passage of a broad spectrum

of social and economic legislation than he would have had Congress become embroiled

in a bitter dispute over civil rights.

CHAPTER Vin: ALL NECESSARY STEPS

This chapter deals with the Freedom Riders in Alabama when the

Attorney General rushed 150 Federal law enforcement officers to Montgomery

to stand between the Reverend Martin Luther King's congregation and death. It

details the Attorney General's differences with Governor John Patterson; the May 14,

1961, attack on a Greyhound bus in Anniston, Alabama; and the incident involving

- 5 -



M. A. Jones to Mr. DeLoach Memo
Re: "ROBERT F. KENNEDY:

lTHE BROTHER WITHIN"

Freedom Riders on a Trailways bus in Birmingham when Birmingham
police were strangely absent despite FBI warnings that violence could be

expected.

CHAPTER IX: ADVENTURES TOGETHER

This chapter deals primarily with the i960 presidential campaign
; Stnd the manner in which Robert Kennedy conducted the campaign, including

;

l
the primaries against Senator -Hubert Humphrey. Much is said about Robert's crgani

:'mi%m^&)L ability, his ruthlessness and his masterly strategy in winning against

supposedly almost unbeatable odds of age and religion.

CHAPTER X: BEYOND THE NEW FRONTIER

This concluding chapter attempts to go into the matter of Robert

Kennedy's future. It discusses the possibilities open to him—in another high

government office, as senator, or possibly President--and sets forth arguments

for and against. The authors conclude by stating, "Should the people in 1968 or

in a succeeding election find themselves still in need of Kennedy leadership, they

might decide to forget their fear of dynasty and stake their hopes on Robert Francis

Kennedy." /
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SUBJECT CRIME WITHOUT PU^SHMEHT"
To, t

The Special Investigative Division reviewed Chapters 7,

8, 9, 10, 15 and 18 of "Crime Without punishment 11 by Senator John L.
C^ijcClellan. Ou u i? t

—
The following are the highlights of those chapters, a

detailed analysis is attached:

Chapter 7 - Crime Convention at Apalachin Deals with the hoodlum— meeting at Apalachin,
New York, in November, 1957, and indicates that Sergeant Crosswell,
New York State Police, detected this meeting as a result of hTs
extended interest in Joseph Barbara, host for the meeting* This
chapter contends that hoodlum power is growing despite "sporadic"
prosecuting zeal on the part of local, state and Federal authorities.

Chapter 8 = Crime is a Major Industry Contrasts today f s racket
leaders W i-th notorious

hoodlums of the past and contends that modern crime has learned lessons
from the past and has now applied basic business principles to crime
and, therefore, organized crime has grown to be one of the country f s
leading industries* The chapter maintains that today's crime is highly
organized and far more effective than roving gangs of earlier eras.

Chapter 9 - Arson and Murder Were the Weapons

I

\

Deals with criminal
influence in the

restaurant industry in Chicago and the garbage collection industry in

New York. This chapter details the manner in which racketeers bleed
an industry through corruption and extortion in both labor and manage- <v

ment groups. {
?JL? £k&S±:~ x

*

ViOT iiSGOHDED

Brief1^3 $Qtl$ne§62the
Capone era and the

corruption and hoodlum control related thereto. TnfL.appparanrp --of

Joseph Glimco, taxicab king of Chicago, before the Senate Select

Committee is outlined with details of corruption in the Chicago taxi

companies as well as Teamsters locals. Efforts on the part of Dominick

Abato to oust Glimco as bargaining agent for Chicago taxi drivers are

set forth.
'

groups

Chapter 10 - The Taxicab King of Chicago

3v
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Memorandum to Mr. Evans
Re: "Crime Without Punishment"

Chapter 15 - Heads I Win; Tails You Lose Deals with gambling
and uses statistical

information from Uniform Crime Reports of I960. The Director is
quoted as stating the average cost of crime per person is "almost
$130. M The Director actually used the estimate $128. The author
reports that 3.5 billion dollars was expended on on-track betting in
1960 and calls upon various experts to reach the figure that off-track
betting comes to ten times as much, or 35 billion dollars. Same various
experts are quoted as setting the total figure for gambling in the U. S.
annually as 50 billion dollars. He concludes that nearly 5 billion
dollars in taxes are not collected by the U. S* Treasury annually.
He notes that only three Federal gambling stamps were sold in New York
City during 1960 and 1961, whereas 2,600 people were arrested as
bookmakers on two or more occasions.

Chapter 18 - The Crimes that Go Unpunished Recommends formation

commission. The author quotes President Kennedy, while U. S. Senator
in March, 1960, as recommending the formation of a separate Federal
Agency or the expansion of an existing one to deal with the problem
of intelligence gathering on organized criminal activities. Using
this reported recommendation of the President, Senator McClellan
then draws the conclusion that "in other words Senator Kennedy in March,
1960, advocated the formation of a national crime commission ~~."
The Senator then follows by indicating his agreement with Senator
Kennedy and"maintains that the only practical solution to the problem
of maintaining national intelligence on organized crime is a watchdog
agency designed for that particular purpose." He then indicates that
serious crime conditions exist in several localities, particularly
Washington, D. C, and New York City. In utilizing statistics from FBI
Uniform Crime Reports, the Senator has committed one error on page 284
when he states ,fThe figures for 1961 indicate a further rise of
approximately 3.4 per cent over the previous year." The 3.4 per cent
increase in the rate of crime is inaccurate and should be one per cent
for the year 1961.

In the event the Director desires to comment upon Senator
McClellan' s book, it is the recommendation of the Special Investigative
Division that this comment should take the form of a statement such
as that the book has been reviewed with considerable interest and that

any work of this kind which serves to highlight the menace of crime

is certainly in the public interest.

of a national crime

ACTION

-2
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Memorandum
UNITED STATES GOVEBifcfENT t Tolson .

Belmont

Mohr

Casper

TO Mr* DeLoach

c
FROM : M

date: November 7, 1962

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes

Gandy

subject:^mWSHAWK"
BOOK BY CHRISTY.THOMAS.
LA JOLLA,_CALIFORMA

BACKGROUND:

By letter dated 10-7-62, Christy Thomas, LaJolla, California,

invited the Director's attention to his new book, "Newshajvk, " which he said was

shortly to be released by Exposition Press of New York City. He stated it con-

tained a special tribute- to the Director. Thomas indicated that he has followed

tjie Director's career with great interest and admiration through the years.

\ An in-,absence was sent to Mr. Thomas, dated 10-15-62, and
sAp, New York was instructed to obtain a copy of "Newshawk" for submission
to t|ie Bureau. It was noted that Bufiles contained no prior correspondence with

Christy Thomas, who was connected with the Seattle Chamber of Commerce in

the IpWs and 1950% and that while Bufiles contain a number of references to

him, nothing was located of a particularly derogatory nature. It was brought out

that an in-absence reply was being sent since we knew very little about Thomas
and had, no idea of what had been said in the book about the FBI.

The New York Office submitted a copy of "Newshawk" by routing

slip on 10-29-62.

REVIEW OF BOOK:

"Newshawk" is a rather poorly written book relating to the era

|

of the First World War and the years immediately thereafter. It relates to a young
newspaperman named Edward Carpenter, who, in 1915, joins the. staff of "The News,"
a fictional west coast paper located in a fictional metropolis named Western City.

The book is concerned with this reporter's crusade against vice, graft and corruption

in Western City and introduces various characters such as politicians, gangsters

.andFB. Agents. ^ % ^£iMf-^Pl
1 - Central Research h \ .';

N0V13J962
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M. A,

RE:

t
Jones to DeLoach
"NEWSHAWK"
BOOK BY CHRISTY THOMAS
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA

The first 90 pages of the book relate to the herof s struggles to

establish himself as a reporter with "The News" and his "scoojf* in turning up

information to assist Treasury authorities in breaking a narcotics ring in Western

City. Our hero thereafter plunges into a fight against bootlegging and graft in

Western City that takes up the balance of the book. Mentioned prominently through-

out this section are two FBI Agents, "FBI Chief Bird" of the Western City Office

and his associate, "Agent Miller. " The author has Carpenter working with these

FBI men in fighting the bootlegging activities of the Driscoll gang, hoodlums

operating with the protection of the local police.

Carpenter is instrumental in developing an informant who furnishes

information to the Agents concerning the Driscoll operations. This furnishes the

key to an investigation by the FBI which culminates in the smashing of the Driscoll

gang. In addition, the Agents, with the assistance of Carpenter, determine the

identities of police personnel who are accepting payoffs from the Driscolls and

this results in their being convicted for accepting bribes. The FBI, therefore, is

credited with clearing up corruption in Western City and Carpenter wins accolades

in the newspaper world which eventually lead to his appointment as president of a

New York public relations firm.

While the author 1 s knowledge of the jurisdiction of the FBI is woefully

lacking, he is laudatory of the Bureau, stating on page 130 that, "then, as now, the

bureau was under the direction of the Department of Justice. But flT wasn't until

1924 that J. Edgar Hoover came on to reorganize and give it the discipline, training,

outstanding personnel and character it enjoys today. It was Hoover, also, who
introduced new and fixed training standards and replaced the agents of that day with

the smart young lawyers and accountants who helped him bring the FBI to its present
high standing and effectiveness. " This is the only reference to the Director in the

book. This booki:s of little significance and frankly appears to be the type which
would appeal more to children than to adults; however, it puts the FBI in a favorable

light and contains no derogatory references to the Bureau.

The dust cover of this book reflects that the author had a successful

newspaper career as a young man. He left this work to become General Manager
of the Seattle Chamber of Commerce, a post he held for 25 years, and he followed

this with a 12-year stint as President of Christy Thomas and Associates,

Washington, D. C.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information.
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"CRIME WITHOUT PUNISHMENT"
WRITTEN BY SENATOR
JOHN L. MC CLELLAN (D.-Ark.)

SYNOPSIS: AS.

\0
Senator McClellan

'

s recent book "Crime
Punishment" concerning which I

McClelland
has been reviewed.

Without
Z~] Senator

has sought the Director's comments,
rEis book is a chronology of certain of

the hearings held by the McClellan Committee since 1957 into
labor racketeering and crime in general. The material in
the book is presented in a somewhat dull fashion and lacks
cohesiveness and continuity.

The review disclosed that there is certain material
in the book which would make it appear undesirable for the
Director to furnish comments concerning its contents as such
might be construed as an endorsement. Specifically, there are
inaccuracies in the book concerning the FBI, Senator McClellan
engages in criticism of a political nature and, in addition,
urges the creation of a national crime commission.

RECOMMENDATIONS : (2)
HOT

(1) For the reasons set forth aboveu$hgQ^§^M&
Investigative and the Crime Records Divisions feel the Director
should not make any comment concerning the book. Jq^j^4^on,
the Crime Records Division points out that for the Director
to endorse such a book would represent a complete reversal in

policy which we have maintained as an investigative agency
^ ~ ~^~]explain

V;

throughout the years.
to the Senator or
confidence and
to be of

It is recommended that

b6that the Director has complete
faith in Senator McClellan and, of course, is glad hie

assistance at any time. However, he has had to refrain
from endorsing many, many books in the past because of his position
as Director of an investigative agency which does not offer opinions.
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: "Crime Without Punishment

"

(2) The Special Investigative Division agrees that the
Director cannot endorse the book as a whole; nevertheless, feels we
should not turn Senator McClellan down completely but should furnish
to him a statement that the book has been reviewed with considerable
interest and that any work of this kind which serves to highlight
the menace of crime is certainly in the public interest. //;

GENERAL CONTENTS

DETAILS

chronicles certain"Crime Without Punishment" chronifcles certain of the investi-
gations and exposures made by the Senate Select Committee on Improper
Activities in the Labor or Management Field (McClellan Committee)
during the period of its existence from January, 1957, through January,
1960, and subsequently by the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investi-
gations of the Government Operations Committee, and briefly relates
the manner in which Congressional investigational committees operate.
It points out the serious challenge presented by mounting crime and
corruption and calls on all decent citizens for aid and support in
combatting these evils.

Corruption in Labor - It cites numerous instances developed
by the McClellan Committee of looting of union treasuries by various
labor leaders; the lack of democratic procedures in many unions,
including the imposition of lengthy and abusive trusteeships by
International officials in order to grab control of locals for their
own purposes; conflicts of interest on the part of union officials;
and coercion and violence employed by unscrupulous labor leaders to
enforce their demands. Disclosures such as these led to the passage
of the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959, which
was signed into law on September 14, 1959, and which has corrected
many of these abuses. Senator McClellan believes this law is a step
in the right direction but he feels it is inadequate and should
have more teeth.

- 2 -
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Memorandum to Mr* Belmont
Re: "Crime Without Punishment"

James Riddle Hoffa - Although many labor leaders and "goons"
exposed by the Committee are named in the book, the principal one
mentioned throughout is James Riddle Hoffa, President of the Teamsters
Union, an arch foe of Senator McClellan's. Considerable space is
devoted to Hoffa 1 s background and rise in the Teamsters Union, his
close association with hoodlums and ex-convicts within the. union
whom Hoffa has failed to remove from office, and the potential damage
to the country or a given area which could result should an unwarranted
Teamsters Union strike be called.

Hoffa 's plans to have a series of mutual assistance pacts
by which transportation unions will support each other in collective
bargaining proceedings and in the settlement of labor disputes are
set out. In this regard mention is made of the fact that Hoffa has
linked himself through working agreements with such labor leaders as
Harry Bridges (head of the International Longshoremen's and Ware-
housemen's Union) "who has long been regarded as a labor leader whose
sympathies are with the left wing of union activity." McClellan
also reports on a mutual aid pact which Hoffa has signed with the
Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers Union which was expelled from the
CIO in 1950 because of communist control.

Senator McClellan stresses that mutual assistance pacts of
this nature create a frightening possibility since such unions could
compel the nation to submit to whatever arbitrary demands such unions
might choose to make; it constitutes a threat to our internal security
and legislation to make transportation unions subject to Antitrust
laws is recommended.

Organized Crime and Gambling - Mention is made of the
hoodlum meeting at Apalachin, New York, in November, 1957, at the home
of Joseph Barbara and the contention is set forth that hoodlum power
is growing despite "sporadic" prosecuting zeal on the part of local,

state and Federal authorities. The book contrasts today's racket
leaders with notorious hoodlums of the past and contends that modern
crime has learned lessons from the past and has applied basic business
principles to crime; therefore, organized crime has grown to be one

of the country's leading industries. It maintains that today's crime

is highly organized and far more effective than roving gangs of earlier

eras. The restaurant industry in Chicago, Illinois, and the garbage

collection industry in New York City are set out as examples of the
manner in which racketeers bleed an industry through corruption and
extortion in both labor and management groups.

3
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: "Crime Without Punishment"

This book also contains a chapter on gambling which quotes
various experts as setting the total figure for gambling in the
United States annually at 50 billion dollars. McClellan concludes
that nearly 5 billion dollars in taxes are not collected by the U. S.
Treasury annually. He notes that only three Federal gambling stamps
were sold in New York City during 1960 and 1961, whereas 2,600
people were arrested as bookmakers on two or more occasions.

Why Crime has Gone Unpunished - Senator McClellan points out
that many criminals have gone unpunished in the past for a variety
of reasons, such as the operation of the Statute of Limitations,
apathetic or venal officialdom, inadequacy of laws pertaining to
their violations, brilliant legal maneuvering, lack of witnesses
through fear or bribery, cynical use of the Fifth Amendment and dozens
of other factors.

Fifth Amendment Problem - This book deplores the wilful and
flagrant use of the Fifth Amendment which was taken by almost 22 per
cent of the witnesses who appeared before the McClellan Committee,
many of whom obviously took this refuge for the purpose of hindering
and obstructing the Committee's work rather than for fear of incrim-
inating themselves. He states the problem lies in strained and too
liberal interpretation the courts have given the language of the
Fifth Amendment. He calls the use of the Fifth Amendment privilege
today an outstanding example of "crime without punishment" and claims
that under present procedures it can be committed with absolute
impunity.

Strikes at Missile Bases - Senator McClellan also deplores
work stoppages at our missile bases (327 strikes at 22 bases in last
four years caused loss of 162,872 man-days of labor) and resultant
setbacks to our space program which directly benefitted the Soviet
efforts to obtain and hold supremacy in space. These stoppages are
attributed to the actions of some union men in placing their own
greed for money above the country's interests. The Senator recommends
laws to deal with the kind of greed that jeopardizes the safety and
subverts the destiny of the United States.

Violations of Moral and Spiritual Codes - One chapter in

the book does not directly relate to the other portions. It refers
to improper activities of national significance committed in the

.

plain light of day, often in the guise of "benevolence, humanism and

4



Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
"Crime Without Punishment"

welfare," which are beyond the investigative scope of Congressional
committees and within the law as statutes have established it.
Senator McClellan describes these as crimes against the national
interest - violations of the moral and spiritual codes upon which our
nation was founded. In this regard, he calls one of the greatest
crimes of all the fact that the generation that controls the economy
of this nation today and those who have important Government
responsibility are burdening the livelihood and earnings of future
generations with a tremendous and oppressive national debt.

He accuses numerous Government officials and politicians of
irresponsibility and lack of wisdom in fiscal matters. He deplores
deficit spending and recommends that principles of prudence, thrift
and economy should be applied by the architects of our foreign aid
program and by those who give approval of it by legislative action.
He criticizes the past administration of some of our foreign aid
programs and points out that an incredible amount of military and
economic assistance is being given to nations that are ruthlessly
governed by communist dictatorships, such as Poland and Yugoslavia.
Senator McClellan feels we are in danger of losing the battle for
survival as a free and independent people unless we cast aside this
insidious philosophy of living beyond our means.

National Crime Commission - "Crime Without Punishment"
concludes with a recommendation for the formation of a national
crime commission. President Kennedy, while a Senator in March, I960,
is quoted as recommending the formation of a separate Federal Agency
or the expansion of an existing one to deal with the problem of
intelligence gathering on organized criminal activities. Using this
reported recommendation of the President's, Senator McClellan draws
the conclusion that "in other words, Senator Kennedy in March, 1960,
advocated the formation of a national crime commission . ..."

Senator McClellan then follows by indicating his agreement with
Senator Kennedy and maintains that "the only practical solution to the
problem of maintaining national intelligence on organized crime is

a watchdog agency designed for that particular purpose."

REFERENCES TO THE DIRECTOR AND THE FBI

The book mentions the Director and the FBI in several places
and all such references are extremely favorable. In the "Author f s

Note" (page xi) Senator McClellan acknowledges the great assistance

5
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: "Crime Without Punishment"

received by the McClellan Committee from various individuals and
agencies including the Director of the FBI.

Unfortunately, all references to the Bureau in the book
are not completely accurate. The case involving Hoffa 1 s efforts
to bribe New York City attorney John Cye Cheasty to obtain, employment
with the McClellan Committee and pass along information from the
Committee's files to Hoffa is mentioned on pages 22 and 23. It
relates that Cheasty originally reported this matter to Robert F.
Kennedy and "Within a matter of minutes, J. Edgar Hoover of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation was in full charge of the case,
advising us to hire Mr. Cheasty ...." Our files show conclusively
that the Director did not at any time discuss the employment of
Cheasty by the Committee with either Senator McClellan or Robert F.
Kennedy. This point arose during the cross examination of Robert F.
Kennedy on 7/11/57 by Hoffa f s attorney during the trial at which
time he testified that he thought the hiring of Cheasty was
discussed at a conference between the Director and Senator McClellan
on 2/15/57; however, he said he had no absolute recollection of the
conversation. In his testimony before the Court on 7/11/57, Senator
McClellan said he did not recall that he had discussed the matter
of hiring Cheasty with the Director at any time. McClellan said he
was sure the FBI did not suggest to him that Cheasty be hired for
the purpose of making a case and that he, McClellan, made the
decision to hire Cheasty. It is noted Cheasty was sworn in as a

Committee employee on 2/20/57. (58-4044-724)

In further references to this case the book states that at
approximately 11 P.M. on 3/13/57 Hoffa shook hands with Cheasty and
lett in Cheasty 1 s palm a wad of money totalling $2,000 and Hoffa was
immediately arrested by FBI Agents. This also is inaccurate.
Our files show that Hoffa gave Cheasty $2,000 in cash on the occasion
of a meeting at approximately 5:48 P.M. on 3/12/57. Hoffa was not
arrested until the night of 3/13/57 after Cheasty had given Hoffa
material from the Committee's files. (58-4044)

In the chapter which treats on Gambling Senator McClellan
utilizes statistical information from the Uniform Crime Reports of
1960 and quotes the Director as stating that the average annual
cost of crime in America per person is "almost $130 (page 234)

The Director actually used the estimate of $128.

- 6 -
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont
Re: "Crime Without Punishment

"

In the concluding chapter, which recommends formation
of a national crime commission, further figures from the Uniform
Crime Reports are quoted* (page 284) The Senator has committed
another error when he states "The figures for 1961 indicate a
further rise of approximately 3.4 per cent over the previous year."
The 3.4 per cent increase in the rate of crime is inaccurate and
should be 1 per cent for the year 1961.
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SYNOPSIS:

Captioned book/reviewed by Central Research Section. Book deals

with history and development of "sixth column" in United States, which term
is used by author to describe right-wing, anticommunist individuals and
organizations, such as House Committee on Un-American Activities, Senate
Internal Security Subcommittee, American Legion, John Birch Society, and
other "patriotic" groups which have created "age of suspicion, " r. v . Author
admits drawing heavily on material written by Alan Barm, long-time
Washington Post critic of Director and FBI.

Author claims that "sixth column" has unwittingly aided and given
comfort to communist cause and weakened faith in American democracy* Author
claims that "sixth column" has violated traditional American right of free thought
and privacy; that congressional investigating committees imperil our Government;
and that Government's loyalty- security program may lead to establishment of

police state.

.A

Communist threat in United States minimized by author. Director and
FBI disparaged in book, particularly in Chapter X, which is dfevoted wholly to FBI.

Author charges that FBI accumulates and releases questionable information ob-

tained from informants, and criticizes FBI for cooperating with congressional

investigating committees, for maintaining close liaison with American Legion,

and for Director's alleged "smearing" of his critics. Author states that FBI
has not been "conscious part" of "sixth column" but has been exptoited by it and M
diverted from its criminal investigations.
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'
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Bufiles contain no derogatory information concerning author
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DETAILS:

The Author

The Sixth Column, by Roger Burlingame, published in 1962 by J. B.

Lippincott Company, of Philadelphia and New York, has been reviewed by the

Central^Resea^h^Section, .

x , w , ^ - 0

^(Willia^) RogeWBurlingame, according to Who's Who in America, i962-63,

is 73 years old, a native c^New York City, and graduated from Harvard University.

HeUas been a free-lance writer for many years and is the author of a number of

books. He served with the Office of War Information during World War H. Bureau
files contain no derogatory information concerning him*

In his acknowledgments, Burlingame states that he has "leaned most
heavily" on the writings of Alan Barth, of The Washington Post and Times-Heraid

(pp. 11-12). Barth, in his editorial writings, magazine articles, and books has been
consistently and highly critical of the Director, the FBI, congressional investigating

committees, and the Federal loyalty- security program.

Definition and Nature of "Sixth Column"

Burlingame has devised the term "sixth column" to designate right-wing,

t anticommunist individuals and organizations- -notably the House Committee on

I Un-American Activities, Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, American Legion,

! Daughters of the American Revolution, John Birch Society, and other "patriotic" .

tJ groups --which, he claims, have created an "age of suspicion, "

The book traces the history and development of the "sixth column" from
its inception after the Bolshevik Revolution with the initiation of the "red scare"

implemented by the arrests and deportations of subversive aliens in 1919-1920 by

Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer; the hearings of the Dies Committee in the late

1930' s and early 1940 T s; the congressional investigating committee inquiries following

World War H of alleged disloyal Americans in high Government posts; the McCarthy
era of the early 1950 f s; and, finally, the advent in recent years of the John Birch

Society.

Effects of "Sixth Column"

The book details and assesses the past activities and impact of the "sixth

column" and appraises its present and future potential. Burlingame holds that "the

- 1A -
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Sixth Column has not only failed to weaken the communist conspiracy in the

United States; it has not only repeatedly drawn herrings across trails that would have

led enforcement agents to the true spies and conspirators; it has not only done nothing

to encourage counter-espionage in Russia where the control of the conspiracy is

centered; but it has undermined positive American resistance to the Communist
menace, " (p. 107)

Burlingame places much of the blame on congressional investigating com-
mittees. He maintains that "there has been a progressive perversion of the traditional

purposes and rationale of Congressional investigating committees. Many such

committees have, in the past, been extremely useful, and, indeed, necessary to the

proper legislative functions of Congress. But. . . since the focus on communism,
subversion, and un-American conduct, whatever that may mean, investigating com-
mittees have expanded their activities into the realm reserved by the Constitution to

the courts; they have subjected citizens to court procedures while depriving them of

court protection; they have caused the infliction of severe, sometimes fatal, punish-

ment to innocent persons; and they have spread an epidemic of fear that, in braver

times, would have been wholly un-American. " (pp. 89-90)

Loyalty Program

The author contends that the Federal loyalty program has "kept some of the

best men out of government. Talented persons with original ideas which may be
controversial have been reluctant to put themselves in a position to be constantly

spied upon, to subject their reputations to suspicion and potential ruin. From the

very start, a candidate for an important federal post feels that the cards are stacked

against him. The moment such a post is offered him, he is assumed by the guardians
of loyalty to be guilty and must prove his innocence by answers to a cross-examination
which is designed to trap him. " (p. 108)

American Legion

The American Legion, according to the author, has done the country a

grave disservice. A review of the Legion's history, he says, "reveals a series of

episodes in which, in the name of patriotism, it has forcibly interrupted free speech
and, by pressure implying the threat of violence, has subverted the freedom of the

press. It has more than once forced the; resignation or discharge of teachers who
had the courage of their convictions and spoke their minds in the cause of peace and
it has purged schools of their textbooks. " (p. 62)

John Birch Society

The John Birch Society is treated with scorn by Burlingame. "That it has
helped the Communist cause, " he writes, "has been stated in the Russian press. It

has accused a Republican President and his Secretary of State of treason. It has

- 2 -
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adopted the devices of a secret society so that its true intentions have been veiled.

If, indeed, the John Birch Society were organized in Moscow and maintained by

Russian support and funds, this would well accord with some of its chiefs (Robert

Welch) own indiscreet pronouncements/ 1

(pp. 214-215)

Director and FBI

The book is replete with references to the Director and the FBI, and one

chapter (Chapter X) is devoted entirely to the FBI. Virtually all references are

disparaging.

Early History

In outlining the origin and history of the FBI, Burlingame uses an excerpt

I from the book, The Federal Bureau of Investigation, by Max Lowenthal, long-time

! bitter critic of the FBI, to the effect that the enforcement of the Mann (White Slave

It Traffic) Act, enacted in 1910, caused the transformation of the FBI from a r,modest

) agency" of the Department of Justice into a Mnationa^j«cogni2ed institution.

"

/ (pp. 147-148)

According to Burlingame, cooperation of the public with the FBI began

I

during the enforcement of the Mann Act when "letters by the thousands poured in"

accusing individuals of violating the law. This started the Bureau's dossiers, which
were greatly expanded when World War I came and "informers told of spies and

disloyal citizens. " (p. 150)

(The FBI is accused by the author of planting undercover agents provocateurs
in the Communist Party and the Communist Labor Party during the period of

Attorney General Palmer's "red raids" of January, 1920. (p. 29)

The 15 years to the outbreak of World War n were described by Burlingame

I

as the "heyday of the FBI's career," when it established its reputation for efficiency

in tracking down kidnapers, bank robbers, and hijackers. There was little criticism
of the FBI in all this time, he notes, and it became "the object of almost universal

( adulation" which "disturbed" the late Senator George W. Norris. (pp. 150-151)

Change in Functions

The first change in the FBI's functions of detecting criminals and investi-
gating violations of Federal statutes, according to Burlingame, came at the start of

World War n in September, 1939, when President Roosevelt authorized the FBI to

investigate matters relating to espionage, counter-espionage, subversive activities,

and violations of the neutrality laws. (p. 151)

- 3 -
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"From then on, M he says, "the bureau 1 s professional detectives co-operated

with the amateur detectives in the Congressional investigating committees and
subcommittees; and in the years that followed, there was increasing relaxation of

the rules against leaks and evaluations. Much of this was inevitable. Some of the

disclosures of material in the bureau1 s files were necessary and even desirable in

the interest of justice as, for example, in the Judith Coplon case. . . But the fringe

damage in this and other cases, due to the indiscriminate filing of facts, rumors,
and gossip, was very great. Here the rule against evaluations—often extremely
useful in the earlier criminal work of the bureau—turned out to be a cause of

character assassination of innocent individuals. " (p. 151)

Harry Dexter White Case

Former Attorney General Herbert Brownell and the Director are accused

of "exhuming, " in 1953, the case of the late Harry Dexter White, which had been

disposed of several years before by the refusal of a Federal grand jury to indict

White and by White's appearance before the House Committee on Un-American
Activities in which he denied any communist connections. But the White case,

Burlingame asserts, was "too potent politically" to be allowed to rest and it was
used in an effort to show that the two preceding Democratic administrations had been

soft on communism, (pp. 184-186)

Dr. Edward U. Condon Case

The treatment given Dr. Edward U. Condon, director of the National

Bureau of Standards, by the House Committee on Un-American Activities was termed
by Burlingame as "the most cynical performance" in the history of that Committee.

The charge against him was that Condon appeared to be "one of the weakest links in our

atomic security. " (pp. 108-109)

The author criticizes the Committee's report on Condon which quoted a
latter sent to Secretary of Commerce Averell Harriman by the FBI in May, 1947,

setting forth derogatory information about Condon taken from the FBI's "supposedly

secret files." This information indicated that Condon had been "in contact as late

as 1947" with an individual alleged to have engaged in Soviet espionage activities.

Thus, "by giving to the world its confidential file material, " the FBI "got in on the

act" (pp. 109-110)

Loyalty Program

According to Burlingame, Executive Order 9835, which launched the
Government loyalty program, "permitted the FBI to throw a monkey wrench into the

machinery which would render the entire Loyalty Program impotent to administer

- 4 -



justice" by reason of denial of the right of due process. This was brought about by

the fact that it is an essential regulation of the FBI that its files must be kept

confidential; hence, it is unable to give the source or produce the informer of any

derogatory information. The author says that the FBI gathers all sorts of

information and that our rule is not to evaluate the material in our files. However,
he claims that "there have been cases in which spokesmen for the bureau have

admitted screening its witnesses. While the rule holds, however, leaks from the

files which are given publicity and so are subject to reckless evaluation by the public

may be exceedingly dangerous. " (pp. 134-136)

Senator Olin Johnston

How an. "extremist" exploited statements made by the Director is shown by

the author in an incident involving Senator Olin Johnston, of South Carolina. Johnston,

in a speech in Congress in 1960, spoke of communist infiltration of the Negroes. To
support his claim of communist influence among Negroes, Johnston cited portions of

a statement issued by the Director on the 17th national convention of the Communist
Party, USA, and from Masters of Deceit concerning communist attempts to penetrate

Negroes. But Johnston, the author points out, conveniently neglected to quote further

from the same sources to the effect that the Communist Party has been unsuccessful

in winning over the Negroes, thus leaving the impression that, according to the

Director, the Negroes have been "corrupted" by the communists, (pp. 204-207)

American Business Consultants

An effort is made by Burlingame to connect the FBI with American
Business Consultants, which was formed in 1947 by a group of former FBI agents

for the purpose of warning employers against persons suspected of communist

affiliations. It first issued a newsletter called Counterattack, "a publication which

could be prepared only by men familiar with the FBI files. Leaks which occurred

through this medium were hard to spot, as they were usually presented in the form
of innuendo, suggesting that named persons were being watched by the FBI without

revealing the specific accusations in the dossiers. " (pp. 151-152)

The publishers of Counterattack issued in 1950, a little book called

Red Channels , in which were listed the names of persons in show business with "a

notation accompanying each name of the number of times it had been cited by the FBI

or an Un-American Activities committee. As no accusation was made, the resulting

character assassination was done by innuendo. " (p. 152)

Burlingame contends that American Business Consultants has done much

to encourage the growth of a vigilante spirit in the United States, (p. 152)

- 5 -
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Late Senator George W. Norris

One of the great handicaps to the FBI, says Burlingame, "according to

the late George William Norris who spoke much about the organization on the floor

of the Senate, was the almost universal hero-worship accorded it and its Director;

a condition not unassisted by the releases from its unofficial public relations staff. "

Burlingame quotes from a speech Norris delivered in the Senate in which he

expressed the fear that adulation and praise of the FBI might lead to its transforma?

tion into a secret police, (p. 158)

Reasons for Criticism of Director and FBI

According to the author, the Director has managed, as a result of the

FBIf s work in the 1920f s and 1930f s, to become "a national hero 11 and "the Number
One detective. " In view of this, Burlingame poses the question as to why there has

been such "bitter criticism of the FBI by such careful and thorough students"as

the late Senator Norris. Alan Barth
r
Max Lowenthal , the late Bernard DeVoto

,

and many others who felt that it had"played a part in tha subversion of traditional

American ideals?

"Looking back, we may see a sequence of errors which have hurt the

FBI's prestige. Its first mistake was in inviting the co-operation of the public.

As soon as it encouraged informers, it began an accumulation of gossip, rumors,

malicious accusations, and irresponsible charges which became embedded in its

celebrated 'files. * Although it disclaimed evaluation of this dossier material and

ruled that it should be kept strictly confidential, it was inevitable that there should

be leaks. Also, when challenged, employees of the bureau were sure to maintain

that it had screened the informers.

"Second, the bureau was diverted from its original purpose of

investigating criminals by the spy hunts in which it co-operated with Congressional

investigating committees, to inquire, not into criminal acts but into subversive

beliefs. In the initial instances of this, Congress, not the FBI, was at fault. In

time, however, the FBI seemed only too glad to give its information to any

committee that was engaged in an exposure of espionage. Third, it allowed itself

to be drawn into a close liaison with the American Legion and other societies of

super-patriots. Finally, the Director angrily resented even the most legitimate

criticism of himself and of his bureau and repeatedly implied that such criticism

was Communist-inspired. " (pp. 149-150)

Director Criticized

The author criticizes the Director for not being above "smearing" his

critics by equating them with communists or fellow travelers. "But this sort of
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imputation is, of course, a familiar Sixth Column tactic and Mr. Hoover, more
than most people, should repudiate it. If such vindictive retorts are avoided, if

less is done to cultivate the already almost pathological adoration of the bureau
than in the past, the truly great achievements for which it deserves all credit will,

in the future, not be obscured by behavior which, to say the least of it, is not

wholly adult. " (pp. 159-160)

"Most of the FBI's critics insist on the Director's personal integrity as

well as on his remarkable capacity for handling the most difficult and stubborn

criminal cases. Nevertheless, one might wish that there were less showmanship
connected with Hoover's office or that the Director would appear less frequently

and theatrically before the public in person, through the radio, the newspapers,

and signed magazine articles which read like the most sensational mystery stories.

It in no way impugns Mr. Hoover's honesty to wish, in short, to see -him show more
of the quiet dignity and the discreet silence one associates with Scotland Yard of

London." (pp. 155-156)

Books by Director

The book, Persons in Hiding, is characterized by Burlingame as "good

of its kind and interesting though its effectiveness is not reflected in the statistics

on juvenile delinquency. " (p. 158)

Of Masters of Deceit , he says that this book "is an extremely careful

analysis of communism with more attention to the Marxist- Leninist philosophy

and its progress in Russia than to the plots of the American Communist Party. "

(p. 158)

Damned with Faint Praise

To give his book a specious semblance of objectivity, Burlingame makes
a few- -but precious few- -commendatory statements concerning the FBI, but even

then he cannot resist injecting criticism. Only once does he unreservedly laud

the FBI, and that is when he says "the FBI did one of the great jobs of its career"

in running down the Nazi saboteurs in 1942. (p. 104) Elsewhere, however, he

invariably mixes praise with criticism.

The FBI, "though it sometimes violates its own rules and allows

congressional committees to intimidate it into unwise disclosures, is nonetheless

competent to pursue and catch spies employed by foreign governments: that is what

it is for, what it has the machinery and equipment to do, and what it has successfully

done in the most urgent of the spy cases. It would be good if the FBI could plug the

leaks by which its own information gets out (as in the Condon case) and the craqks

in its foundation through which committee members peer and occasionally crawl.

Unfortunately its own over- zealous director shares the committee's estimate of

the value of publicity. " (pp. 117-118) /
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A number of Soviet spies, he says, have been uncovered after "extremely

skillful work by the FBI, assisted by state and local police It is probable that

many others would have been discovered and punished but for the diversions

practiced by Congressional committees or by Attorney Generals with partisan

political motives, who were bemused by klieg lights and television cameras. If

the FBI were left alone to do its proper job, it would do a good one, but when it

is dragged into committee hearings and its incomplete and unevaluated files exposed

to public view- -perhaps in the midst of some hot pursuit- -there is a chance the

real criminals will escape. " (p. 196)

FBI Tool of "Sixth Column"

Burlingame states that the FBI '*was never a conscious part of the

Sixth Column. It was merely a tool—often an unwilling or reluctant one--of the

Sixth Column which operated in Congress, in the loyalty boards or in private

organizations. Unhappily, it was used by the Sixth Column not in detecting criminal

acts or in the pursuit of their perpetrators, but in the investigation of beliefs and

associations- -investigations which invaded the freedom of the mind " (p. 151)

/
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^P[n tin; higher ranges of Secret Service work the actual facts

in many canes wcr<! in every ropect equal to tlie tiioH fantastic

invent inn^ of romance anil melodrama. Tangle w ithin tangle,

1 » 1 < * t ami cnuuter-plt»l, rus-e ami trt'iirlion, cross and double'
crops', true agent. t'al*e a«i'iit, double agent., gold and steeJ, the
lximb, the dagger and ihe firing |>art\. were interwoven in

many n texture so intricale as to he incredible aitd \et true.

Tin* Chief and the High Officers of the Secret Service revelled
in the.-e subterranean labyrinth*, and pursued their task with
cold and silent pas-ion,*

Sir Winston Churchill in * Thoughts and Adventures/

By IAN FLEMING
Ian l leminn

IN THIS ERA of the anti-hero,
when anyone on a pedestal is

assaulted (how has Nelson sur-
vived?), unfashionably and
obstinately I have my heroes.
Being a second son. I dare say
lhi3 all started from hero-wor-
shipping my elder brother Peter,
whr had lo become head of the
family, at the age of ten. when
cut father was killed in 1917.

But the habit stayed with me,
and I now. naively no doubt,
n;.\c a miscellaneous cohort of

lu-iocs, horn the Queen and the
Duke ot Edinburgh through Sir

Winston Churchill and on down-
winds to niany Other Ranks,
who would be surprised if they
knew how much I admired them
tor such old-fashioned virtues as

courage, fortitude, and service

to a cause or a country. I suspect
- I hope -that 99.9 per cent, of

the population of these islands

has heroes in their family or out-

side. 1 am convinced they arc
necessarv companions through
life.

High «.p on my list is qne of
the great secret agents of the last

war who. at this moment, allow-
ing for the time factor, will be
silting at a loaded desk in a

small study in an expensive
apartment block bordering the
East River in New York.

It is not an inspiring room—

-

ranged bookcases, a copy ot the
Annigoni portrait of the Queen,
the Cecil Beaton photograph
of Churchill. autographed. a
straightforward print of General
Donovan, two Krieghoffs. com-
fortably placed boxes of stale

cigarettes, and an automatic tele-

phone recorder that clicks from
time to time and shows a light,

and into which, exasperated. [

used to speak indelicate
limericks until asked to desist
to spare the secretary, who tran-
scribes the calls, her blushes.
The telephone number is un-

'.. .-r-f. Tire- cable aJdttSi, as
during the war, is intrepid. A
panelled bur leads off the study,
and then a bathroom. My fre-

quent complaints about the
exiguous bar of Lux have proved
fruitless. The occupant expects
one to come to see him with
clean hands.

People often ask me how
closely the " hero " of my
thrillers, James Bond, resembles
a true, live secret agent. To
begin with. James Bond is not in

fact a hero, but an efficient and
not very attractive blunt instru-
ment in the hands of govern-
ment, and though he is a meld
of various qualities I noted
among Secret Service men and
commandos in the last war. he
remains, of course, a highly

romanticised \ersion of the true
spy. The real thing, who may
be sitting next to you as you
read this, is another kind of
beast altogether.

We know, for instance, that
Mr Somerset Maugham and Sir
Compton Mackenzie were spies
in the first world war, and we
now know, from Mr Montgomery
Hyde's " The Quiet Canadian."
that Major-General Sir Stewart
Menzies, K.C.B., K.C.M.G..
D.S.O., M.C a member of
White's and the St. James's,
formerly of Eton and the Life
Guards, was head of the Secret
Service in the last war—news
which will no doubt cause a
delighted shudder to run down
the spines of many fellow-
members of his clubs and of his
local hunt.

But the man sitting alone
now in his study in New York
is so much closer to the spy
of fiction, and yet so far re-
moved from James Bond or
" Our Man in Havana," that only
the removal of the cloak of
anonymity he has worn since
19-10 allows us to realise to our
astonishment that men of super
qualities can exist, and that such
men can be super-spies and, by
any standard, heroes.

Such a man is " the Quiet
Canadian." otherwise Sir William
Stephenson, M.C, D.F.C., known
throughout the war to his
subordinates and friends, and to
the enemy, as " Little Bill."
To strip him to his bare and

formidable bones, he *vas born
on January 11, 1896, at the junc-
tion of the Assiniboine and Red
Rivers, just outside Winnipeg,
where the Scottish Highlanders
established the first British
settlement in the name of the
Hudson's Bay Company towards
the end of the Napoleonic Wars.
It was from one of these early
Scottish settlers that *' Little
iiiii

' ; was descended. He was
good at mathematics and boxing,
but before he could choose a
career it was August, 1914, and
he went straight from school
into the Royal Canadian Engi-
neers, and was commissioned
before his nineteenth birthday.

In 1915 he was badly gassed
and invalided back to England,
but during his convalescence he
was seized by the flying bug and
in the Royal Flying Corps. By
the time he was shot down (in
error by the French) he was
credited with twenty German
planes, including that of Lothar
von Richthofen, brother of the
famous German ace. These
exploits earned him the M.C,
D.F.C. and the Croix de Guerre
with Palm.
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Before he was shot down and
captured by the Germans (he
escaped, of course, from
Holzminden), in his spare time,
and fighting for the R.F.C.. he
won the Amateur Lightweight
Championship of the World (he
retired from the ring, undefeated,
in 1923).

After the war, having built up
1 bit of capital, he went into
business for himself in various
technical companies, for one of
which he invented a new system
for the transmission of radio pic-
tures and for another of which,
in 1934, he entered the winning
aircraft in the King's Cup air

race. In the City of London he
will be particularly remembered
for his connection with Sound
City Films, Earl's Court, Alpha
Cement and Pressed Steel, and
it was through private intelli-

gence work in Germany con-
nected with the latter that he
wa*- able to give his old friend
Winston Churchill the figure of
a German expenditure on arma-
ments amounting to
£800 million annually. This
figure was used by Churchill in

a Parliamentary question to

Neville Chamberlain and was not
denied by the latter.

*' Little Bill " developed his

sources of intelligence in Scan-
dinavia and Germany, and it was
quickly arranged that the fruit

of these should be passed to the
Secret Service with which, from
then on. he became ever more
closely associated, until he was
appointed—by the then Colonel
Menzies—Head of the British
Secret Service for all . the
Americas, In the end it was
Churchill who gave him his
marching orders. Churchill told
him. " Your duty lies there. You
must go." He went.

Well, that is the man who
became one of the great secret
appnts of the last wsr, arjti «.

would be a foolish person who
would argue his credentials; lo
which I would add, from my own
experience, that he is a man of
few words and has a magnetic
personality and the quality of
making anyone ready to follow
him to the ends of the earth. (He
also used to make the most
powerful Martinis in America
and serve them in quart glasses.)

I first met him in 1941 when
I was on a plain-clothes mission
to Washington with my chief,
Rear-Admiral J. H. Godfrey,
Director of Naval Intelligence,
the most inspired appointment to
this office since " Blinker '* Hall,
because, when the days were dark
and the going bleak, he worked
so passionately, and made his
subordinates do the same, to win
the war. Our chief business was
with i he American Office of
Naval Intelligence, but we quickly
came within the orbit of *' Little
Bill " and of his American team-
mate. General " Wild Bill

"

Donovan (Congressional Medal
of Honour), who was subse-
quently appointed head of the
O.S.S., the first true American
Secret Service.

This splendid American, being
almost twice the size of Stephen-
son, though no match for htm,
I would guess, in unarmed com-

IN'
SILHOT

V\ I L L/IVA M STEPHENSON
arrived inc; r^ew^ -Y,6rit towards
ihe middle of 1940, entrusted
by the Chief of the Secret
Intelligence Service in London
with the task of collecting
information on enemy activi-
ties aimed against the continu-
ance of Britain's war effort and
planning appropriate counter-
measures. He was also invited by
Mr Churchill, who had just be-
come Prime Minister, to exert his
efforts among his business and
other contacts in the United
States to help Britain in her hour
of desperate need with essential
supplies, and likewise to do all

he could to promote a climate
of public opinion favourable toj
American intervention on the|
side of Britain.

Stephenson had been quick tol
realise that the mere collection
of secret intelligence of cnemy|
activities would be quite inade-
quate in the prevailing situation,
and that other secret activities.]
particularly of an offensive!
nature, would have to be under-
taken. This involved the co-
ordination of a number of func-
tions falling within (he jurisdic-|
tion of different Governmentl
departments in London, such as|
the Ministries of Information,
Economic Warfare, Supply and|
War Transport, and the Intelli-
gence branches of the Armedl
Forces, all of which Stephensonl
represented in his official capa-
city. Hence the name British
Security. Gq^grdinjtipn

.J^E*S.G

.

by"vwhich Kil^^irgjinisa tibn was
I

officially known.
In the penetration of enemy|

and unfriendly diplomatic mis-
sions in the Western Hemisphere!
and the discovery of their secret
codes and ciphers, B.S.C was
particularly adept, as also in the
delicate operation of discrediting
their staff members through their
individual indiscretions. Stephen-
son's discoveries' of this kindl
a.nuug viic Vichy ~Fi encf i repre-
sentatives in the* United States!
were passed on to President
Roosevelt, who considered them
"the best bed-time story" he
had read since the last war. This|
is what happened.

Enter Cynthia
While preparing to expose the]

Vichy Embassy's undercover
|

activities in the United States,
Stephenson determined to pene-
trate the Embassy itself. Credit
for the successful accomplish-
ment of this objective belongs in
large measure to a woman agent
whom he recruited to the B.S.C,
organisation in its early days. As
a product of British intelligence,
her achievement was to prove of
incalculable value to -the Allied
war effort.

Not only did she secure the
texts en clair of nearly all the
telegrams despatched from and
received by the Vichy Embassy,
but she was also instrumental in
obtaining the key to both the
French and the Italian naval
ciphers, which enabled the British
Admiralty to read for the re-

mainder' of the war all the
relevant cablegrams, radiograms
and fleet-signals which were
intercepted in code or cipher.

As her story unfolds, it will
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intellectual, and that the dis-

covery of her bodily charms came
later. That she was physically
vci) iittractive cannot be
doubted.

But she had many other
qualities. She was widely
l ravel ted and understood well
the psychology of Europeans.
She possessed a keen, incisive
brain and was an accurate
reporter. She was extremely
courageous, being often willing
and even anxious to run risks
whijh her British employers
woald not permit. Her
security was irreproachable
and her loyalty to her employers

j complete. She was not greedy
for money, but greedy only to
fserve a cause in which she
.believed. In fact, she was paid
a small salary which represented
little more than her living ex-
jpenses. The worth of her ser-
vices could not be assessed in
(monetary figures.

For the purpose of this narra-
Itive she is called Cynthia, which
was not her real name. And lest
(anyone reading ihese lines should
thi k that she is in any sense the

of my imagination, \

must make it clear that I myself
had the pleasure of her' acquaint-
ance at this period, but not in
the manner enjoyed by some of
her professional clients.

For example, I still retain a
vivid recollection of walking
along Madison Avenue, New
York, with her one afternoon in
late August, ,1941, and seeing the
announcement on the news
posters that Laval had been shot
and wounded in an attempt on
his life in France. Having
bought a newspaper we
adjourned to an hotel nearby
where she was living and dis-
cussed the question of what
might happen should Laval suc-
cumb to his injuries.

Deeply in love
Cynthia's first major assign-

ment, in the winter of 1940-41,
was to obtain the Italian naval
ciphers from the Italian Embassy
in Washington. She began by
securing an introduction to the
Naval Attache. Admiral Alberto
Lais, whom she lost no time in
cultivating assiduously.

He responded to her charms
in the manner she desired, and
soon—within a few weeks of
their first meeting— he imagined
himself deeply in love with her.
As a result she was able to do
with him virtually what she
pleased. In retrospect, it seems
almost incredible that a man of

One of the naval cipher books that Cjntliia's charms
spirited out of the Vichy French Embassy in Washington

shortly before the North African landings.

ol Stephenson's experts in
Washington. and the results
immediately despatched to
London.

In spite of the blow it re-
ceived from the British Fleet Air
Arm in its main base at Taranto
in November, 1940, the Italian
naval force in the Mediterranean
at this period was considerable,
consisting of six battleships, in-
cluding two mounting 15-inch
guns, nineteen modern cruisers
and 120 destroyers and torpedo-
boats, besides over a hundred
submarines. Numerically it was
far superior to Admiral Cunning-
ham's Mediterranean Fleet,
which was based on Alexandria.

There is no doubt that
Cunningham found the intelli-

gence of the Italian fleet move-
ments obtained from the naval
ciphers of immense advantage in
making his own fleet disposi-
tions. For example, the major
movement of the Italian fleet to-
wards the Aegean in the latter
part of March, 194 1, was
correctly anticipated with the aid
of the ciphers, and resulted in a
resounding British naval victory
off Cape Matapan which put the
greater part of the Italian fleet

out of action for the rest of the
year.

Fond farewell
For some time after securing

bid him farewell. One consisted
of his wife and children—the
other merely of Cynthia, who
stood alone some distance away.
The besotted Admiral spent his
final minutes with her.

In the following month
Cynthia was instructed to con-
centrate her attention upon the
Vichy Embassy in Washington.
Posing as a newspaper woman
and accompanied by a female
assistant, she called at the
Embassy to keep an appointment
which she had made for a Press
interview with Gaston Henry-
Haye. the Vichy Government's
first Ambassador.

At first the two women sat for
a time with a senior member of
the Embassy staff who talked to
them while they were waiting for
Henry-Haye. For the purposes

of this narrative he will be called
Captain Bestrand. He talked to
the two visitors for nearly an
hour, and by the end of that
time Cynthia knew that she had
achieved her first objective. As
the gallant Captain escorted them
to the Ambassador's office, he
expressed the wish to see her
again.

The two newspaper women had
a long " off-the-record ** discus-
sion, with the Ambassador. He
was neither reticent nor unduly
cautious. The occasion seemed
to him to be a useful one for
communicating to the American
public some of his anti-British
feelings. He talked on and
seemed in no hurry to finish the
Press conference, perhaps as a
result of Cynthia's soothing
influence.

Very soon Captain Bestrand
was completely infatuated and
under her control, just as the
Italian Admiral had been.
Bestrand was married but was
at an age perhaps when the
chance of a new conquest
beckoned strongly. While he
enjoyed the confidences of the
Ambassador possibly more than
any other member of his staff,

nevertheless Bestrand despised
Henry-Haye as a parvenu and a
bourgeois and thought that he
himself, with his superior culture
and family connections, would
have made a better and more
appropriate Ambassador.

A 'confession'
Like many Frenchmen at this

time he expressed a hatred of
Laval, and in so doing gave
Cynthia an opportunity of which
she made good use. Gradually,
under the guidance of her em-
ployers, she stimulated Best-
rand's feelings against Laval, and
as her personal influence with
the Captain increased, she per-
suaJ;d hirr. to talk more nr-.d.

more about Vichy affairs. Soon
he was answering prepared ques-
tions and giving valuable in-
formation about Vichy's under-
ground activities in the United
States.

In July, 1941, the Vichy
Government decided to abolish
Bestrand's post in the Embassy.
However, Henry-Haye retained
Bestrand as a member of the
Embassy staff, since he fc*und
him useful, and he paid hit
small salary out of his secret
funds.

This substantial cut in Best-
rand's income occurred at a
psychologically opportune
moment. Cynthia made a " con-
fession " to her lover. She told
him that she was an agen t of the
United States UoverhnTent and

Continued on next page
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would guess, in unarmed com-

bat, became known as "Big

Bill," and the two of them, in

absolute partnership and with

Mr Edgar Hoover of the F.B.I,

as a formidable full-back, became

the scourge of the enemy

throughout the Americas.

As a result of that first meet-

ing with these three men, the

D.N.I. reported most favourably

on our Secret Service tie-ups with

Washington, and "Little Bill,"

from his highly mechanised eyrie

in the Rockefeller Centre and

his quiet apartment in Dorset

House, was able to render in-

numerable services to the Royal

Navy that coulu not have been

asked for, let alone executed,

through the normal channels.

Bill Stephenson worked himself

almost to death during the war,

carrying out undercover operations

and often dangerous assignments

(they culminated with the

Gouzenko case that put Fuchs in

the bag) that can only be hinted

at in the fascinating book that Mr

Montgomery Hyde has, for some

reason, been allowed to write-

the first book, so far as I know,

about the British secret agent

whose publication has received

official blessing.

"Little Bill" was awarded the

Presidential Medal of Merit, and I

think he is the only non-American

ever to receive this highest honour

for a civilian. But it was surely

the "Quiet Canadian's" supreme

reward, as David Bruce (today

American Ambassador to the

Court of St, James's, but in those

days one of the most formidable

secret agents of the O.S.S.) records,

that when Sir Winston Churchill

recommended Bill Stephenson for

a knighthood he should have

minuted to King George VI, " This

one is dear to my heart."

It seems that other and far

greater men than me also have

their heroei,

As her story unfolds, it will

become apparent that her

peculiar feminine charms were

the real instrument of her suc-

cess. And yet, remarkably

enough, she had no very obvious

sexual allure. She was neither

beautiful nor even pretty in the

conventional sense, although she

had pleasing blonde hair, She

was tall, with rather prominent

features, and always appeared

well dressed. There was cer-

tainly nothing about her which

suggested that her virtue was

easy. She was a pleasant com-

panion, for she was intelligent

and talked well — or rather

listened well. She had a soft,

soothing voice which doubtless

in itself inspired confidences. It

may be that her appeal to her

victims was in the first place

As a result sue was auie to qo

with him virtually what she

pleased. In retrospect, it seems

almost incredible that a man of

his experience and seniority, who

was by instinct, training and con-

viction, a patriotic officer, should

have become so drugged by

passion as to be willing to work

against the interests of his own

country to win a woman's

favours. But that is what

happened.

As soon as she had him where

she wanted, Cynthia came

straight to the point. She told

the \dmiral that she wished to

have copies of the naval cipher.

Astounding as it may appear, he

agreed without apparent demur

to assist her and the cipher

books were produced. Photo-

static copies were made by one
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fond farewell

For some time after securing

the ciphers, Cynthia continued to!

meet Admiral Lais and was also

able to learn details of other

Axis plans in the Mediterranean,

Finally she was responsible for

his enforced departure from the

United States,

In the spring of 1941, Admiral

Lais devised a plan to sabotage

Italian merchant ships lying in

American ports, Fortunately he

revealed to Cynthia how he had

directed that the machinery of

five of the ships at Norfolk,

Virginia, should be put out of

commission, and she immediately

reported what she had learned.

Stephenson thereupon caused the

information to be conveyed to

the United States Office of Naval

Intelligence. Although it was

too late to stop most of the

vessels
' from being damaged,

further serious sabotage was pre-

vented.

All the ships were then seized

by the American Government, as

well as a number of German

vessels which had likewise been

sabotaged by their crews, Both

the Italian and German Govern-

ments protested at the American

action, but on April 3, 1941, the

State Department returned

strong replies. At the same time

Cordell Hull informed the Italian

Ambassador, Prince Colonna,

that his Naval Attache' was

persona non grata and requested

his immediate recall. The

Ambassador had no alternative

but to comply.

Admiral Lais never suspected

Cynthia. As he was about to go

on board the vessel which was

to take him back to Italy, two

parties were on the quayside to

IB. to dinner. Poor Ann- short note,

ril get the wine . . . she'll get the food. But what

frfFish'MeatorPoultryfWhichwme?

Nothing b.t the best for J.B. ... and ,t must be

right...ah,yes,Liebfraumilch.
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CONTINUING

INTREPI
suggested that, in return for a
cash consideration, Bcstrand
should pass her information
about Embassy affairs. She
pointed out that this was the
only possible course for a
patriotic Frenchman like himself

received a message from London
asking him to endeavour
obtain the French naval ciphei
which was used not only
Vichy naval attaches serving
foreign missions but also by th

fleet commanders. Plans wer
and the only way to defeat Laval beginning to take shape for
and the Germans.

Bestrand agreed, and from
then on information flowed into
Stephenson's office from the
Vichy Embassy. This eventually
embraced every happening of im-
portance and every current out-

i going and incoming telegram,
I

together with those of older date.
Acting on instructions Cynthia

also asked Bestrand lo write a
daily report of what went on in

,
the Embassy, and these detailed
reports filled in many gaps by
supplying necessary background
and enabling certain telegrams to

Allied invasion of North Afric;

and it was of the ulmoh
importance for the Britis.

Admiralty to be able to folloi

the signals sent by the Ministr
of Marine in Vichy to the flee

in TouJon and the North Africa
ports, so that those conccrne
could be kept informed of th
ships' intended movements.

Cynthia was instructed
approach her friend Captai
Rest rand. She promptly did
and Bestrand was flabbergaste
by her suggestion. He said
was an impossible task, as accc

be more easily understood. This to the code room was severe
daily newsletter relaL'd the par- restricted. The room was alwa
ticulars of all the Ambassador's
appointments and the results of
the interviews he gave

Greatest challenge
1 The telegrams indicated what

j

Stephenson had long suspected,
I
namely, that the Ambassador

j
and his Naval Attache were en-

!
gaged in collecting intelligence

I to the detriment of the British

j
war effort for transmission to

[Vichy. For example, on June 15.
1 1941. the Naval Attache des-
patched a telegram, counter-
signed by Henry- Have, to

Admiral Darlan, the anti-British
Minister of Marine in Vichy,
giving htm information (for

which he had apparently asked)
of the location of those British

locked and the telegrams we
taken by the Embassy Counscll
in person to the code room.

*' Do you mean that even
haven't access to that room
Cynthia asked.

" Hardly anybody has," Be
rand said. '* At one time
Naval Attache used to go th

more often than seemed ncc<
sary, just out of curiosity. 1

Ambassador himself sent him
note forbidding any more vis

to the code room."
" What about night tnr|

Do they work all night?"
" No. but the room is carefi

guarded at all times
Foreign Affairs Ministry rcccn
sent instructions that

permanent watchman should

warships which had come into on duty at nights and on holid

American dockyards for rent,

Like all the other telegrams,
the signal was handed over in its

deciphered form. Cynthia was
shortly to be asked to obtain the
naval cipher in which the signals
were sent. This was to prove
the biggest challenge and the
most spectacular feat in her
career as an intelligence agent.

In March, 1942, Stephenson

to guard the whole of

Embassy premises."
" How big arc the cip

books?" continued Cynthia.
*' So big." Bestrand answc

" that if anybody could smu
them out their absence \n oulc

noticed at once."
Cynthia then asked al

Benoit. the Chief of Codes.
" He is a bear who has t
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APiO - Orient ship leaves England
every month (except June) for Ceylon,
Malaya, Hong Kong and Japan. You
can explore and plunder a jewel-box of
fabulous ports along the way.

ADEN—An awesome desert of sun-

scorched rock. Famous free port; bar-

gains in cameras, watches, binoculars
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harbour, launch to and from the ship.
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And on to YOKOHAMA (Tokyo half
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are Port Said, Penan*? and Bombay
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Life at sea
Sunshine all the way, good service, good
food, good company. Everything on the
voyage out East conspires to give you
the best holiday you've ever had.

Plenty of deck space gives room for

sunning and sporting. Deck cjuoits and
tennis for the more energetic, and, of
course, every ship has its open-air

swimming pool.
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horse racing, parties— there's always
plenty to do in the evenings aboard. Or
you can sip a quiet drink in one of the

ship's several bars.

Go shopping! There's everything from
hairpins to transistor radios in the ship's

shop. You're bound to want something
a little out of the ordinary on the voyage.
Try and catch them out!

How much—and when ?

There is a wide range of First Class
accommodation from £273 single. £492
return to Japan. For those with a budget
in mind Tourist Class accommodation
is available in certain sailings from £184
single, £332 return.

As no tax is payable aboard, some things

arc cheaper, cigarettes, for instance, are

less than half price and many drinks are
not as expensive as ashore.
The earlier you book, the wider your

choice of accommodation. Ships fill

quickly and latecomers may be restricted

in their choice.

These three ships sail to Japan during
February-April 1963:

CHITRAL—sails February 18
CHUSAN—sails March 15
CATHAY—sails April 19

Cathay and Chitral, 14.000 tons, are

First Class only, giving all passengers
the complete run of the ship. Chusan,
24,000 tons and a well-tried favourite on
this route, is First Class and Tourist. All

these ships, incidentally, offer a fast and

regular carg<
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the past twenty years with
work,'' said Bestrand. " He
no needs, no ambition and
imagination. He arrives in

Chancery, says good morning
10 one and goes straight to
code and cipher room." He
ed that *' no arrangement
Id be made with Benoit."

levertheless, although Benoit
utterly loyai to Marshal

ain, he became confused and
appy when Laval returned
lower in Vichy, as lie did at
time, and began to pursue

olicy of open collaboration
h the Nazis. This was too
h for old Benoit, and he
fined his job.

Loyalty wins
hereupon Cynthia went to
and told him lhat here was

hance to serve France. " Our
res and aims are the same
ours." she said. " Wc want

help France because wc know
t by doing so we will also be
ping the Allied war effort."

I am very confused," said
old man. " I have had no

le to think. Everything has
pened so quickly."

The ciphers could provide
key to show how much the

ltors in the French Govern-
nt are helping the Germans,"

Cynthia. " To turn them
to us would be the greatest

ice you could perform for
ur unhappy country."
Benoit thought hard. At last
reached a decision, difficult
painful for him as it was

appointing to Cynthia. " I

nnot," he said finally. " I

e a long record of loyalty to
hiefs. All of them have

itten me letters. Thc wcodcs
ciphers have been my res-

pnsibility, my personal rcsponsi-
lily. To guard them has been
duty."

Regretfully Cynthia had to
bandon her attempt, having
)ld her employers that here at
ast was one among the

traitorous Vichy crew who re-

mained faithful to his principles.

There was someone else,

however, who did have access
to the code room. This was L..

a young man with a wife and
glowing family, and there was
good reason for believing lhat
ne wa-i short of money.

Cynthia did not have to be
told what to do next. She at

once began to cultivate him.
thoigh she was care fir I not to

Jet bestrand know what she v\as

doing. L.'s wife was having a

child at the time, and he himself,
being a little bored, was glad to

find such a si/niptM/ui/ue com-
panion as Cynthia.

Soon she was expressing
astonishment that any loyal
Frenchman should associate him-
self with such treacherous poli-
cies as those of Laval. Gradually
she worked round to the subject
of the naval cipher, stressing ihe
immense assistance lhat its pos-
session could render the enemies
of Germany. As a further
inducement she offered him a
lump sum of money im media I civ

if he would procure it for her.

and a monthly retainer thereafter
if he would keep her advised of
any changes in it thai might be
ma dc.

L. appeared to be torn by
doubts, but in the end refused.
In fact. his apparent doubts
were pretended. He went
straight to the Ambassador
and told him the whole story.
He somewhat exaggerated the
sum Cynthia had offered him,
and added lhat she was in the
employ of the United States
Intelligence Service.

This sensational account
immediately spread round the
Embassy. Naturally Bestrand
heard of it. but he refused to
believe in her association with
L. He went to Henry-
Hayc and protested that it was
untrue. He told him that L.

was unreliable. Had he not been
spreading a false rumour about
the Ambassador? Obviously trie

man was a liar, said Bestrand.
and was doubtless addicted to
spreading equally untrue stories
about other people.

Reprimand
Hcnry-Haye heartily agreed.

He immediately sent for L., and
soundly reprimanded him. end
ins up by telling him that the
code room would in future be
closed to him.

Cynthia had been extremely
lucky. She had also been most
astute in concealing her associa-
tion with L. from Bestrand.
Now she devised a new plan
for obtaining possession of
:he naval cipher. This involved
Bestrand's co-operation. but
his pari was to be relatively
simple as well as thoroughly
congenial. When he heard the?

details, he agreed to co-operaio
without demur. In the event he
did so most willingly. First of
all, he supplied a floor plan of
the Embassy, and with the aid of
this the final dispositions were
made.
One evening Bestrand arrived

with Cynthia at the entrance to
the Embassy. The watchman
was on duty, and Bestrand took
him aside. speaking in .

con-
fidential undertones. He ex-
plained that he had nowhere else
to go. Washington was crowded,
he said, and anyway it would not
do for a member of the Embassy
to be seen in an hotel. The watch-
man's assistance was facilitated

by a generous tip. He told
Bestrand that he and his anue
ort.itrt vnnnH iho night Ofl tflC

Sir W illiam Slephoiihon < ri^htt n-crivrs the I 'redden tial

Medal of Merit, tin- only mm- A merit an i-vcr to receive

this highest civilian honour.

Stephenson in his hrsi-worhl-w ar lighter plane.: his

evploits won liim the M.C, D.F.C ami Croix <Je Guerre
with Palm.

accustomed to their comings
and goings.

Then, one night in June. 1942.
a cab drove up to the Embassy
and deposited Bestrand and
Cynthia. They appeared to be
in festive mood, and the watch-
man noticed that they had
brought several bottles of cham-
pagne with them. They invited
the watchman to join them in a
glass, and he gladly accepted.
But the watchman's drink had
been doctored with a powerful
.sleeping draught, and .iooii he
was fast asleep. Cynthia then
admit led the cab driver, who
had been w?aiting for their signal
in his taxi outside. This man
was an expert locksmith, and he
immediately set about his
appointed task. It took him
three hours to work out the com-
bination of the safe in the code
room, a task which had to
be done silently and without
leaving any trace of his presence.
This meant that there was in-

sufficient time in which to deal
with the cipher books. But the
most difficult part of the under-
taking had been accomplished,
and it only remained to put the
knowledge thus obtained to the
required use on the next
occasion

.

Two nights later Bestrand and
Cynthia paid another nocturnal
visit to the Embassy. They did
not consider it advisable to drug
the watchman again, since he
might realise that the fact of his
falling asleep for a second time
was something more than a co-
incidence and so report the
matter to his superiors next
morning. Also Cynthia sensed
that he was already a tittle sus-
picious and was probably intent
upon'^finding out whether she and
Bestrand were up to any " funny
business." It was therefore
essential that some effective
method should be used for keep-
ing him well out of the way.

The expedient to whicJi she
now resorted was very simple.
It was designed to satisfy the

wcic alone she prepared herself
for a surprise enhance on l he
part oi the watchman. Sure
enough he appeared about
twenty minutes later— to find

Cynthia completely undressed.
He hastily withdrew, perfectly
reassured that the visitors had
no o 1 her purpose for spending
the night in the Embassy than
the mutually agreeable one which
Bestrand had originally inti-

mated. The watchman's embar-
rassment made it clear that he
wuuM rvr>t i rouble i hem again
with presence.

Photo-copies
Tho locksmith was now

admit icri through a window, and
wit hit' a matter of minutes he
was :i )lc to reach the safe and
open ;-. T! ^ naval cipher books
were instantly removed and
handed through the open window
to another of Stephenson's
agents who was waiting outside.
They were then rushed by car
to a convenient house near by
where a photostat was made of
each page. By 4 a.m.—well
withm the time-limit— the books
were back in the Embassy safe,

and i here was no sign that they
had over been abstracted.

T\\ enty-four hours later the
photostatic reproduction of the
French naval ci pher/ reached the
Admiralty in London.

Those who participated in the
successful landings in North
Africa a few months afterwards
would have been surprised to
know how much the preparations
for the elimination of Vichy
naval resistance on that occasion
owed to the determination of a
quiet Canadian allied with the
courage of a clever wonuin. who
took off her clothes in the
French Embassy in Washington
in circumstances which are
hardly likely to be repeated.

Incidentally. Cynthia and
Bctrand are now happily
married.

C) H. Montgomery Ifyd* 19*2.
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:hc naval cipher. This involved
Pestrand's co-operation, but
his part was to be relatively
simple as well as thoroughly
congenial. When he heard the
details, he agreed to • co-opera to

without demur. In the event lie

did so most willingly. first of

|
all. he supplied a floor plan of
the Embassy, and with the aid of
this the final dispositions were
made.
One evening Bcstrand arrived

with Cynthia at the entrance to
the Embassy. The watchman
was on duty, and Bestrand took
him aside, speaking in con-
fidential undertones. He ex-
plained that he had nowhere else

to go. Washington was crowded,
he said, and anyway it would not
do for a member of the Embassy
to be seen in an hotel. The watch-
man's assistance was facilitated

by a generous tip. He told

Bestrand that he and his amie
could spend the night on the
divan on the first floor.

A night or so later they came
again, and the visit was repeated
on several subsequent nights.

Thus the watchman became

taking had been accomplished,
and it only remained to put the
knowledge thus obtained to the
required use on the next
occasion.
Two nights later Bestrand and

Cynthia paid another nocturnal
visit to the Embassy. They did
not consider it advisable to dru^
the watchman again, since he
might realise that the fact of his
falling asleep for a second time
was something more than a co-
incidence and so report the
matter to his superiors next
morning. Also Cynthia sensed
that he was already a little sus-
picious and was probably intent
upon finding out whether she and
Bestrand were up to any " funny:
business." It was therefore
essential that some effective
method should be used for keep-
ing him Well out of the way.
The expedient to which she

now resorted was very simple.
It was designed to satisfy the
watchman's curiosity in a totally
unexpected manner.

As soon as she and Bestrand

. . ,

.

«. < i. t» | ' 1

1

\j nj--na u vv(j.i iiictut: in

each page. By 4 a.m.—well
within the time-limit—the books
were back in the Elmbassy safe,

and i here was no sign that they
had ever been abstracted.

Twenty-four hours later the
photostatic reproduction of the
French naval cipher' reached the
Admiralty in London.

Those who participated in the
successful landings in North
Africa a few months nfterwards
would have been surprised to
know how much the preparations
for the elimination of Vichy
naval resistance on that occasion
owed to the determination of a

quiet Canadian allied with the
courage of a clever woman, who
look off her clothes in the
French Embassy in Washington
in circumstances which arc
haidly likely to be repeated.

Incidentally, Cynthia and
Bestrand are now happily
married.

© H. Montgomery Hyde 19*2.
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Brain-Teaser
BONFIRE

Set by Smada
WHEN THE FLOOD was over.
Noah broke up the Ark ;md let

the animals celebrate with a bon-
lire. Each animal that UK>k part

j
collected a quantity of w»tKjU for

' example, a Wolf collected 56,' a

, Weasel 65. and a Wombat 74
I pieces of wood. Noah fieri look
1 from each animal an equal num-
! her of

#
pieces with which he

| started * the bonfire,

j
When it came to adding fuel

j
to the flames Noah old each

j
animal to divide its remaining

j
stock into equal piles, with ^. 4
or 5 pieces of wood in each.

J

Where (his was impossible, the
unfortunate animal coukl take no

of the

four

fine wines

twwtM

further part. Each animal left in
then threw one of its piles on to
the tire each time Noah gave the
word.

After some time things got a
bit out of hand, so when the
Water-rat had as many pieces of
wood left as the Walrus had
thrown on the fire. Noah stopped
the proceedings, which made the
Wildcat even wilder, as he had
some left. Now--
How much wood would a

Woodchuck chuck, if a Wood-
chuck could chuck wood?

Fntries should be addressed to
Brain-1 eascr No. 82. The Sunday
Times, 196, Gray's Inn Road.
W.C.I, to arrive by the first post
of Fridau, October 26. The first
correct solution opened wins a £1
prize.

Solution to last Sunday's pro-
blem*. Uncle had five nephews and
left £4.000.
The £3 prize goes to P. A.

Cundall, 44, Placehouse Lane,
Old Coiilsrion, Surety.

Thr other thrre:

Clubland White rort.

La y.'oru./Hancftr

REDNUTT SHERRY
The fine mature Oloroso, a sun-pilded sherry of exqu
ite character. Cream or Brown. Discovered with pleas
on tjood sideboards everywhere. Look for the distinct

waisted bottle.

Sole Importers : J R Parkirtpton A Co Ltd (Est. IftGA). 161 K'ew Bond Street Lor

IM l K AIILKS
PleaM help man and women of

,

the Middle CIm( afflicted with
incurable diaeaaes, with no one
who can care Tot them. The

\

B. H.H.I, is eofely dependent
oo voluntary contributions.

j

BRITISH HOME * HOSPITAL for
INCURABLES, Streatham, S.W.I6
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REC- 28 1 - Yellow file copy

THE QUEST CANADIAN" BY 1 - Orig. & copy

H. MONTGOMERY HYDE
BOOK RBYIIWS

The captioned heekwu eeheduled for publication oil November 8, 1962,

by Banish Hamilton, The book deals with the activities ef William Stephenson,

well-taseiwa British Intelligence agent of World War U. This laformation appears

ia the October, 21, 1M2, issue ef The Sunday Times, Magasine Section, page IS.

Yea sheaW discreetly obtain one ceyy of this book and forward it to

the Bareaa marked to the attention of the Central Research

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for *gview.

)

NOTE: Mem© D. J. Brennan to Sullivan, 11- 19-62 captioned
"The Quiet Canadian"; a Book Concerning British
Intelligence Activities in World War II by H. Montgomery
Hyde; Information Concerning, " recommends that

Central Research Section obtain a copy of book and review
for any other information which might be of interest to us.
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OPlTo>NM fQ|M4 NO. 10* r

^unitSdvstates government

Memorandum

TO
• Mr. W. C. Sullivan\Jfl ' ^ date: H/19/62

FROM D. J. Brenna|^^^^ ^v/^i

subject: "THSfQUIET CANADIAN"

;

A BOOK CONCERNING BRITISH INTELLIGENCE
ACTIVITIES IN WORfeD WAR II BY
H. "MONTGOMERp&YDE
INFORMATION CONCERNING

Enclosed herewith is the copy of an article which
appeared in the October 21, 1962, issue of The Sunday Times,
London, England, which is essentially, an extract from a book
entitled "The Quiet Canadian" authored by H. Montgomery Jple

.

This book, which deals with the activities of WilljajB^ephenson,
well-known British intelligence agent of World Wai«H.I, was
scheduled to be published in England on November 8, 1962. ^ v

~

The referenced extract, which is captioned "Intrepid
(Silhouette of a Secret Agent)',1 describes some of Stephenson's
work in the United Stages . Stephenson is described as having
been connected wi^tfrtBritish Security Co-ordination (BSC) and
it is clearly pointed out that the British r*an operations in
this country. For example, mention is made of the use of a
woman referred to as Cynthia who allegedly was instrumental in
obtaining the key to Vichy French and Italian ciphers.

The same issue of The Sunday Times includes an article^
(enclosed) writted by Ian/Fleming, well-known British spy-story
writer, in which Fleming praises the work of Stephenson. Fleming
makes favorable reference to the coordination which took place
between the British and the Americans during World War II, and . .

in this connection he mentions William Donovan, former head of
the Offic/ of Strategic Service (OSS), and the Director, ^

>This particular article may be of some historic
nee and could serve as a worthwhile reference. British

gnce activities in the United States during Wojsld War II
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i i
Memorandum Brennan to Sullivan
Re: "THE QUIET CANADIAN"

INFORMATION CONCERNING

were reported to some extent by Donald Downes in his book "The
Scarlet Thread." Downes, an individual!"

1was very critical of the Bureau. This article and
possibly other material in the book may be useful in documenting
British intelligence activities in the United States during
World War II.

RECOMMENDATION :

It is recommended that the Central Research Section
obtain a copy of this book and review the publication for any
other information which might be of interest to us.

- 2 -
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subject:

D. Cp Morrelt
:

-^-<\

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
COMMUNISM AND WHY
PREPARED BY THE EDITORS OF
SCHOLASTIC MAGAZINE
PUBLISHED BY MC GRAW-HILL
BOOK COMPANY, INC,

A copy of captioned book and a copy of the junior edition of the same book 1

were received from McGraw-Hill Book Company November 26, 1962, without cover letter.fyj

The books appear to be in textbook form. Robert F. Wilson and Jean Wilcox are identifi|t£

as Editor and Assistant Editor respectively of Scholastic Magazine and accredited with
j

preparation of the book in consultation with a number of "leading experts on Soviet affairsJ"
v

The dust covers of both books contain a quotation by the Director indicating

that the schools must expose the fallacy of Marxism-Leninism and every student should bev
able to contrast the principles of our democracy with communism. Quotations attributed >

to President Kennedy and former President Eisenhower also appear on the dust covers.

The Quotations of the latter two are repeated on page two of both books. The Director's
vi

quotation does not appear on this page.

INFORMATION REGARDING DIRECTORS QUOTATION :

: X.
The quotation by the Director is accurate and appeared in article entitiecfa

"Communism and Youth, " It was prepared for Mr, H. Ronald Gibson/ the Southern Baptist

Theological Seminary, Louisville, Kentucky, and sent to him by letter dated 8-21-61. Th|:

article was published in "SAYings" in October, 1961.

INFORMATION IN BUFILES:

Bufiles indicate that we have had cordial relations with Scholastic Magazines

and have furnished articles and statements for this publication. However, there is no

indication that we have corresponded with the magazine concerning the use of the quotation

of the Director or that we corresponded with them concerning the preparation of this book.

Robert F # Wilson and Jean Wilcox cannot be identified in Bufiles.

1 - Mr. Jones

1 - Mr. .Sullivan

NOT RECORDED
191 DEC 14 1962 a DEC^iwaw

JHrnlb' (4)

)EC 13 1962



Mr. Morrell to Mr. DeLoach Memorandum
Re: WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT COMMUNISM AND WHY

We have had cordial relations with McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , over

the years. This company was one of the companies considered to publish the Directors
book, "Masters of Deceit"; however, was not selected. The president of the company is

Donald McGraw and Bufiles contain no derogatory information identifiable with him.

In 1954 our files were searched concerning other principal officers of the company and no

substantial derogatory information was developed concerning any of the officers.

OBSERVATION:

Nothing was located to indicate that the Director had authorized the use of

\ his statement in connection with this book. Further, it would be against general policy for

the Director to endorse a publication which was not prepared by the Bureau or Bureau
assistance given. While the Director's statement does not refer to the book itself, its very|

appearance on the dust cover implies that the Director endorses this book.

If the book is well-done there may be no reason to challenge McGraw -Hill oi

the use of the quotation. However, if it is an amateurish job, the Director would definitely

not want his name to be used in the manner it is used.

RECOMMENDATIONS :

1. That the books be reviewed by the Domestic Intelligence Division to

determine their quality.

2. That the Domestic Intelligence Division make appropriate recommendati<

as to whether or not McGraw-Hill should be contacted to object to the use of the Director's

statement and name on the dust covers based on the review of the book.

3. That no letter be written to McGraw-Hill acknowledging receipt of the

books since any letter would be regarded as tacit approval of the use of the quotation.

4
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Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject:

Mr. DeLoach
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•of

date:

WIEW OFJgQQK f
'MEN OF THENAR RIGHT'?

ft

Bf RICHARJ^I^MAN^ ^ - ^ i

WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE
"St. LOUIS POST DISPATCH .

Tele * Room
Holmes „

Gandy

SYNOPSIS

"Men of the Far Right"

O

"Men of the Far Right" is a pocketbook published by Pyramid Books

of New York City in November, 1962. Written from a so-called "liberal" viewpoint,

the^ioithor attempts to portray the effect of the "far right" on the political scene

and thevthinking of Americans. It is a disorganized, disjointed collection of

portraits of individuals whom the author describes as significant figures in the
^'v ^--

"far r%ht" niovement including chapters on the Director, former Major General

Edwin Av Walker, Senator Strom Thurmond, Senator Tower of Texas; individuals

who he^/anticommunist organizations such as Dr. Billy James !i|r&i& Dr. George S.

Benson,^©r # Fred C. Schwartz; as well as such fanatics or anti-Semitic** as

Gerald eTk. Smith and George Lincoln Rockwell. The author includes all of these

individuals in the "far right" because they are alike in their "preoccupattpn with

the threat of the communist movement, especially as an internal threat tb the United

States Government and institutions. " He feels that the "fair right" movement, with

the proper catalyst such as the U. S. being ejected from Berlin or Communist China

being admitted to the United Nations, could become a united mass movement capable

of great political effectiveness.

References to the Director EX.-12&

REG- 16 J2/J
the FBI,There are a number of references to the Director and

several of which mention the FBI in passing, and there is a chapter devoted to

the Director. Excerpts from some of the Director's public statements are quoted

accurately and he also uses a quote (accurate) from a speech of Assistant Director

Sullivan. The author feels there is a "consistent ambiguity" running through most

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Sulliva^

ELC:par(7y^\r
; DEC 101962'

1 - Central Research (Book

3#



M. A. Jones to De Loach Memo
RE: "Men of the Far Right"

of the Director's public statements with regard to the communist menace and the

role of the ordinary citizen in combating it. He uses excerpts from statements

the Director has mad^ack up his contention, pointing out that while the Director

encourages volunteer anticommunist activity which is the chief objective of the

'far right" groups, the Director also warns against vigilanteism. The author

concludes that "it is not surprising that much of the far right has adopted J.Edgar
Hoover as its patron saint and is content to close its ears to his warnings against

vigilanteism.

"

Information in Bufiles re Dudman

be
b7C
b7D

Briefly, Richard Dudman, believed to be identical with the author

of this book, has been described as a| |by one individual who was
acquainted with him when he was with the "Denver Post" in the 1940s. It was
said that while he was not a communist or communist sympathizer, he had liberal

political and social views with particular relation to the racial situation and

minority problems. Dudman also allegedly associated with known members of

the Communist Party at the time he was associated with the "Denver Post.

"

Foregoing information was developed in connection with an

^ ^ ______ and was reportedly L

of the cited Washington Bookshop Association in 1943. Wilma Dudman,
were at Reed CollegeRichard's mother, once allegedly stated that while

they followed the Party line; however, investigation revealed that Richard was
not a student at Reed College, but was a graduate of Stanford in the field of

journalism. Mrs. Dudman also allegedly stated she had attended
I

while in Mexico City in late 1940s.

RECOMMENDATION:

None. For information.

DETAILS FOLLOW BEGINNING NEXT PAGE

- la -



Jones to DeLoach Memo
Re: Review of Book

"Men of the Far Right"

by Richard Dudman
Washington Representative

St. Louis Post Dispatch

DETAILS:

The pocketbook, "Men of the Far Right/" by Richard Dudman, Washington

representative for the "St. Louis Post-Dispatch, " was published in November, 1962, by

Pyramid Books, New York City. As indicated by the title, Dudman attempts to portray

in his book the "far right" and its effect on the political scene as well as the thinking of

a large number of Americans.

OBSERVATIONS RE TYPE OF BOOK

The book is obviously written from the so-called "liberal" viewpoint. It

is not a well-written book but rather a disjointed, disorganized collection of portraits of

individuals whom he describes as significant figures in this new movement. He is often

repetitious. While making an effort to appear objective by placing some individuals in

their proper perspective, thereby lending a tone of authenticity to his observations, he

nevertheless casts a shadow on some prominent and highly respected individuals such as

the Director and George Sokolsky. This is done by grouping them in the same category

of "far rightists" with such persons as Gerald X.- K. Smith, the publisher of anti-semitic

literature; Robert Welch of the John Birch Society who has called former President

Eisenhower a communist; and George Lincoln Rockwell of the American Nazi Party.

DEFINITION OF "FAR RIGHT"

Dudman uses the term "far right" to describe the "ultra-right-wing move-
ment, " the "radical right" or "ultra conservatism. " He feels that *lar right" is broad

enough to include a broad sweep of individuals and organizations.—" the educated and the

ignorant, the sophisticated and the naive, the fair-minded and the bigoted, the law-

abiding and the violent. While it is indicated that some say the so-called "conservatives"

and "extremists" cannot be considered a group, Dudman feels that those he includes in

the "far right" are alike in their "preoccupation with the threat of the Communist move-
ment, especially as an internal threat to the United States Government and institutions.

They see welfare -state measures and the growth of Federal power as steps toward

socialism, which they tend to equate with communism. " Dudman continues that these

individuals "tend to see all anti-Americanism, neutrality and even mere independent

nationalism as signs of communist success in gobbling up the world. " They have a

characteristic "hostility to the two-party system^

!

f regard every setback as the result of

a conspiracy and opponents are seen as traitors or "dupes of the conspiracy.

"

- 2 -
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Jones to DeLoach Memo
Re: Review of Book

"Men of the Far Right"

by Richard Dudman
Washington Representative

St. Louis Post Dispatch

HISTORY OF EXTREME GROUPS

He indicates that mass interest in extreme solutions has swung like a
pendulum through the years, sometimes to the left and sometimes to the right. Going
back to World War I, he states that a bitter anti-liberal campaign was waged, climaxed
by the mass arrests by Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer. With the depression of

the 19305s there was a swing to the left when the Communist Party (CP) grew and
communist front groups mushroomed. Following World War II the pendulum swung back
to the right and the "leftist" groups lost their appeal. In the 1950T s came the "witch-
hunting phase, " but following censure by the Senate of the late Senator Joseph McCarthy,
there was an end to the era of "McCarthyism" which "had become a bad word to most
Americans. In the last few years several events, he claims, have caused uneasinesi

and the disturbing of American confidence such as the Russian sputnik, the changing

complexion of the United Nations and the unsuccessful Cuban invasion. He points out that

while President Kennedy, not always successfully, is trying to restore American power
and prestige, the resurgent "far right" sees evil in place of error and treason instead of

poor judgment.

EFFECT OF FAR RIGHT

It is pointed out that the "far right" already is effective in certain local

situations and is learning some of the political techniques pioneered by the liberals. The
"far right" is said to be exerting pressure on a national level with regard to such things

as foreign aid, opposition to social legislation and recognition of Communist China. For
the future, Dudman feels that a national calamity of sufficient magnitude such as. ;the U. S.

being ejected from Berlin or Communist China being admitted to the United Nations,

could be the catalyst that would cause the "splintered, quarreling right wing, " to

"coalesce into a powerful, united mass movement capable of great political effectiveness.

As for what the individual can do about the "far right, " Dudman suggests keeping cool,

pointing out that J. Edgar Hoover and Senator Fulbright agree in warning against hysteria

over communism. He also suggests that the individual not endow the communists with

super-human powers; nail Hes when he can; and finally, stand up for freedom of expressing

INDIVIDUALS NAMED IN BOOK

In addition to the individuals named previously, others prominently

mentioned in chapters of his book are Senator Strom Thurmond; former Major General

Edwin A. Walker; Dr. BiUy James Hargis, often referred to as the hillbilly evangelist



Jones to DeLoach Memo
Re: Review of Book

"Men of the Far Right"

by Richard Dudman
Washington Representative

St. Louis Post Dispatch

and head of the anti-communist organization, Christian Crusade; Dr. George S. Benson,

President of Harding College at Searcy, Arkansas, and head of the National Education

Program, an anti-communist organization of national prominence at the college; former

SA Dan Smoot; H. Ii. Hunt, the Texas oil millionaire; Dr. Fred C. Schwartz of the

Christian Anti-communist Crusade; William F. Buckley, Jr. , of the National Review;

and Senator Tower of Texas. The individuals he discusses are all well known to the

Bureau and he does nqt seem to have anything new. For example, his chapter on Senator

Thurmond is centered around the "Muzzling of the Military" hearings which we monitored

earlier this year, and he is particularly critical of the activities of two pf Thurmond'

s

investigators who conducted a somewhat questionable interrogation of a number of

Marines regarding their knowledge of communism. He likened this to the "free wheeling

tactics" used by two of the late Senator McCarthy's investigators, Roy Cohn and David

Schine.

REFERENCES TO DIRECTOR

There are a number of references to the Director and the FBI in the

book, several of which just mention the Bureau in passing where the author has referred

to an individual as a former Special Agent of the FBI. He has also quoted excerpts from
public statements the Director has made on communism. These quotes have been

checked and found accurate.

CHAPTER REGARDING DIRECTOR

Chapter 14 is devoted to the author's views of the Director's alleged

connection with the "far right." The chapter is entitled, "J. Edgar Hoover and the Far
Right, " and under the title the Director is quoted as stating, "As for me, I would
rather be dead than red!" which is an accurate quotation from the Director's Criss
Award speech of 12-7-61 entitled "The Faith to be Free.

"

Primarily, the author tries to make the point that the Director has

managed to please both the fanatical fringe of the "far right" as well as organizations

such as the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) of B'nai B'rith, which is the "scourge of the

extremist fringe." In doing this he cites a favorable reference to the Director in the

February, 1962, issue of "The Cross and the Flag, " a publication of Gerald L. K. Smith,

who is described as an out-spoken anti-Semitic preacher and pamphleteer. In contrasting

this extremist publication's comments, he cites the fact that the Director was praised by

-4-



Jones to DeLoach Memo
Re: Review of Book

"Men of the Far Right"

by Richard Dudman
Washington Representative

St. Louis Post Dispatch

Judge Jerome N. Frank of U., S. Court of Appeals for the Second District, in an article

in the ,tBulletinM of the ADL in 1953.

The author offers several reasons for the foregoing praise by both groups,

He suggests that both groups may see in the Director an "essential integrity arid even-

handedness. " Or, the Director may be praised by these groups out of respect for the

influence he wields as head of the most powerful investigative agency in the country.

His third possible reason for the Director receiving the praise of both

groups is that there is a "consistent ambiguity" running through most of the Director's

public statements about the communist menace and the role of the ordinary citizen in

combatting it. To back up his contentions he quotes from several of the Director's

public statements. He uses an accurate excerpt from the Director's 2/22/62 speech at

the Freedoms Foundation at Valley Forge to show the extent of the communist menace and|

the danger here in this country, at the same time showing that in the same speech the

Director warned against "the hysterical and irrational approach. " He also accurately
,.

quotes the Director as warning against "the danger of confusing communism with legiti-

mate dissent on controversial issues." Continuing, he quotes two paragraphs from the

Director's statement, "Communist Illusion and Democratic Reality"(12/59), expanding

on the warning against "vigilante action. " The author brings out the Director's warning

against "irresponsible counteraction by citizens who lend impetus to communism
through inept attempts to fight this insidious menace. " This was from the Director's

introduction to the April, 1961, issue of the Law Enforcement Bulletin. He refers also

to the Director's warning along the same lines in the February, 1962, issue of the

"American Bar Association Journal.

"

He states that the Director's words were harsh against the less respon-

sible free enterprise anti-communist operations. The author comments, "Yet when
Major General Edwin A. Walker issued his lengthy statement upon resigning from the

Army, he was able to find this strong defense of the anti-communist groups, also by

Hoover:" He follows this with excerpted paragraphs from the Director's introduction to

the 3/1/60 issue of the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin in which the Director stated, "It

is appalling that some members of our society continue to deplore and criticize those

who stress the communist danger "

In stating that "A slightly different balance was struck0 by Assistant

Director Sullivan, the author excerpts paragraphs from Mr. Sullivan's 10/18/62 speech

at Southern Metihodist University, Dallas, Texas. He feels that Mr. Sullivan's view is

- 5 -



Jones to DeLoach Memo
Re: Review of Book

"Men of the Far Right"

by Richard Dudman
Washington Representative

St. Louis Post Dispatch

"be slow to accuse, but also be slow to excuse. " The paragraphs from Mr. Sullivan's

speech which the author quotes accurately are set forth below and generally follow the

Directors observations on this subject.

"To particularize these general concepts means that no

American citizen shall stigmatize another person as a com-
munist without having all the facts to establish this conclusion

beyond any reasonable doubt. Honest liberals, progressives,

and earnest people who disagree with us should not be con-

fused with communists. Civil rights must never be violated.

Native neo-fascists must be combatted with the same vigor

as native communists. Our multiple freedoms must not be

preserved only but actually enlarged.

"Fighting communism with truth and justice means also that

our articulate citizens should possess all the facts before they

protest that certain individuals are not communists or intelli-

gence agents of hostile foreign powers. It means constant

vigilance to avoid being made a dupe by adroit communists
and their attractively-named front organizations. It means
we must have a strong sense of realism and alertness to pre-

vent infiltration of concealed communists into the major chan-

nels of American society where public opinion is molded.

"

Following^an accurate short quotation from "Masters of Deceit" which

states:

"Don't think cue must have evidence establishing the identity

of a spy, the hide-out of an underground party leader, or the

location of stolen blueprints before he can report information.

Many cases start with very small clues, a scrap of paper, a

photograph, an abandoned passport. Then, bit by bit, the

entire picture is developed by investigation.

"

the author points out that the Director said "the FBI did not want rumor or idle gossip

but suggested that citizens report any information about espionage, sabotage, and sub-

versive action.

"

- 6 -
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Re: Review of Book

nMen of the Far Right"

by Richard Dudman
Washington Representative

St Louis Post Dispatch

The author further states that while the Director encourages volunteer

anti-communist activity which is ostensibly the chief objective of most of the new"far

right" groups, the Director has "steadily emphasized the continuing menace of the

domestic communist movement." 'In addition, he points out that the Director still

estimates the CP membership at 10, 000, compared to the Party1 s claim of 80, 000 in

1944, and emphasizes that the "present membership is a dedicated hard core, directed

by an international movement grown far more powerful in recent years."

The author claims that the Director gave specific aid to the far right "in his

support of the film 'Operation Abolition, ' now largely discredited. " This, of course,

was the film prepared and sponsored by the House Committee on Un-American Activities

(HCUA) regarding the student riots in San Francisco in 1960 in connection with HCUA
htsrings. He claims the film was supported by the Director's statement "Communist
Target-Youth, " published by HCUA.

The author concludes that "it is not surprising that much of the far right

has adopted J. Edgar Hoover as its patron saint and is content to close its ears to his

warnings against vigilanteism.

"

OTHER REFERENCES TO FBI AND DIRECTOR

On pages 56 and 57 in connection with the testimony of former General
Edwin Walker at the "Muzzling" hearings, the author refers to the statement of Walker
oh his resignation from the Army in which Walker quoted a number of both prominent

and historical figures including the Director. The quote is not set forth.

On page 84, in connection with the author's description of an anticom-

munist school conducted early this year in Tulsa, Oklahoma, by Billy James Hargis, it

is stated that the faculty paid high tribute to the "alertness of J. Edgar Hoover and the

Federal Bureau of Investigation.

"

In discussing Dr, Fred Schwartz and his Christian Anti-Communism
Crusade, the author quotes from a book of Schwartz who comments on the old and often-

heard charge that 7, 000 members of the protestant clergy have been involved with the

communist apparatus by allowing their names to be associated with communist fronts.

In this connection, the author (Dudman) states that Senator Byrd of Virginia ended the

episode on this subject by announcing that "J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the FBI, had

- 7 -



Jones to DeLoach Memo
Re: Review of Book

"Men of the Far Right"

by Richard Dudman
Washington Representative

St. Louis Post Dispatch

written, in response to an inquiry (from Byrd), that he knew of no minister who had

been proved to be a communist agent. " While Senator Byrd was said to have made this

statement in 1953 news articles, the Director actually told Byrd that no ministers had

been convicted as communist agents. But, we made no comment regarding the matter
in the press.

On page 134, which is the beginning of a chapter on the "fanatical right,

"

a letter from Brigadier General Herbert C. Holdridge, Retired, to the Director, copies

of which Holdridge sent to newsmen and others, is quoted in part to the effect that

Holdridge directed Mr. Hoover to "make an immediate arrest of John F. Kennedy,
usurping President of the United States, and of his outlaw advisers, on charges of trea-

son, murder, M
'

INFORMATION IN BUFILES RE RICHARD DUDMAN
the years

Ii#1948 to 19 5d

I according to a 10/16/50 letter from SAC, New Yoik.

Jnamed Richard Dudman who, as of

July, 1949, was a reporter for the "Denver Post, M and is probably identical with the

author of
"Man of the Far Right " Richard was mentioned prominently throughout the

investigation! l and considerable information was developed to the effect that while

Richard was not considered a communist or communist sympathizer, he had liberal

political and social views with particular relation to the racial situation and minority

problems. Robert Cour, a reporter on the Denver Post and acquaintance of Richard^

described Richard as a
| |

in that Richard was friendly with known members
of the Communist Party in Denver and in view of his writings with regard to racial

issues and minority problems. The same individual indicated it was common gossip at
h6
hlCthe Denver Post in 1947 that prior to Richard's

whom Cour described as anRichard was living with
|

I of the Communist Party,

l
and an acquaintance of both

Informants indicated was a member of the

and Richard Dudman indicated it was her
understanding that Richard occupied a basement apartment at the same address in

Denver where accused an apartment with her mother

- 8 -



Jones to DeLoach Memo
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"Men of the Far Right"

by Richard Dudman
Washington Representative

St. Louis Post Dispatch

Another individual from Portland. Oregon, who claimed to be a close

and Richard, advised that whenfriend of Mrs. Wilma: Dudman, mother
and Richard were attendiqg Reed College.

thai! Ifollowed the

Mrs. Dudman used to point out laughingly

land that as of 1948 Mrs. Dudman followed the

This individual indicated mat since the death of Dr. Dudman (the father of the

Mrs. Dudman had been spending considerable time in Mexico City and during a

visit to Portland, Mrs. Dudman stated she was
Mexico City. Further Mrs. Dudman hoped this would not be held against

who was trying to obtain a position with the Atomic Energy Commission,
also indicated! bi New York City.

Mrs. Dudman
Subsequent

investigation disclosed Richard did not attend Reed College, but rather is a journalism

graduate from Stanford.

was said to be in frequent contact with

who was involved in a Soviet Espionage conspiracy, and
She also had contacts with other subjects of

also was reportedly a member
was a social acquaintance of

the same investigation involving

of the Washington Bookshop Association in 1943, which has been cited.

The 1961 reports from Washington Field Office reveals that Richard

Dudman of the "St. Louis Post Dispatch" has had numerous contacts with various

diplomatic establishments in Washington, D. C. From information available, it appears

that his contacts are connected with his duties as a correspondent with the newspapers.

Among individuals he has contacted is an Attache of the Soviet Embassy in Washington.

Dudman contacted tjie Bureau on 6-26-57 regarding a tour for Mrs Pete Quesada, wife

of General Quesada, who was a relative of the publisher of the St. Louis Post Dispatch.
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Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI date: 11/27/62

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, iDALIAS J, 100-0)

OOK^SPIRIT OF ATTITUDE

There is enclosed herewith a book, entitled as
above* This book was delivered tb^SA EDWIN c DORRTS a£
San Angelo. Tera. by I I of the

stated that both[
had reviewed this book and insofar as they could determine
they were of the opinion that such book follows the CP line.
The book was mailed to |~

|
of school,

and it was I I belief that the authtor was attempting
to have the book taught in the schools.

The book is furnished tc> the Bureau fpr whoever
disposition desired. ^ v*
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/^Bureau (Enc. rf(RftS
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ECDrsah flm.
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SUBJEC^^LLACK BOOME
BOOK BY SEFTO ELMER

Gale _
Rosen _

SuJJivcm

Tavel —

Gandy

ished the Bureau by

Reviewjrf this book dis~

A copy of captioned book has been recently f

iging Press Incqrjporated, 625 Madison Avenue,
.

NewJTork.
closed that it is an account of the actions of the author, an Englishman, who headed a

British Intelligence operation in World War n which was called the M Bl^ck Radio.

"

This operation entailed making disruptive radio broadcasts to the German Army and

lian populace which purportedly came from undercover stationsJn Germany and
ch appeared to originate with loyal Germans who jvere against the German war
rt and Hitler,

It

I

The author, who was a journalist for the " London Daily Egress" before

World War n, describes how he was launched into this intelligence operation and the

various devices used by the " Black Radio" in sending propaganda to Germany during the

war. The story is replete with true facts concerning the use of fake broadcasts ani

documents in helping to undermine the Nazi war effort. There is an innocuous refe?0$%$

to the Director in a footnote on page 209. The author, in referring to the head of tin

British Secret Intelligence Service, notes that this individual is never referred to by aai»*»

is known to only a very few persons and that for him thereis not " the personal publicity

which Allen W. Dulles, or J. Edgar Hoover get in the United States. M There is no
other reference to the Director or to the Bureau in the book.

The dust cover of this book refleq^jLthat Sefton Delmer returned to

journalism after World War n and is now Chief F^ign Affairs reporter for the " London
Daily Express. » # £ ^* t£C~ $

\ r;52CHECK OF^UFILgS

v * / Files contain only an incidental reference to Sefton D8tmer, He rfpOftaciljr

worked with Otto John, the West German Security chief who defected to the East

German Government in 1954, in intelligence operations in England during and immediately
after World War n. There is no derogatory information in files concerning Delmer and
na rff^rence to captioned book.
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Reference is made to the Director
on page 209 (footnote).
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TO Mr, Mohr date: 11/21/62

from ;
J- J. Caspei^^^^

subject: MORRIS L. ERNST
BOOK - "PRIVACY: THE RIGHT
TO BE LET ALONE"

0 ^£\Jf£^

Mr. Ernst wrote the Director on November 8, 1962, to advise
that Ernst and his associate, Alan Schwartz, had written a book entitled,

"Privacy: The Right To Be Let Alone, " and that a complimentary copy
is being sent to the Director, Ernst was answered in the Director's absence
by a letter from Miss Gandy dated November 13, 1962, Mr. Ernst had
asked the Director's views on this book* On being notified, the Director
wrote, "Review it when received and then we can decide, H. "

Mr. DeLoach instructed that the book be reviewed by the Legal .

Research Desk of the Training Division and a memorandum submitted.

The book has been received and reviewed. It makes no mention

of the Director or the FBI, and is of no direct interest to the Bureau's work. *

The book reviews, analyzes, and comments on the original, basic legal cases

which have established the right of privacy, which is the right to be let alone.

The cases are civil cases, most of them old, some decided before there ever

was an FBI. None of them are in point on the law of privacy as it relates to

publicity concerning crimes and criminals, which is the area of FBI interest

in the subject.

The authors state that, "This book is not aimed at lawyers, law
libraries, or law schools, but at laymen. " We doubt that it hits the laymen
very well because, despite the intent of the authors, the presentation seems
a bit technical for the average reader. Aside from this, we would have no

criticism of the book, although we admittedly are not sufficiently expert

in those aspects of the right of privacy discussed here to reach an informed

conclusion on the merits of the discussion.
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That this memorandum and the attached^qjj^y|,refei?r^d to the^

Crime Reeotfds Division for appropriate action".
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J. J. Casper to Mr. Mohr Memorandum
RE: MORRIS L 0 ERNST

ADDENDUM; 11-26-62 MAJ:jol

In view of the background set forth above and the contents of

this book, it is not believed that the Director under any circumstances would
want to comment on it. Accordingly, it is felt the Bureau's in-absence letter

of November 13th should suffice and that no further action is necessary.
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la view o! the ratur* af Use feooto, the lag* that the quotation from tiie

Director a^eare only ou th* dust }*cket, tad ear paat cordial relations Hlt&'
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pabttahtr, ft Is wrt beiierod that any protest over the use of tte Director's

1. ffcr iaforaatioa. f3ae boots are «seid«*d.

2. That no protest be made regarding the use of the Director's quotation,,
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